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U 1. INTRODUCTION

- , - . In this report , we present the results of our work in the

past three years on data compression and quality evaluation of

digital speech. The overall goal of our research has ,eeñ to

develop and implement techniques for digitally transmitting high

- LI quality speech at the lowest possible data rates. We have

u developed these techniques for Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

systems (also known as LPC vocoders). Also , they have been

[I designed for transmitting speech over packet—switched

communication media, an example of which is the A.RPA Network;

these med ia handle data messages in a time—asynchronous fashion.

U As a result, the data-rate of our digital vocdder varies in time

in accordance with the properties of the incoming speech signal.

[j The variable transmission rate has a low upper bound as well as a

- low average, an important consideration for a real—time

I_i application such as transmission over the ARPA Network.

1.1 S%aaary of Major Results

• Analysis Methods

[j We developed a new analysis method for linear prediction,

called covariance lattice method. The method combines all the

[] desirable properties of the traditional autocorrelation and

-. 
covar Lance method., and requires about the same computational

Li complexity as the other two . These properties are: (1) Windowing

Iii —1—
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of the signal is not required; (2) The resulting all—p ole linear I

prediction filter is guaranteed to be stable; (3) Stability i. 
-

less sensitive to finite vordlength computations; and (4) J
Quantisation of the lattic. model parameters (for the purpose of

data compression) can be accomplished within the recursion for - .1 
~retention of accuracy in representation.

We extended the lattice method to perform adaptive analysis
in the sense of providing new estimates for the lattice

par ameters for every speech sample. Adaptive method s in general

offer several advantages over the above block analysis methods ;

these include the option to choose which set of coefficient • LI I
estimates to transmit in a given segment of the signal , and

simpler hardware realization. In addition, our adaptive lattice - 

-

methods ensure filter stability, and possess a desirable j 
~

•,.

convergence property in that the convergence is almost

independent of the spectral dynamic range of the input signal. - I
Also, ~e developed a linear predictive spectral warping j 

~technique to be included as part of the analyser. This technique

makes more effective use of the bits needed to transmit spectral J ~~~~

information. •

1 ~

—2—
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-

Parameter Quan’tèqstion . - 
-

•

We developed improved quantization schemes for LPC

parameters: log area ratios (LARs), pitch and gain. The scheme

for LARI employs unequal quantiz ation step sizes for the L
different coefficients , with the step sizes derived by taking

advantage of the differences in spectral sensitivity levels of

individual !~ARs. The pitch quantization scheme makes efficient

use of all the levels, in the sense that the decoded pitch values

corresponding to these levels are all distinct. As LPC gain

parameter, we found the energy of the speech signal to be a

desirable choice.

Perceptual Model of 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

and Variable Frame Rate Transmission

We formulated and experimentally validated a functional

perceptual model of speech in which speech is represented , with

only a minimal loss in perceived quality, in terms of LPC

parameters extracted time—asynchronously at a min imum set of time

instances and in terms of linear parameter variation over the

interval between these time instances. Based on this model, we

• developed new variable frame rate (VFR) transmission schemes for

LARS, pitch and gain. We applied these VFR compression schemes

to a 180 frames/sec fixed—rate LPC vocoder with a bit rate of

about 5700 bps (bits/sec) to produce a variable rate vocoder with

an average bit rate of only about 2100 bps for continuous speech

—3— - -
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and with approximately the same speech quality as the fixed—rate • ~
- 

-

system. Use of Huffman coding and variable order linear 
• 

prediction (two of a number of techniques that we developed under

a previous ARPA project El)) would further lower the average bit -
~

rate to about 1500 bps, with no change in perceived speech J
quality.

A Mixed—Source Model to Ii~prove Speech Synthesis

With the objective of enhancing the naturalness of the

synthesized speech, we developed a new model for generating the 
- J

excitation signal for the LPC synthesizer. In contrast to the

traditional idealized pulse/noise (or voiced/unvoiced) source J
model, the new model mixes the pulse and noise excitations. The

mix is achieved by dividing the speech spectrum into two regions, -

with the pulse source exciting the low—frequ.ncy region and the

noise source exciting the high—frequency region. The cutoff

frequency that separates the two regions is adaptively varied in - I
accordance with the changing speech signal. Experiments using

the new model indicated its power in synthesizing natural

sounding voiced fricatives, and in largely eliminating the j
‘buzsy quality of vocoded speech .

-- -J r.
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•jj Subj ective Speech Quality Evaluation

1 
We developed and tested an improved method for measuring

subjective speech quality. The method uses a set of six

specially designed sentences, each read by six talkers.  The

- material is both representative, in that it covers a wide range

of speech events and talker characteristics, and also

challenging , in that some speech material is included that would

fu l ly  extend any LPC vocoder ’s abilities. Applying this method ,

we obtained several practical results. For example, by studying

speech quality as a function of vocoder parameters , we der ived • 
-

L i  tradeoff relations to define the combination of vocoder

parameters yielding the best quality for any desired overall bit

rate. In another test, we showed that variable frame rate

transmission techniques can produce the highest quality at any

- 
given rate, compared to two other methods which controlled the

bit rate by adjusting the LPC order or by varying the log area

U 
ratio quantization step size. Al so , we formally demonstrated the

effectiveness of our perceptual—model—based VFR scheme and its

t superiority to our earlier log—likelihood ratio VFR scheme. In

addition, we generated subjective speech quality data which we

then used as a baseline for correlating against results obtained

• from our objective methods of speech quality assessment.

LI As part of our subjective speech quality work , we also

investigated a few other topics including: (1) a phoneme-specific

1 1 ~~
—
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intelligibility test, using nonsense materials; (2) the effect of

lost packets on the intelligibility of speech transmitted over

ARPANET ; and (3) development of a method to reduce stimulus LI

sequence effects on listeners’ judgments.
L

~~j~ctive !~~~~!~~~~ 
Qualiti Evaluation 

•

U 1 ,
We formulated a general framework for objective speech

quality eval!.ac~ion of narrowband LPC vocoders. Within this - 1 ~
framework, we developed several objective methods. In each

method, the error in short—term spectral behavior between vocoded -

speech and the original is computed once every 10 ma. These 1
errors are appropriately weighted and averaged over an utterance

to produce a single objective score. We evaluated the objective i
me thods by correlating the resulting objective scores with formal

subjective speech quality j udgments. The usefulness of our

method s was clearly indicated by the high correlations that we j - 
-

obtained.

___________ _________________ 

- I
Real—Time Impl ementation 

-

The current  BBN speech faci l i ty has evolved mostly during

the last three years. Brief)y, it consists of the following s the

SPS—4l computer with a dual—port memory interface and a dual

channel A/D and D/A converter system; the PDP—ll/40 computer 
- J

with an RT11 operating system , an IMP11A interface to provide a

link to the ARP~ Network, the IMLAC PDS—l display minicomputer as

—6— 1
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a peripheral to the PDP11, and a software package which includes f.
an FTP (Pile Transfer Protocol), a real—time speech acquisition ,

LI waveform display and editing program , and a convenient

interactive playback program .

We cooperated with the other sites in the ARPA commun ity in

implementing an LPC vocoder that transmits speech over the ARPA

•L 
Network in real time. Also, we provided specifications to ARPA

LPC—II system, the first real—time variable—rate speech

LI compression system on the ARPANET.

1.2 Outline of Report L

fl 
Before we outline the contents of Sections 2—10, we note

• that the results of our work on various topics have been

previously reported in the form of confar.nce or journal papers

and ARPA Network Speech Compression (NBC ) notes. We describe

these results briefly in the main sections of the report , and

U 
include these papers as appendices. Of course , topics that we

have not previously reported, or on which additional work has

[.1 
been performed since the prev ious reporting , are dealt with in a

detailed manner.

In Section 2, we describe three analysis methods: covariance

El lattice , adapt ive lattice and linear predictive warping . •

[1
[•l
JI
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— 
Section 3 contains the description of improved quantization

schemes for LARs and pitch . Also considered in this section is ~
- [I-

the question of which of the two candidates for LPC gain - I -

parameter, speech signal energy and linear prediction error

signal energy, produces a smaller quantization error.

Section 4 describes in detail our new variable frame rate - 

- -

transmission schemes for LARS , pitch and gain . First, we briefly

review our work on VFR transmission performed on a previous ARPA 
—

project (1). Then, we state our perceptual model of speech, and

indicate a major difference between the previous VFR scheme and I ~~ .

the new VFR scheme based on this perceptual model. Next, the J
various features of the new VFR scheme for MR transmission are

described at length, followed by the experimental results of 
-

comparisons of the speech quality of an LPC vocoder which jj
transmitted LABs at a variable rate using this new scheme but 

- -

pitch and gain at a f .zed rate, with the speech quality of LI

several other fixed—rate and variable—rate vocoders. Next, to

substantially reduce the computational burden, we propose a

siaplif Led VFR scheme for MR transmission. Finally, two types j -

of VFR schemes for the transmission of pitch and gain are

presented. LI
In Section 5, we consider our work on three issues related LI

to the operation of the LPC synthesizer . These ares optimal

linear interpolation of synthesizer parameters , implementation of -

synthesizer gain , and all—pass excitation. 3 L

—8— j

— 
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U 
Section 6 deals with our mixed—source model, an automatic

scheme to extract the model parameter (cutoff frequency),

LI implementation of the model at the synthesizer, and the effect on

vocoded speech due to the use of the model.

II
- 

Our work on subjective speech quality evaluation is t
LI presented in detail in Section 7. First, we describe the

U 
development and testing of a subjective quality measurement

procedure. The results obtained by applying this procedure to -
~~~~

El three practical problems are given next. The section ends with

discussions on several miscellaneous topics in the subjective

quality evaluation area that we worked on as part of this

project

Section 8 deals with our efforts on the task of objective

L speech quality evaluation. The section starts with a statement

El of a general framework that we used in dealing with this task.

Next , several distance measures are described for computing the

I] 
error in short—term spectral behavior between vocoded speech and

the original. Methods for time—weighting and time—averaging the f.

Li. computed frame spectral errors over an utterance are considered .

LI Finally, the results obtained by comparing objective speech

• quality scores against subjective judgments are presented .

In Section 9, we describe our work towards developing a

U 
real—time speech facility at BBN. Also, we briefly summar ize the

El — ‘—

I I
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specifications that we provided for ARPA LPC—II speech j
compression system.

Two additional topics that we have also worked on dur ing

this project are considered in Section 9. These are : j
Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM) coding of LPC

parameters, and linear predictive formant vocoder. I

Li
Li , .

1L I

—10— 
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U 2. ANALYSIS METHODS

[I] 
A number of new analysis methods have been developed, some

of which promise to have a major impact in various estimation and

modelling applications. The first twc~ sections describe our

u contributions to the area of lattice methods in linear prediction

-
~ analysis. The last section presents the method of linear

predictive spectral warping, which makes more effective use of

the bits needed to transmit spectral information. 
4

2.1 Covariance Lattice Methods -

LI The autocorrelation method of linear prediction guarantees

the stability of the all—pol, filter, but has th. disadvantage

that windowing of the speech signal causss some unwanted

[] distortion in the spectrum. In practice, even the stability is

- 
not always guaranteed with finite wordl.ngth (PWL) computations.

H ~~ the other hand, the covariance method does not guarantee the

[j stability of the filter even with floating—point computation , but

it has the advantage that there is no windovim~ and hence no

U unnecessary distortion of the signal spectrum. To combine the

- 
advantages of these two methods, we developed a new formulation

[I for linear prediction, which we call the covar iance latt ice

U 
method ( see Appendix 1 for details). The method is one of a

class of lattice methods which guarantee th. stability of the

[1 
all—pole linear prediction filter, with or without windowing of :

Li — li-

_______________________________________________ ____________________________________________________________ - —_ - — - - - —- .—.-~.~_---  : _ — - -
~~~~A~~ .~
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the signal , and with the number of computations being comparable

to the autocorrelation and covariance methods; also, stability is ~l
less sensitive to FWL computations. 

-

We incorp orated the covar Lance latti ce method into our

floating—point simulation of the LPC speech compression system. -

This also involved utuninga of such quantities a. the analysis

interval and the criterion for de termini ng optimal LPC order.

(The latter is required when variable order linear prediction is

used Ill.) The result was approximately the same speech quality

as that from ~ur earlier 1500 bps LPC system (1) (which used the

autocorrelation method) at about the same total computation time. J
In fixed—point implementations, however, the lower sensitivity of 

-

filter stability to FWL computations prov ided by the covar Lance I
lattice method is expected to lead to an improvement in speech 

~
quality relative to that from the autocorrelation LPC system. J

Fur thermore , the covar Lance lattice method permits the I J -

coefficients to be quantized within the recursion , thus

integrating quantization into the coefficient estimation process; 1 1
this is expected to improve the accuracy of the estimated 

- 1
short—term speech spectrum, and hence to improve the quality of J
the synthesized speech. (In non—lattice methods, quantization is I
done only after completing coefficient estimation.) However, one -

of the major benefits of lattice methods is expected to be in 
- I

simpler hardware realizations.

—12— tj l
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2.2 Mcptiv. Lattice Methods

Covariance lattice methods are appropriate for block

analysis of speech, whereby the speech is analyzed a frame at a
time. However, for certain hardware realizations, it might be

simpler to perform an adaptive type of analysis, which

continuously updates the values of th. reflection coefficients in

the lattice. This has the advantage that one can choose which

set of coefficients to transmit in a particular speech interval. - I
Having such a choice might be important in obtaining consistent

spectral estimates that are not as affected by the quasi—periodic

nature of voiced speech as are the regular block estimation

methods, such as the autocorrelation and covariance methods.

We have recently developed the theoretical basis for

adaptiv, lattice estimation (see Appendices 2 and 3 for details).

Although the methods have not been tested out thoroughly for

speech , it is expected that they would give positive results.

One of the major prop erties of adaptive lattice methods is that

the convergence to the opt imal value s is almost independent of

the spectral dyn ic r ang. of the input signal ( i .e .  indep endent L
of the eigenvalue spread of the signal covariance matrix ) • This

property, absent in many previous adaptive methods, promises to

have wide-ranging appl ications in communication systems, wherever
adaptive transversal filters are used.

—13— 
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2.3 Linear Predictive Warping

In Appendix 4, we include a detailed description of a

general method for the spectral distortion or warping of speech Li
signals. The basic idea is to decompose the speech signal, on a i
short—time basis, into two components: a spectral envelope and an

excitation signal. The spectrum is then warped in any desired

manner and then recombined with the excitation to fbrm a new 
I -

,

signal with a warped spectrum but with the same pitch and LI
intonation. The method has many potential appl ications, 

- 1
including unscrambling of helium speech, spectral warping for the

hard—of—hearing, and more efficient communications. J 1

The application to efficient communications is in the form 
-

of an LPC vocoder with warping , LPCW. This is described in

detail in Appendix 5. The reasoning for this type of analysis is

as follows. In ordinary linear prediction the speech spectral

envelope is modeled by an all—pole spectrum. The error criterion

employed guarantees a uniform fit across the whole frequency 
j

range. However, we know from speech perception studies that low

frequencies are more important than high frequencies for ]
perception. Therefore, ~ minimally redundant model would strive :

to achieve a uniform !~~~al fit across the spectrum, which I
leans that it should be able to represent low frequencies more

accurately than high frequencies. In an attempt to achieve such ~ 
I -

a uniform perceptual fit, we applied our linear predictive 
I I 

-

—14— 1
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I ~

[I spectral warpi ng technique to LPC vocoding. The resulting

-, 
vocoder , denoted by LPCW, can eithe r impr ove the vocoded speech

Ii quality for a given bit rate or lower the bit rate for a given

- - speech quality. I:-

U 
Br iefly, at the transmitter of the LPCW vocoder , the

short—time speech spectrum is warped such that high frequencies

U are compressed relative to low frequencies, in the sense that

frequency resolution is better at low frequencies than at high

[j frequencies (but spectral amplitudes are not affected by this

warping); regular LPC analysis is then performed on the warped

[I spectrum. At the receiver , the all—pole spectrum computed from

the decoded parameters is dewarped using the inverse of the
Ii 

warping function, and then regular LPC analysis is carried out on

[J the dewarped spectrum. LPC coefficients resulting from the last

step are in turn employed in synthesizing the speech waveform.

Li Synthesis experiments performed using the LPCW vocoder indicated

1_ i that the introduction of spectral warping produced a saving of

about 10—15% in bit rate without affecting the speech quality.

The indicated saving , however , is achieved at the expense of

increased computation relative to a regular LPC vocoder.

II
(1 —15—
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3 • PARMITIR 0DM? I tATION U
The parameters of our LPC vocoder ares log area ratios

(LANa), pitch and gain. We developed improved quantization

schemes for LANa and pitch. As gain parameter, one can transmit

either the energy of the speech signal, or the energy of the

prediction error signal . Through statistical error analysis , we i - -

determined which of these two energ ies 1.6, in general, to a

smaller quantization error. Details of our work on these issues -

ar. given below. - ij
3.1 Quantiaation of Log Area Ratios

In our previous work we shoved that linear or uniform

quantization of TARs is optimal in the sense of a ainimax

spectral error criter ion (2 ) .  In derivin g this result we used a [] I ~prototype spectral sensitivity characteristic of the reflection

coefficients, which was obtained by averaging spectral -

sensitivity over a number of speech sounds and over different 
- 

-

reflection coefficients. The resulting quantisation scheme had

the same step size for quantizing al] the TARs. However , when we

averaged the spectral sensitiv ity of each reflection coefficient -

separately over a number of speech sounds, vs found that while [j J
the sensitivity curves of th. different reflection coefficients

had the same general U—shape , they were located at different L

sensitivity levels. By taki ng advantage of these differences in

—16— 
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U sensitivity levels of the reflection coefficients or equivalently

TARs, we developed an improved quantization scheme that uses
- LI unequal step sizes for the different TARs.

LI TAR Sensitivity Plots

U Employing the áxper imental procedure that we proposed in our

prev iou~ work (21. we computed the spectral sensitivity of each

Ii LAR and averaged it over a number of speech sounds. Our speech

data base consisted of 12 utterances (from 6 males and 6 females)

of a total duration of about 30 sec; speech was low—pass filtered

fl at 5 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz A l2—th order linear prediction

analysis was carried out on frames of 20 ma duration of

1. pre .mphasized speech ; we used the first—order preemphasis filter

U 
(l— .969 z~~ ) ,  LPC analysis produces the reflection coefficients

(k j}. which are related to the tARs {gj } expressed in decibels by 
-

LI the one—to—one mapping (21:
1 +

1 gj ’0 log30 , 15i!p 12 (3.1)
1—ks

- LI We computed the sensitivity of each of the 12 LARS at 13

equally—spaced points over the range —18 to 18 6B, as follows.

El The value of, say , the i—th TAR was set equal in turn to one of

those 13 values, while the other 11 TARs were kept constant at

El their respective values obtained through LPC analysis for that

fl frame. gj was -then perturbed by a small amount, and the

corresponding chang e in the spectrum of the l inear predictor and

[1 -17—
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thus the sensitivity of gj were measured , as explained in our
paper (23. The sensitivi ty measurement procedur , was rep eated -

for each of the other 11 tARs. The 13 sensitivity values of j
individual tARs were then averaged separately over 25 voiced

frames and 15 unvo iced frames, selected from our data base. - J
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 depict averaged spectral sensitivity curves

of individual tARs for respectively voiced and unvoiced speech

sounds. Bach figure has 12 sensitivity curves corresponding to LI
12 TARs and also an average of all the 12 sensitivity curves.

(We hav e assumed a l inear variation in sensitiv ity between the

computed 13 values. ) - 1
LI ! !

~~~~~~ Sensitivit~
y Levels 

-

LI
In order to derive the step sizes for quantizing the tARs ,

first we need to transform , for each tAR, its sensitivity curve

to one number which we shall call its average sensitivity level.

For the ith tAR gj, it is reasonable to define its average J

sensitivity level Sj as J
- Lj

E 
~ik 

a 
, (3.2)

~ k—l agj gj ik

where the range of is represented by Lj  equally spaced points - - 
-

Gik, 1<k<Li; aS/agj is the spectral sensitivity of 9j; ~jk 
is the -

probability of gj taking the value Gik. It is clear that S~ is J I
approximately equal to the expected value of as/ag j i~ Lj is

sufficiently large . j

—18— J
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0.—
L -

I - 
LOG AREA RATIO (OG)

Fig. 3.]. Spectral sensitivity curves for LABs of a 12th order
[ linear predictor , averaged over voiced sounds only. The

top curve corresponds to the first LAB; the bottom curve
to the 12th LAR . Some sensitivity curves cross each

U other as shown . The average of the 12 sensitivity curves
is drawn along circled points.

Li
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LOG AREA RATIO (08) -

Fig . 3.2 Spectral sensitivity curves for LABs of a 12th order
linear predictor, averaged over unvoiced sounds only.
The top curve corresponds to the first tAR ; the bottom
curve to the 12th tAR. Some sensitivity curves cross

- 
- each other as shown. The average of the 12 sensitivity

curves is drawn alon g circled points .

1
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‘ I ]  In computing the quantities S~ for both voiced and unvoiced F.

cases , we used the sensitivity data shown in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2

[1 and the probability histogram data for LABs that vs previously I .

collected for Hu ffman cod ing purposes ( 13. We mention here that

those histograms were computed at 1 dB intervals (or bin size)

[j from a 300 fra m.s/sec linear prediction analysis of the

preemphasized speech from the above da ’-a base . The computed

I average sensitivity levels Sj. l<i<]l, at. given in Table 3.1,

• for both voiced and unvoiced cases. Notice that S~ decr eases
almost monotonically with increasing i and that the sensitivity

I ] level of the f i r s t  LAB is almost twice as much as that of the

ll—th LIARS The unequal-step—size quantization method described

below takes advantage of th is variat ion in sensitivity levels in

- determining the various LIAR step sizes. I ~
- 

Quantization Method

Using the approach of opt imal bit allocation strategy that

j j we presented earlier (23 , we computed the number of quant izat ion

levels N i and the step sizes for the different LIARS as
follows. The total spectral deviation 118 due to LIAR quantization

( 1  
errors A gj ,  l~i<p, where p s the LPC order , is given

- 

approx imately by

I -_i p p
— E Sj l A ~ 1I - I - 

i—i

H —21—
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I 1• ~
• Average Sensitivity Level

• 
LAB 

Voiced 
— 

Unvoiced

1 1.31 l.33~
2 1.21 1.03 —

3 1.11 0.97 1
4 0.99 0.87

5 0.97 0 8 6

6 0.87 0 .77

7 0.84 0.75 • 
-

8 0.78 0.70 1
H

9 0.71 0 7 1  -

10 0.70 0.68 1
11 0.68 0.67 

~_I
Table 3.1 A~~rage Sensitivity Levels I

of Log Area Ratios I

-22-
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In an attempt to minimize the maximum spectral deviation, we
replace IAg jI by its maximum value, which is equal to half the

j correspo nding step size for the linear quantization of 
~i using

round—off arithmetic. (If truncation arithmetic is used , the

max imum value will, be twice as much , but the constant scale

II factor does not change the solution to the minimization problem

given below.) Thus

( I IS )
m 

— -
~

- ~ s~,6i 
(3.4)

Li i-i

where 6i • ((gj)5~~ 
— (gj)5j~I/N~, (3.5)

1~ 
and (g1)max and (gj)min are the upper and lower bounds on g1.

The problem is to minimize 
~
115
~max with respect to {N~,} subject

to th. constraint that the total number of bits used for

quantizi ng p TARs be equal to a prespecified value N:

1og 2 N~~— M .  (3 .6 )
i.l

The solution to the above constrained minimization problem is

[ I  g iven below:
1

r~ 
N1 -K 1 ~~~~~~~~~~ ‘p

Li i~1 
~~‘

(3.7)

1;
Nj .g_ N1, 2!isp ,

H 1

—23—
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where Ej  — t
~~i~ii.x 

— 

~~j~min1 8i l~ijp. (3.8) 
1

To compare unequal step size quantisa tion with equal step : j I
size quantization, we have listed in Table 3.2 the numbers of LI -

quantization levels for these two method s with the same total [ 1 -

number of bits and considering voiced and unvoiced cases k -

separately. As expected , relative to the equal Step size method , 
LI 

-

the unequal step size method places more emphasis on the first
three LABs by allotting more levels to them . Synthesis L
experiments showed that use of the unequal step size quant ization I - J 

-

method produced better quality speech. The perceived -

quantization noise in the synthesized speech was reduced J
noticeably when the transmission rate was very low (e.g., liii -

bps) .  
-

It should be noted that for real—time impl ementation , while j  I
the equal step size method requires only one coding table and one

decoding table, the unequal step size method in general requires LI

p coding tables and p decoding tables. I I -

3.2 Pitch Quantization -

Quantisation of pitch presents an altogether different

problem fro. the quantisation of other transmission parameters. L
The major difference is that the decoded pitch values are J
constrained to be integers (samples-per pitch period). Mother

difficulty arises in attempting to quantize the ~gj pitch in that [I

-24— LI
S _ i  
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11

• VOICED (43 BITS) UNVOICED (41 BITS)
Ti Coeff. * ______________ __________ ______________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -

•

-LI 
________ 

Equal Step ( 1dB) Unequal Stel ~qua1 Step (1db) Unequal Step

-
~~~~~~~ 10 1.1 9 10 9

[ 
11 9 7 9 8

C -

[ Table 3.2 Quantization Levels - ~-

_

LI
C

11 
H

-Il

TI
ri -25-
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at the high frequency end (small pitch period) of the range of : - -

interest, the quantization bin size, as found by dividing the 10,

pitch scale into equal segments, can be smaller than the distance I 
-

between two allowable pitch values (for decoding). This leads to

cases where two distinct quantization bins yield the same decoded

value, thus wasting some quantization levels. In ARM NBC Note

*49 [33 , we proposed a method for deriving the pitch encoding and

decoding tables in such a way that maximum usage is made of the

different quantization levels. Our simulation system was

modified to use this improved pitch quantization scheme. j

Consider ing pitch frequencies over the range 50—450 Hz and using r

6 bits for quantization, the improved coding/decoding tables are

given in Table 3.3. The quantization level I denotes unvoiced I
frame. When the pitch period in number of samples is greater

than or equal to C(i), the i—th entry in the column C, but less 1
than C(i+l), then it is coded as level i and decoded as D(i) - -

samples. For example , a pitch period of 100 samples is coded as

level 44 and decoded as 101 samples. A pitch period less than 21 J
samples is coded as level 1, and similarly a pitch greater than -

200 samples is coded as level 63. 1 I

Statistics of differences in quantized pitch values using I J
the above scheme were collected for a number of speech utterances

- 1
from male and female speakers for use in Huffman coding of pitch. 

- J I

-2 6—
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ILl

ILl
- 

21.500 
:2 

40.505 
41 

-
‘

22.502 41.990
2 23 19 43

23.502 43.517
3 24 20 44

1 - 24.502 
- 

44.978
Li 4 25 21 46

25.502 46.558
r - 5 26 22 47 - -

26.502 47.819 -

6 27 23 49
27.502 50.175Fl  7 28 24 51

Li 28.501 51.495
8 29 25 52

I 29.504 52.867
1) 9 30 26 54 -H- 

30.493 55.043
10 31 27 56

31.534 56.984
- 11 32 28 58

32.374 59.038
Li 12 33 29 60
t.J 33.996 60.879

13 35 30 62
35.633 63.487

ti 14 36 31 65
36.498 66.178

15 37 32 67 H
_ I 1 37.375 67.829

16 38 33 69 H
39.021 70.532

17 40 34 72
U 40.505 73.045

Table 3.3 Pitch Coding/Decoding Tables
1-

Ii ;

I ---’ 
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C K D C K D L .

73.045 118.998 -

35 74 49 121
75.324 123.032 -

36 77 50 125 I
78.674 126.903 - 

-
37 80 51 129

80.999 131.397
38 82 52 134 - -

83.360 136.541
39 85 53 139

86.575 141.490 -

40 88 54 144
89.368 146.544

41 9]. 55 149
92.994 151.371 • - -  -~

42 95 56 154
96.670 157.027

43 98 57 160 -

99.363 162.546
44 101 58 165 -

102.907 167.854
45 105 59 171

107.034 174.074
46 109 60 177

110.998 179.904
47 113 61 183

115.010 186.371 -

48 117 62 190
118.998 193.670

63 197 - -

200.000 LI
~ I

(Table 3.3 continued) 
-

- 

5 5 Li
- J

-2$-
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3.3 Gain Quantization

i As gain parameter , one can transmit either the energy of the
speech signal , B ,  or the energy of the prediction error , B~.

I These two quantities are related to each other by:

E~~~~R1 V~1 
- 

(3.9)

•1 where VP denotes the normalized error of the linear predictor.

It can be shown that has a smaller dynamic range and hence

I leads to a smaller quantization error than R0. However, when

transmitting E,~, a problem arises from the fact that the

I normalized error of the quantized predictor is different from the

1 unquantized case. This causes an error in the energy of the

synthesized speech even when E~ is not quantized before

] transmission. This of course is not the case if we transmit B.

Another consideration in deciding which transmission parameter to

I use for gain is the type of synthesizer implementation. Regular

-1 filter realization (direct form or ladder structure) and

normalized filter realization [4) are the two types used by the

J NSC group. The gain of the regular filter is equal to the square

-
~~~ root of E~, while the gain of the normalized filter is equal to

i the square root of B . Thus, for example, if the receiver

employs the normalized filter, it is better to transmit B since
- 

transmitting L~ in this case requires computing the normalized 1 •] error of the synthesizer filter and dividing with it the received

1 —29—
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to obtain the normalized filter gain. Avoid ing these extra

operations may be desirable particularly for real—time -

implementation. j
We conducted a statistical error analysis using both R and

for transmission [5). Our findings indicated that, in

general, it is better to use B for transmission than to use L~. 
- I I

Such a choice is more strongly recommended when using the

normalized filter. The results of this study al so suggested a -

third alternative which is to transmit the product of B and the

normalized error of the quantized predictor. This alternative

seems attractive for the case when the regular filter realization 1
is used.

LIL

-I

-3... 1 ~
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4. VARIABLE FRAME RATE TRANSMISSION

r 4.1 Review of our Past Work
I.

In our previous work on developing minimally redundant

U narrowband speech transmission systems, we have used quite

r successfully the concept of variable frame rate (VFR)

transmission [1). In a VFR scheme, model parameters (LPC

parameters, log pitch, log gain) are transmitted only when the 
-

properties of the speech signal have changed sufficiently since

C the preceding transmission; the parameters for the untransmitted

-frames are regenerated at the receiver through linear
* interpolation between the parameters of the two adjacent

L transmitted frames. For example, speech parameters may be

transmitted less often during steady—state portions of speech,

III and more often during rapid speech transitions.

Below, we briefly review the particular VFR transmission

scheme that we employed in our past work . Linear pred ictive
‘IT
Là analysis was performed once every 10 ms on speech, low—pass

[ filtered at 5 kliz and sampled at 1$ kHz, to extract 1U

frames/sec (fps) of LPC data: pitch, gain and 11 log- area ratios

II (LAM) . Pitch and gain were transmitted at the full 100 fps

rate, while LAR5 were transmitted at a variable rate using the

Ii following VFR scheme. The transmission scheme computed the

distance or the amount of deviation between the LABs of the

[ —31-
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current frame and the LABs of the last transmitted frame, and

compared this distance against a preselected threshold. The LABs

of the current frame were transmitted only when the above

distance exceeded the threshold. To compute the above distance,

we used the so—called log likelihood ratio measure, which is the

logarithm of the ratio of the mean—squared values of the linear

prediction error signal obtained for the current frame (i) when H

the optimal linear predictor parameters (i.e., the LABs extracted

for the current frame) are used and (ii) when the last

transmitted parameters are used. 
- 

_ i - I:

During the first year of this contract, we investigated

several modifications to the above VFR scheme [6]. An important

result of this work is the double—threshold scheme, which Li
compared the log likelihood ratio between a current frame and the

previously transmitted frame against two thresholds LRT1 and

LRT2, where LRT2>LRT1. If the log likelihood ratio was less than

LRT1, the current frame LARS were not transmitted; if it exceeded

LRT1, but not LRT2, then the current frame LABS were transmitted;

if it exceeded both thresholds, then the LABS of the frame

immediately preceding the current frame were transmitted. The

purpose of the last step was to avoid having to do parameter

interpolation at the receiver between largely different data

frames.

—32—
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The above VFR scheme is being used in the real—time ARPA—LPC
- 

System II, whose specifications we provided in the form of an NSC -

note [7]. This note provides a step—by—step description for both 
- 

-

- - the single—threshold and the double—threshold VFR schemes. I 
-

Employing the above VFR scheme, we reduced the LAB

[ 
. transmission rate from 100 fps to an average of about 37 fps,

- j with only a small change in the quality of the resynthesized
- speech relative to the case when all the available 100 fpa data

were transmitted. Further , we observed that any significant

reduction in the frame rate below 37 fps introduced , in general,

1. noticeable distortions in the speech quality.

[ f In an effort to further reduce the average frame rate of LAB

• transmission, without speech quality degradation, we developed a

new VFR scheme based on a functional perceptual model of speech.

L The model and the new scheme are described in the next
- subsection .

- 4.2 Perceptual—Model—Based VFR Scheme

I -~ A detailed description of our perceptual model of speech and

[ manual and automatic VFR schemes based on this model is contained

— in a paper which is reproduced here as Appendix 6. Below , we

briefly review the model and give the details of an improved

- automatic VFR scheme that we developed since the time the above

L paper was written.

-S - ~~———-=- ---~~ --5- .—~~-~~~~~~~~~~ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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4.2. 1 A Perceptual Model of Speech

With thø motivation of developing an efficient ‘In
transmission scheme , we formulated the following perceptual model

of speech : 
-

1) Speech can be reptesented in terms of LPC (or other)

parameters extracted at a minimal set of perceptually significant

time points (or frames), not necessarily equally spaced. 1
2) Between any two such time points, the parameters vary

linearly. 
-

3) The location of these points is obtained independently

for pitch , gain, and spectral (or LPC) parameters.

Our requirement is that the quality of the resynthesised speech I -
i I

based on this model should be no worse than that of the unreduced

or the full 100 fps case. We experimental1~ demonstrated the I
validity of the above model by using a manual, trial—and-error

scheme, and we achieved a lower limit for the LAB transmission I 
- 

-

frame rate of about 2 transmissions per phoneme, or about 24 fps.

We then developed a fully automatic two—stage scheme which

approx imately met the model requirements as well as achieved this

lower limit of 24 fps (for LAB transmission). Details on the

manual and automatic schemes are g iven in Appendix 6. -

1 1
—34— I
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A major difference between the perceptual—model—based ‘FIR
I. -

scheme and our earlier V?R scheme that is being used in ARPA

Li LPC—II system is in the transmission strategy: our earlier

r scheme performs an end—to—end comparison,N illustrated in

Lii Fig. 4.la, between the preceding transmitted frame and the

current frame being considered for transmission: on the other 
- 

I
14,

hand, the new scheme as shown in Fig. 4.lb, compares LPC

I. - parameters of every frame in the transmission interval with those

obtained by linear interpolation between the two Nend_framesw and

I. computes the total transmission error as some we ighted average of

the individual frame errors. It is this difference which has led
1 •I• - -

to a substantially lower transmission frame rate for the new

scheme than for our earlier scheme.

[1  Below, we report on several modifications that we made on (H
the two—stage ‘FIR scheme for the transmission of LAR8.

4.2.2 Transmission Error Computation

Given that LABS of the frame N, say, have been transmitted,

the basic strategy is to determine the longest line extending

* 

from g(N) (vector of p LABs for frame N) in the p-dimensional

L parameter space such that the resulting transmission error

computed between the actual parameter vectors j(N+i) and the
L interpolated parameter vectors j(N+i) over the duration of that

line is less than some threshold (see Fig. 4.lb). First, we need

L —35—
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[1

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

N N+l N+2 N+M N+M+l

Frame Number 
- - -- 

I-

(a) Li
- o E(N+M)

E(N+l)
kInterpoiation line LI

I H
N N+l N+2 • N+M

Frame Number
(b) - i I-

Fig. 4.1 Illustration of two VFR transmission strategies.
(a) “End—to-end” error measurement of our old ‘FIR -

scheme used in LPC-II.
(b) Average frame error between actual and inter-

polated values computed over the transmission
interval. E(N+i) is the error for frame N+i.
The frame error E (N+M) is due to parameter
quantization (see Section 4.2.3). - 

-
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to define frame error , or distance between two sets of LABs a and
U j  for any given frame, and then specify how this error is

LI avera ged over several frames (time averaging).

Li Frame Error

U The frame error for frame n, denoted by E(n), is defined as

the weighted Euclidean distance :

LI in A

E(n) — E w4(g~ (n)— g 4 (n))
2 / E Wj~~ 

-

- i l  ~
• i—i

where {wj}is the set of coefficient weights chosen to reflect the

[j relative importance of the different LABs (pres~~ab1y to

perceived speech quality); we allow in < p.

~ I 
We have chosen the coefficient weights to be the expected or

average spectral sensitivities of ind iv idual LABs (see Table

H 3.1). For the first 4 LABs, these are: 1.3, 1.2, 1.1 and 1.0.

This weighting scheme is based on the reasonable idea that a

Li given am~unt of error in a LAB with a higher sensitivity is more

important to spectral accuracy (and hence perception) than the
- .  same error in a LAB with a lower sensitivity. Surprisingly ,

[] . however, our experimental result, showed that different choices

- - 
of these weights (e.g., w~ all equal to 1) produced no

LI discernible chan ge in speech quality.

(I ]

L -
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We found through experimentation that the summation in the 
- j

frame error definition (4.1) need be done only up to the first 4

LABs (i.e., m.4).

Another way to compute the frame error is via log likelihood I
ratio measure explained above. Our exper iments ( see Subsection -
4.2.7) indicated identical speech quality resul ts for the same 1
average transmission frame rate, for the two measures: LAR

distance and log likelihood ratio. Since LAR5 are being used as - - -

transmission parameters , use of the LAR distance measure is j 
-

computationally much less expensive than the log likelihood ratio

measure. So, we employed the LAR distance in all our subsequent j
experiments.

Transmission Error
- -
L

The transmission error ET between frames N and N+M is

computed as the weighted, time—averaged frame error: 
- J

N+N
ET — I W(n)E(n), (4.2)

n-N+l 
-

where W(n) is the frame weight for frame n. (The upper limit for

the summation in (4.2) is considered as N+M to incorporate the

effect of LAB quanti sation ; E (N+N ) is computed from (4.1) with 
~~~~~~ I -

denotin g quantized LAB values. ) As frame weight, we successfully
used the speech signal energy per sample in that frame , RI, -

expressed in decibels and normalized with respect to so..

estimate RN of the max imum value of RI:

—3$— Li -

j i-
_____________________________________________________________________________ - 
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W( n) • RI(n)/RM(n). (4.3)

U 
The idea behind the weighting scheme given by (4.3) is that even

large frame errors do not make a perceptible effect if they are
- LI associated with relatively small speech signal energies. For our

speech data base, where we have 9—bit samples, R0 is usually

JJ around 35—40 dB for open vowels, 15—30 dB for fricatives, and

- around 0—7 dB for the silent period of an unvoiced plosive.
k

A simple and efficient way to update RN is by the following

Ii recursive method :

RM(n) Max{RO(n), uRM (n 1), 25 dB} 
~ (4.4)

(1 where u is a constant less than 1. We us. o .0.91, which

means that RN decays to half its original value in about 27

LI frames. It should be noted from (4.3) and (4.4) that W( n)sl if

r RI(n)>25 and has been increasing or has been decreasing slowly;
I_iS W( n) <l if R0(n)<25 or if RI(t) has been decreasing at a faster - 

-

U rate than exp(— 0.98t) .

- 4.2.3 Parameter Quantization

U 
There are two ways in which the effect of parameter

quantisation can be included within th. above procedure for - 
I -

U transmission error computation . Both ways can be employed

simultaneously.

El
-39— -
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First, since the transmitted LABS have to be quantized, we
consider the interpolation line between the quantized LABs of the

two end—frames (frames N and N+N in (4.2)). A frame error is L .1
then computed as the distance given by (4.1) between the 

-

unquantized LABS of that frame and the corresponding LABs

obtained from the above interpolation line. - -The frame error for J
the right end—frame (E(N+M) In (4.2)) is entirely due to

par ameter quantization. . - [J
- The second way of incorporating parameter quantization is

what we call the “adjustable” guantization method. A parameter 
j

value is normally quantized to its nearest quantization level.

The adjustable quantization scheme allows either of the two

nearest quantization levels. Thus, given the quantized LABs of

the initial frame (left end—frame), the scheme determines the Li
adjusted quantized values of the LABs for the final frame (right 

Uend—frame) in the transmission interval, in such a way that the

total transmission error is minimized .

A one—dimensional. (p m—i) example is shown in Fig. 4.2 to ~ I -

~ 

-

illustrate the “adjustable” quantizetion. For this example, the 
- -

parameter - value of - the sixth frame is selected for

transmission. If this value is quantized to the nearest

quantizer output (the output just below it), there is - ---

considerable interpolation error in the interval between frames 1 [1
— 40— LI ~

-
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P

~Li

- 

- Quantizer
- Outputs

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  ll~~~
Frame Number ~

.1.!
Fig . 4.2 Example to illustrate the “adjustable” quantization

[ scheme. Dashed-line plot corresponds to normal
quantization, where a parameter value is quantized
to the nearest quantizer output. Solid line corres-

[] ponds to the “adjustable” quantization (see text).
(The dots represent the original unquantized parameter
data.)

u
[I
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and 6. If the higher quantizer output is used instead, the total

transmission error is reduced. (Fig. 4.2 also shows the

interpolation line for the next transmission interval from frame 
Li

6 to frame 11.)

- —4.2.4 “ Look—Ahead” Procedure

Sometimes the transmission error may temporarily exceed the

prespecified threshold. However , if the transmission interval is

lengthened, the error may drop below the threshold. An example

is illustrated in Fig . 4.3. in Fig . 4.3a, the f irst  and third - I -

frame values are considered to be transmitted; in Fig . 4.3b , the r

first and the fifth frame values are shown as being transmitted. .1

The transmission error for the case in Fig. 4.3b is seen to be

lower than for the case in Fig. 4.3a.

We call the above feature a “look—ahead” feature. The

extent of “look—ahead” (in terms of number of frames to consider)

is limited only by the resulting computational burden; we use a

four—f rame “look—ahead” procedure. If the error does not drop LI L ~
below the threshold even after moving forward by four frames, we

hypothesize the transmission of the frame immediately preceding

the one where the threshold was first exceeded. j

Li

—42— j
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Li
— Quantizer

U Outputs

[1

[ 
j

_

T
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ H T T ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1 2 3 4 5
Frame Number ~

(a)

• v”Quantizer

- 
: Outputs

1 2 3 4 t ’
Pram. Number 5

U (b) 1’ , .

[I Pig . 4.3 Example to illustrate “ look-ahead” procedure . The
dots represent the original unquantized parameter
values. The x’s represent quantizer output values. - -11 The vertical dashed lines indicate f rames chosen for

U transmission.
(a) Without the “ look-ahead” scheme
(b) With the “look-ahead” scheme - 

-

[1 -
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4. 2.5 “Back—Up” Procedure

Once we have determi ned thre. successive transmission frames
which will keep the transmission er rors in the two transmission 

I

intervals below th. threshold , we then reposition the middle

transmission fr by backing up, in order to minimize the total

transmission error in both intervals. (*~en using the above

“adjustable” quantization with the “back—up” procedure, we 
-

compute the total error in th. two transmission intervals by -
first computing the ‘adjusted ” quantized values for the second

and third transmission frames. This i~ illustrated in Pig. 4.2, - I
where the three successive transmission frames considered are I

frames 1, 6 and 11.) 1

Fig . 4.4 illustrates the “back—up” procedure by way of an L i
example. The VFR scheme initially decided to transmit frames ~~‘ LI I
8 and 13, as shown in Fig. 4.4a. The two interpolation lines are

also shown. Pig. 4.4b clearly demonstrates that if frame 7 were

transmitted i~i*’’ad of frame 8, the interpolated values would 
-

match the origin:1 data much more closely in both transmission .1 
1

intervals.
- 1

4.2.6 Flow Chart of the VFB Scheme I
The flow chart of the VFR scheme described in the prev ious 

- 1
subsections is given in Pig. 4.5. Variables that appear in the 

- 
- -

flow chart are defined in Table 4.1. A function called ERROR is

—44— ~
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U
[1 5

IA ~ _TITTTs7iT * u
~T T T ~

I _ i A

1 1 2 3 4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1112 13
- 

Frame Number ~
- 

(a)

-

~~ 
5 ‘ A5~

’

~~ . 
4 1’ . ~ 

—

i_ _i 
/~
.“ 

I
__ ._ ._______.le

~

’

LI 
2

../
________________________________________ _____________________

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 12 13
Frame Number P

[ _ .  (b)

[j Pig. 4,4 Example to illustrate the “back-up” procedure. The
dots represent the original unquantized parameter

Eli values . The vertical dashed lines indicate frames
chosen for transmission .

(a) Without the “back-up” scheme
(b) With the “back-up” scheme
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- I
Xniit first frame .1
LFRSN’r~~— 1

P 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

ITO LFRSNT] 
- 

-

LGDFRM~~— TO + 3. -

TN”—~TO + 2

Compute Error ET over
frames TO to TN -

Yes 1 :
No LGDFRM~ -TN - 1

Store QOPT 
- 

- :

for LGDFRM - 

Ij

T N > LGDFRM+LKAHED ? N - I !— 
N -o TO LFRSNT? 

I

0 Yes -

TN > LPRSNT + MAXDEL? es -

No TO - LFRSNT ? 
No 

Hypothesize Xmit I
TN TN + 1 Yes 

No 

- -
TN - LGDFRM ? TO ~~~

- LGDPRM 1 i-- 

Yes - 
-

T* ._
LGDPRM

Using “back-up” procedure, 
-

~~~~~ ~“ I determine frame 1’ in ranqu
~ LPRSNT T*J 

- 
TO-2 to TO which minimizes
total error over LPPSNT to
T* and over T* to LQL~IM -

-0 --i H
Pig. 4.5 Flow chart of full algorithm.
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1
Table 4.1

— 
- List of Variables Used in the Flow Chart in Fig. 4~ 5u~

1. ,
1.

I LFRSNT Last frame actually transmitted.

First frame (left end—frame of the interpolation line) in
a transmission interval. TØ equals either LFRSNT or a

1-. hypothesized transmission frame when using the “back-up”
scheme.

I . TN Current frame (right end-frame of the interpolation line) .

ET Transmission error between the original unquantized lIAR
data, and the quantized and interpolated values, computed
over the interval from frame TØ + 1 to frame TN (see eq.(4.2)
in the text).

- 8 Transmission error threshold. Normally, 0—1.3

LGDFPII Last good frame, i.e., last frame where ET < 9.

LEANED Number of frames to “look ahead” beyond the frame where
- E~ exceeds 0. Normally LEANED - — 4 frames.

- MAXDEL Maximum allowed transmission delay. Without the “back-up”
- scheme, it ii the maximum transmission interval permitted.

U With the “back—up” scheme, it is the max imum allowed
- interval between a transmitted frame (LFRSNT) and a frame

which is the second hypothesized transmission frame after

[j 
LFRSNT if it is not LGDFRM, or the second hypothesized
transmission frame plus LEANED, otherwise. Normally, - :

MAXDEL — 12 frames (l2J ins).

QOPT Quantized lIAR values resulting from the “adjustable”
quantization scheme.

[] Ta Frame position, determined by the “back—up” procedure.

Li

—47—
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used to compute the transmission error between two hypothesized :
transmission frames. It accepts as input , quantization levels

for the LAR5 at the first or initial frame , and determines the

“adjusted” set of quantization levels for the second transmission

frame. If the function is called with three transmission frames,

it provides the optimal set of quantization levels for the second
and third transmission frames. Each box shown in the flow chart

translates into one or two FORTRAN statements.

4.2 .7  Expe r imental Results

We tested the VFR algorithm described above on a set of nine

sentences (JB1, DD2, RS3, AR4, DK4, ~3B5, RS6, DE6 and DD6p 6 -

sentences from 3 males and 3 sentences from 2 females) from the

data base used in our speech quali ty evaluation work (see Section

7.2.1) . Table 4 . 2  describes six vocoder’ systems and lists their 
- 

-

average transmission frame rates and bit rates obtained over the

nine sentences. We ran informal, pair—wise speech quality

comparison tests on the syntheses from these six vocoder systems,

to evaluate the relative performance of the different versions of

the above VFR scheme.

Vocoders 1 and 2 given in Table 4.2 employed the ful l  101 I
fps f ixed—rate  transmission for all parameters (pitch ,gain and

lIARs). Vocoder 1 used the uriquantized parameters for synthesis,

while Vocoder 2 quantized the parameters using 5 bits for gain, 6

—48— 
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bits for pitch (plus 1 bit for Voiced/Unvoiced status), and 44

bits for lIARs of voiced frames and 42 bits for LIARs of unvoiced L 
—

frames , which resulted in a transmission bit rate of about 5650 1
bps. Vocoders 3—6 quantized the parameters in the same way, but 

-

employed VFR transmission for all parameters. For pitch and gain H
VPR transmission, they all used the double—threshold FIT scheme

on the quantized values (levels) (see Section 4.3.2), with

thresholds of I and 1 for pitch, and 1 and 2 for gain; this ‘ 

j
yielded a transmission frame rate of about 28 fps for pitch and

24 fps for gain . The VFR scheme used for LIAR transmission became ! I
progressively complex going from Vocoder 3 to Vocoder 6, with

Vocoder 6 employing the complete VPR scheme described in the last 
~~

--

subsection via flow chart. The simplest VFR scheme ( used by

Vocoder 3), employs the quantized LIARS of the end—frames of the 
-

interpolation line (see Subsection 4.2.3). For all the four 
- I

vocoders, the threshold 0 (see flow chart in Pig. 4.5) for the

transmission error ET was chosen as 1.3. (We chose m—4 in the i~I
expression (4.1) for frame error since it yielded the same speech I
quality as any higher value but at the least computational

effort.) The above choice of the transmission error threshold 
- J ~

-

- 4 produced an average frame rate of about 25 fps for the full

scheme (Vocoder 6) and an average transmission error (ET averaged -

over the nine sentences) of 0.55. 1
•1 i- -I

L 
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Informal tests of pair—wise speech quality comparisons were
- 

- 
run for the six vocoders. Also, we compared the full VFR scheme

t - (Vocoder 6) with our earlier “end—to—end” scheme used in LPC—II

L and with the 50 fps fixed—rate scheme used in LPC—I. (The latter

- 
- - 

two vocoders we considered were not LPC—II and LPC—I in view of

the differences in vocoder conditions such as speech signal

sampling rate, bit allocation for parameter quantization, and

[. pitch extraction scheme.) Below, we describe the results of only

[1 the important comparisons. (Speech quality tests comparing

Vocoders 3—5 with Vocoder 6 are given in Subsection 4.2.8.)

- 1. Vocoder 2 vs Vocoder 6. There were cases for which speech

[j transitions were more “crisp” for Vocoder 2 (5650 bps) than
for Vocoder 6 (1650 bps). However, for most sentences

(especially the slowly varying ones, JB1 and DD2), the

- synthesized speech from Vocoder 2 sounded worse in that it

L . had appreciably more “wobble” quality than the synthesis

from Vocoder 6. Our explanation for the observed quality

difference is that for the cases when the “wobble” quality

-[ is perceived , the error due to parameter quantization is

more than the error due to parameter interpolation.

2. Same comparison as in (1), except that both systems used

[. unquantized parameters in the synthesis (i.e., Vocoder 1 vs

unquantized version of Vocoder 6). The syntheses for the
Li slowly varying sentences JB1 and DD2 from the variable rate

F:  — 5 1—

Li H
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system had slightly less “wobble” quality than those from

the fixed . -. -c system. This is probably due to the fact

that small inaccuracies in the LPC analysis arising from 
j

interaction between the pitch period and the analysis

interval tend to be reduced by the smoothing effect of the I - 
-

interpolation employed by the VFR scheme . There were a

couple of situations (during the part “trouble with” in the -5-i
sentence DX6) where the fized rate synthesis sounded better. I’

In general , Vocoder 1 and the unquantized version of

Vocoder 6 produced speech with essentially the same quality.

3. Vocoder 1 vs Vocoder 6. Surprisingly, the results of this 
- 

I
comparison between the unquantized 100 f ps system and the i

1650 bps VFR system were the same as given above in (2). 1 , 
-

4. Vocoder 6 (1650 bps) produced speech quality equal to or ] -
better than that of the VFR system with the earlier

“end—to—end” scheme of LPC—II (2100 bps). Speech quality I L

improvements observed in the syntheses from Vocoder 6

H included clarity and “crispness” of several syllables which - -- t
were slurred when processed through the earlier VFR system. j -

5. Vocoder 6 (1650 bps) was compared against the 50 fps j
fixed—rate system (2825 bps). LP C—I also uses the 50 fps

fixed—rate transmission but operates at even a higher bit 
-

H rate of about 3500 bps. Although the 50 fps system had less

-52- j 
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U “wobble” quality than the 100 fps system (Vocoder 2), it
- - 

, 

still had a more “wobble” quality than vocoder 6, especially
1 for the sentences JB1 and DD2.

6. Finally, we employed the log likelihood ratio measure for

computing the frame error between the two sets of lIARs i and

r j, instead of the weighted Euclidean distance measure given
ti by (4.1). (Notice that for likelihood ratio computation,

J r  LIARs are to be first transformed to predictor coefficients.)

We adjusted the transmission error threshold ( 9) 50 as to

obtain about the same average frame rate (25 fps) as Vocoder

6. We found that the speech quality of the resulting

Li vocoder was identical to that of Vocoder 6. This result.

leads to the following two observations. First, we conclude

- that the superior performance of the new

perceptual—model—based VFR scheme over the earlier ,

“end—to—end” scheme of LPC—II (see (4) above), is not due

i to the change in the def ini t ion of the frame error , but due

I to the difference in the way the transmission error is

computed in each case (see Fig. 4.1 which illustrates this

difference). Secondly, we recommend the use of the LIAR

distance measure (4.1) in preference to the log likelihood

LI ratio measure , since the use of the latter measure requires

about 50 times more computational time. 
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4.2.8 Simplified VFR Scheme I

Though the algorithm described above produced very low frame i j
rates and good quality speech, it has the disadvantage of being 

-

fairly complex, and somewhat slower than real time in our I ]
simulation on a EL—lI computer. Of course it could be coded to 

- t
run in real time on a fast mini—computer, but might not leave

enough time for other processing needs. Therefore, we tried

several simplifications of the algorithm, in order to arrive at a

reasonable compromise between speed, complexity, frame rate (and U
bit rate) and speech quality.

Our first simplification (see Table 4.2, Vocoder 5) involved 
-

the adjustable quantization. Instead of allowing two possible j

quantization levels for each LIAR of every hypothesized -

transmission frame, the LIAR values were always quantized to the

nearest levels. This sped up the algorithm by a factor of 4, and

reduced the complexity . The transmission frame rate (for the

same transmission error threshold) rose to about 27 fps. However

the resulting sentences were indistinguishable from those r i
produced by the scheme with adjustable quantization. ~

For the second simplification we eliminated the “back—up ” - -
procedure (Vocoder 4). The frame rate remained unchanged at 27

fps, but the average measured transmission error increased by

about 20%. Careful, repeated listening through headphones j 
- -
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revealed only a slight degradation for two sentences. The

U 
differences were not perceived through high quality loudspeakers,

and were not noticed on single paired—comparisons through

U headphones. This simplification sped up the algorithm by another

factor of 3, and reduced the complexity considerably. - ~~~~~

The third simplification was the removal of the “look—ahead”

I H procedure (Vocoder 3). That is, as soon as the transmission

error computed over the interval from the preceding transmitted

1111 frame to the current frame exceeded the threshold, the frame

U 
immediately preceding the current one was chosen to be

transmitted. As expected , this increased the frame rate

substantially (to 30 fps , for the same speech quality. When the
- - 

“look—ahead” procedure enabled the algorithm to skip over a bad - t
region, the transmission intervals were greatly lengthened. The

simplification reduced processing time by about 30%, and

eliminated only 3 lines of FORTRAN code.

Recommended Scheme

El While the full scheme (Vocoder 6) clearly results in a lower

U 
frame rate and slightly better speech quality, it is much more

complex and an order of magnitude slower than the simplest scheme

(without “adjustable” quantization, and “back—up” and

“look—ahead” features). The first two simplifications discussed

above seem reasonable, since the resulting loss was small. The

_ _ _ _ _ _  
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1;-

last feature (‘look—ahead”) is recommended, since its removal

resulted in substantial losses and produced only minor gains.
- :L I

Fig. 4.6 shows a flow chart of the recommended VPR scheme ~- 

-

(Vocoder 4). Comparison of this simplified scheme with Pig. 4.5 [I
will make the difference in complexity apparent. -

L
Of course , if the computer running the VFR algorithm is fast 

-
enough, and easy to program, it may be worth the extra trouble to Li H

implement the full scheme, which includes the features of

“adjustable’ quantization and “back—up’. “~~ 
-

4.3 Transmission of Pitch and Gain L I

We have developed two types of VFR schemes 
•
for the I -

transmission of pitch and gain. These are; (1) H -

‘Floating—Aperture Predictor,” which performs an “end—to—end” -- 
-

comparison between the parameter values of the current frame and I
the last transmitted frame , and (2) “Fan Interpolation 

- -
Technique”, which explicitly takes advantage of the fact that the

receiver performs linear interpolation for the reconstruction of

untransaitted data. The results of our investigation on these - - -

two types of schemes are given belo*. I
4.3.1 Floating Aperture Predictor (PAP)

VFR transmission schemes of the PAP type have been described

in detail in our NSC Note No. 96 ~8I. We developed both -

—56—
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1

IT Compute Error ETover
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1. ET< 9?

No 
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Fig. 4.6 Flow chart of recommended, simplified algorithm.
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single—threshold and double—threshold VFR schemes for the 

-

transmission of pitch and gain. (As LPC gain parameter, we - 
-

transmit per—sample energy in decibels of the unpreemphasized -

speech.) The single—threshold scheme transmits the parameter 
- 

- I
value (pitch or gain) for a given frame if the absolute 

- 

: -

difference between the value and the preceding transmitted value 
-

exceeds a prespecified threshold. The double—threshold scheme

follows the same rule, except that it instead transmits the

parameter value for the frame immediately preceding the present

frame if the above absolute difference exceeds a prespecified

second (higher) threshold; as in LIAR transmission above, this l 
-

-

avoids the need to do parameter interpolation at the receiver

between largely different data frames. In (81 we have ~ - I 
- 

-

recommended the use of specific double— thr~shold VFR schemes on j  H -

quantized pitch and gain data for ARPA—LPC System II. These

schemes would reduce the average transmission frame rate from the - 

~

analysis rate of 100 fps to about 35 fps for pitch and 32 fps for

gain. .

The above—mentioned single—threshold scheme is similar to 1
the so—called ‘floating—aperture predictor’ which has been used

for data compression in telemetry applications (9,10]. The main -

difference between the two i3 in the way data reconstruction

takes place at the receiver i.e., how the untransaitted parameter

values are approximated. The traditional PAP method employs a I -
-58 i
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I stair—step reconstruction in that a transmitted value is held

U 
constant for all the frames up to the next transmission, where

the value is instantaneously updated to be the next—transmitted

1’ value. Our single—threshold scheme, however , performs linear

interpolation between adjacent transmitted values to generate a

F smoother approximation. (The double—threshold scheme has the

same feature , except that, as mentioned above, it produces less

interpolation error at the - expense of a slight increase in frame H

F rate.) It is felt that in speech resynthesis applications the

smooth approximation produced by interpolation should produce

I less speech quality distortion (e.g., “roughness”) than the

stair—step approximation used in the FAP method. However, at the

1-. transmitter, our VFR scheme (hereafter loosely called as PAP

scheme) does not explicitly take advantage of the fact that the
- receiver performs linear interpolation for data reconstruction.

LI The inclusion of this feature may perhaps yield further data

- 
compression. To this end, we have adapted the so—called “fan

interpolation” technique that has been used once again in

* telemetry applications [9,10].

- 4.3.2 Pan Interpolation Technique (FIT)

Single—Threshold Schemes The FIT method previously used in the

El literature (9,101 is indeed a single—threshold scheme. The

U 
method relies on the approximation of the analysis or source data

by straight line segments and transmits only those parameter

L .59..
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values corresponding to the end frames of these segments. Given

some initial transmitted frame, it finds the longest line for -
‘

which the maximum error magnitude between the line and the data

over the length of the line is below a given threshold. We

treated the case where quantized parameter values (levels) are

used for deciding when to transmit. In computing the error I
between the quantized parameter level for a frame and the

H interpolation line, we compute the interpolated value for that

frame, round it off to the nearest (integer) level and then find

the difference between this and the actual quantized parameter -

level for that frame. (Rounding is done such that if the I H

fractional part of the interpolated value is equal to or greater

than 0.5 then it is rounded up, otherwise it is rounded down.) - H

At the receiver , quantized levels for untransmitted frames are

generated by interpolating between the adjacent transmitted - I

levels and rounding of f the interpolated value to the nearest - 

I
level as explained above . 

- - -

A step—by—step description of the FIT single—threshold

H scheme is given in Fig. 4.7 below, where I~ denotes the quantized 
— 

-

level of the parameter for frame n, the symbol [ ] refers to the

H1 above rounding operation, and T is the preselected threshold.

—60— 
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- (1) Transmit value at frame n

m~~~2

(2) k~~~].

(3) P + (m-k)/m E~ + k/rn 1n-s.m

E ~[P 1 -

I f E < T , go t o  (4)

fl 4- fl+Ifl ].

r Go to (l)

- (4) k + k + l

F If k < m - l, go to (3)

-: (5) (No transmission) -

1.
- Go to (2)

1~ Fig. 4.7 Description of our FIT single-threshold scheme

It is clear from step (3j that with frames n and ( n-fm) as end

[. frames, the scheme looks at the magnitude of the interpolation

I 
- error , in order , from frame (n+l) to (n+m—l) and decides to

L. transmit frame (n+m—l) value at the first instance the error

[ magnitude exceeds T.

If T—0, it is easily seen that the rece iver has the same

parameter data as at the output of the quantizer. The same

[J result is also achieved using the PAP method with a zero

-61— 
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threshold and with stair—step reconstruction at the receiver.

Average transmission frame rates produced by the two methods can, 
- - -

however , be different; the extent of this difference depends upon L 1
the nature of the data, in this case quantized parameter levels.

For instance, if the data has frequent occurrence of sequences of -

equal levels (i.e., presence of horizontal or level lines), then

the PAP scheme would generally do better yielding a lower frame -

rate than the FIT method ; the reason for this is that the latter ( -

— 

method transmits both end frames for each level line , while the

former transmits only the f i r s t  end frame . On the other hand , if
H the data involves a large number of sloped or nonlevel lines then

the opposite result is true in that the FIT method yields a lower

frame rate .

Experimental results obtained using the above FIT method on f ~ f

quantized pitch and gain are reported in the sequel.

Double—Threshold Scheme: The double—threshold version of the PIT

method operates’ as follows. Assume that frames n and (n+m) are 1 ~

-

F the end frames of the interpolation line under consideration.

Then , (1) if the maximum interpolation error magnitude over the - I
-- length of the line exceeds the second (higher) threshold T2, then

F frame (n+m—1) value is transmitted; (2) if the maximum error L.

magnitude exceeds the first (lower) threshold Tl, and not T2, JL
then frame (n+m) value is transmitted; (3) if the maximum error

magnitud e does not exceed Tl, then a new interpolation line is 
~~ I

H —
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- considered between frames n and ( n+m+l) , and the entire procedure

is repeated. A step—by—step description of the double—threshold
L • scheme is g iven in Fig . 4 .8.

* For our earlier FAP scheme , the motivation to use the

Ii double—threshold scheme has been to improve the accuracy of

parameter interpolation performed at the receiver between

[j adjacent transmitted values. The same motivation does not hold

for the above FIT method , since it expl icitly considers

I - interpolation error as part of its transmission strategy. Why ,

[ then , should one consider the FIT double—threshold scheme? The
* answer may be g iven as follows. Consi1dering quantized parameter

data , the FIT single—threshold scheme allows only integer

-- 
thresholds. In effect, the double— threshold scheme may be viewed

1.  as equivalent to a single—threshold scheme that can allow a

noninteger threshold. For example, the (0,1) double—threshold

scheme produces average fram e rate and speech quality that lie

I between those of the two single—threshold schemes with thresholds

- 
0 and 1.. This point will be more clear from the experimental

I results provided below.

I ~ Experimental Results

Below, we report experimental results obtained using the FIT

method on the quantized pitch and gain data. Our speech data

El base consisted of a total of 11 utterances , representing about 25

-63-
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(1) Transmit value at frame n

m + 2

(2) Flag~~~ O 
-

k + l

(3) P -~- (sn-k)/rn I~ + k/rn

E -4- 

~[PJ - Ifl+k (

If E < T2, go to (4 ) 
1n + n + m - l - 

- -

Go to (l) 
LI~: -

(4 )  If B < Ti, go to (5)

F l a g - 1  H
(5) k~~~ k+l

If k c rn—i, go to (3) -

(6) If Flag — O-,~ go to (7)

n+n +m

Go to (l) . 1

(7) (No transmission)

m 4- m+l

Go to (2 ) J H

Fig. 4.8 Description of our FIT double-threshold scheme 1
1 -

I
~ ~
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U seconds of speech, from 5 male and 5 female speakers. This data
- 

- 
base is the same as the one used for computing average

U transmission frame rate data for our earlier PAP—type VFR schemes

[ in [8] .

LI 
Pitch: The PIT single—threshold scheme produced average frame

rates of 35, 18 and 14 fps for values of the threshold T—0, 1 and

[ 2, respectively, using the . (0,1) double—threshold scheme , we

obtained an average frame rate of 26 fps. This latter rate

should be compared against the rate of 35 fps that we had

- reported for our earlier (0,1) PAP scheme [8].

Gain: The FIT single—threshold scheme produced average frame

El. rates of 57 , 31 and 22 fps for values of the threshold T—0 , 1 and

[ 2 , respectively. Using the FIT double—threshold scheme , we

obtained average frame rates of 41, 26 and 19 fps for the two

[ thresholds (T1, T2 ) — ( 0 , l ) , ( l , 2) and (2 ,3) ,  respectively. In

contrast, the (2,3) double—threshold FAP scheme produced an

-[ average frame ra te of 32 fps [8].

[ With the obj ective of not tolerating any speech quality

loss, we have chosen to employ the single—threshold FIT scheme

with the threshold T—0 for pitch transmission, and the (0,1)

fl double—threshold FIT scheme for gain transmission. The use of

the (0,1) double—threshold scheme for pitch and the (1, 2)

fl double—threshold scheme for gain yielded only a small speech

U -65-
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quality loss , which consisted mainly of occasional “ roughness”
(gain—related) and a couple of “clicks” (pitch—related) over the 

-

data base of 36 sentences given in Section 7.2.1. — _ 1
4 .4 Discussion and Recommendations I I
4.4.1 Transmission of Timing Information - 1 -

With VFR transmission of a parameter, it is necessary to

transmit timing information to indicate to the receiver the

length of transmission interval between successive transmissions. I
To this end , we proposed in NSC Note No. 82 [7] that a 3—bit 

-

header be transmitted for every analysis frame . The first header 1
bit is 1, only if pitch is transmitted for that frame; similarly, -

the second and third header bits are used to indicate if gain and

LAR5 , respectively, are transmitted for that frame . This - j - 
-

proposal of transmitting a 3—bit header allows the use of a 
-

separate transmission criterion for each of the three parameter 
- I

groups : pitcHh , gain , and LARS , and hence accommodates one of the H

postulates of our perceptual model of speech .

4.4.2  Recommendations

Experimentally we found that the following VFR system

yielded the max imum data compression without compromising speech

quality relative to the full 100 fps fixed—rate system. In this Li -~

experiment, an 1i—th order LPC analysis was performed; the 11 J H

—66-
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LI LARs were quantized using 46 bite , wh ich were allocated from the

- ~ 
-J f i r s t  to the ll—th coefficient as 6 ,5, 5,4,4, 4 ,4,4,4,3, 3 bits;

- Li  pitch and gain were quantized using 6 and 5 bits respectively;

[] the simplified VFR scheme given in Section 4.2.8 was used for LAR

- 

- transmission.

Recommended VFR System

LAR8 : Threshold , 8—i..

LI Pitch : Single—threshold FIT scheme with threshold Tul (see

Section 4.3.2) H H

- 
cain: Double—threshold PIT scheme with thresholds T1—0 and

T2—l ( see Section 4.3.2)

- 
The above vocoder is referred to as PItH in Section 7.3.3, and it

LI yielded the following transmission statistics for the 36—sentence

1 1  
(6 sentences x 6 speakers) data base given in Section 7.2. 1. The

LAR transmission frame rate computed over individual sentences

[ var ied from a max imum of 44 fps to a minimum of 14 fps , with an

average of 31 fps. The average, maximum and minimum transmission

- frame rates for pitch were: 34, 43 and --25 fp. respectively, and

those for gain were: 40, 54 and 24 fps respectively. The bit
-- rate varied from a maximum of 2817 bps to a minimum of 1274 bps,

[j with an average of 2120 bps . This average bit rate of 2120 bps

for the above VFR system should be contrasted with the bit rate 
- 

-

Li of 5700 bps for the full 100 fps fixed—rate system. With the

— 67—
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benef its of Huffaan coding and variable order l inear pred iction

[1), the average bit rate would be further reduced to about 1600

bps for continuous speech. With explicit silence detection, an LI
average bit rate of less than 1000 bps may be achieved for normal -
conversational speech. - - - 

-

A formal subjective speech quality test was conducted to - 1 -

evaluate the effectiveness of our perceptual—model—based VFR

system. The results of this study are given in Section 7.3.3. -

Specifically, we found that the above recomamended VFR system I
produced speech quality which equalled or surpassed the full 100

fps fixed—rate vocoder. J - 

-

~1 H

1 tH

I ~
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I ~. 5. SYNTHESIS

In this section , we report the results of our work on the

following three items: optimal linear interpolation of

I - synthesizer parameters, gain implementation, and all—pass

- excitation.

- 5.1 Optimal Linear Interpolation

- 
In narrowband LPC speech compression syst~~~ , the prseese ef

I parameter interpolation at the receiver helps in .mo.thiM the

- roughness in the synthesized speech which is normally . ss.e it d
- with infrequent parameter updating . Simple linear intarp.I.ti.s

(SLI) has been used almost exclusively in these syst . I.

earlier study we found that the spectral error due •.

L. interpolation was much larger than the error due to l.amt &~~~ I.s

- 11] . This resul t suggests that better parsmeter interp.IM lam
L .  approaches than the simple linear scheme should be Ln v st l t~~~.

I - With this motivation, we developed an optimal l inear

- 
interpolation (OLI) scheme that requires the tran smission of an

I extra parameter per data fram e , :I<a11 . The value of a is

El 
determined as that point along the line used for linear

interpolation which is closest (in the mean square sense) to the

[ point determined by the actual parameter values at the instance

where interpolation is desired. The transmission of o requires

II] 50—150 bits/eec, depend ing on the frame rate and the number of

bits used for quantizing a.

1 .  —69—
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Theoretical and experimental results that we obtained with

the new interpolation scheme have been presented in detail in a 
- -

BBN report (11] , which was also issued as NSC Note No. 59.

Briefly, theoretical results showed that in the space of

parameter vectors , the OLI scheme corresponds to an orthogonal Li

projection of the actual parameter vector at the interpolation I
point onto the line passing through the two parameter vectors 

--

that are used in the interpolation. Several ways of using the

01.1 scheme with a variable frame rate transmission system are 
- 

- 
-

also given . Experimental results showed that the OLI scheme

improved spe.ch quality relative to the SLI scheme, especially I 
- 

-

dur ing rapid transitions in the speech signal . In addition to 
-

internal listening tests, we investigated the waveforms and LI
spectrograms of synthesized speech with OLI, and the time history

of the spectral error . In our experience , the optimal scheme is . - -  -

nest advantageous when used with low bit rate, variable frame
L

rat. transmission systems.

3.2 Gain Implementation — -  - 4 -

~~ investigated three issues involving linear predictor gain _.J

par ter. The f i rs t  issue was the choice of the gain parameter 
j

for transmissi on ; we discussed this issue in Section 3.3. The

second issue considered the problems associated with implementing

the speech signal energy as a multiplier at the output of the

synthesizer filter instead of the more commonly used method of

—70— 
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LI applying it at the filter input. The third issue was the

treatment of cases for which speech signal energy had values less

L than 1 (or negative when considered in decibels). Below, we

i -  describe our work on the second and the third issues.

r The use of the normalized filter [4] (see Section 3.3) is

III recommended for implementation of the synthesizer on the SPS—41

for many reasons , such as better round off noise and scaling

properties , the availability of sine and cosine tables in the

L SPS—41, etc. Placing the gain multiplier at the output of the

normalized filter rather than at its input serves to alleviate

I i .  dynamic range problems. However, care has to be exercised in

C implementing the speech signal energy at the output of either the

normalized filter or the regular f i l ter . The d i f f icu lty , implied

[ in the above statement , arises from the nonzero initial

1 
conditions of the filter. Whenever there is a relatively large

change in speech signal energy from one frame to the next, say,

of the order of 10 dB, then the synthesized speech is found to

have signal amplitudes quite d i f ferent  from those of the original

[ input speech . For example , in an unvoiced—vo iced transition, the

f i rs t  voiced frame in the synthesized speech has relatively large

C signal amplitudes compared to the original speech . We showed

both experimentally and mathematically that this problem was due

to the nonzero initial conditions of the filter . When listening

[ to speech synthesized with speech signal energy implemented at 
- 

-

I..i -71-
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the output of the synthesizer filter, we perceived these -

h distortions in signal amplitudes as annoying Nknock sounds . A

solution to the problem, which we found to be satisfactory, is to

zero the - initial conditions whenever the absolute frame—to—frame

energy change exceeds a given threshold (about 12 dB). With this

method , the distortions in signal amplitudes which caused the

perception of knock sounds were eliminated.

H In logarithmically quantizing speech signal energy we used a 
-

range of 0 to 45 dB. Any signal energy less than 0 dB was 
-

quantized as 0 dB. From synthesis experiments we found that this

strategy of raising the energy f rom a negative dB value to 0 dB

produced relatively large perceivable noise during stop sounds,

pauses and silences. This led us to quantize energy values less

than or equal to B dB as a given negative dB. We found through 
- 1 -

listening tests that when we used a large negative dB value, the

beginnings of certain speech sounds (e.g., [h], En] , Ed]) were -

somewhat cut of f .  By exper imentation, we found a value of —3 or I 
-

~ 

-

—4 dB to be satisfactory.

5.3 All—Pass Excitation

Wi th the use of the pul se/noise excitation for the

minimum— phase LPC synthesizer, the synthesized speech was found I
to have larger peak amplitudes than the natural speech used in

the analysis. To accommodate this situation, we have used 9 bits

- 7 2—  - - -
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fl to store input or natural speech samples, and 12 bits to store

synthesized speech samples. Since the ful l  dynamic range
1- . possible with 12 bits was not effectively used in sto r ing the

synthesized speech samples, the signal—to—noise (noise at the D/A
- .  

converter) ratio was lower, producing sometimes less desirable

aud io quality at the output of the D/A converter. To overcome

this problem , we employed an all—pass excitation as described

1. below .

C We chose an 8th order all—pass f i l t e r  given in (12] , which

was specifically designed to minimize the peak amplitude of its
I— . impul se response. All—pass excitation signal can be obtained by

[ f i l ter ing the pul se/noise excitation signal through this all—pass

f i l t e r .  To simplify computations , however , we precomputed once

1.. at the start 40 samples (4 ms at 10 kflz sampling rate) of the

- impul se response of the all—pass f i l ter  and stored them in
I memory. If a given frame was unvoiced , we used the random noise

C sequence directly as the excitation signal ( i .e . ,  no all—pass

- 

f i l ter ing was done) ; this strategy worked f ine since high peak

L.. amplitudes occurred only in voiced speech. For a voiced frame,

- we chose one of the following two cases, depending on the value

of the pitch period for that frame : 1) If pi tch period was longer

I 
- than 4 ms, we took the 40 samples of the all—pass impul se

response and appended at the end with the required number of

I. zeros to generate the excitation signal. 2) If pitch period was

El 73
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shorter than 4 ma, we used the u aliasedw version of the 40—sampl e E —
sequence which was obtained by considering the periodic

occurrence of this sequence at a rate given by pitch frequency.

By conducting synthesis experiments, we found that peak 1
amplitudes were in fact lowered when using the specific a~1—pass

excitation discussed above. Even in this case, however,~ peak -

amplitudes of synthesized speech were higher than those of the

natural speech ; the increase in peak amplitudes due to eynth~sis

was often found to be about 6 dB or less . We accommodated this

- ‘ 
increase by using 11—bit natural speech samples, and 12—b~.t

synthesized speech samples. Using this approach , the aud io

quality of speech at the output of the D/A converter was found th -

be better than what we had prev iously found . We used this .—
~

approach in generating stimul i for subsequent subjective quality U
tests. 

-

- I
- I
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6. A MIXED-SOURCE MODEL

We developed a new model for generating the excitation

-- 
signal for the synthesizer of the narrowband LPC vocoders , with

the objective of enhancing the naturalness of the synthesized

I-i speech. Most present—day narrowband vocoders employ an ideal izedr source (or excitation) model , which is either a sequence of

[ quasi—pe r iodic pulses for voiced sound s , or white noise for

- 
unvoiced sounds. This voiced/unvoiced model seems to be largely

[ .  responsible for the “buzziness” and lack of naturalness perceived

in the resulting synthesized speech . Our new source model ,
- - called mixed—source model , combines both pulse and noise sources

[ in a novel way. Based on the observation that spectra of voiced

speech sound s (e.g., voiced fricatives and even certain vowels)

[ .  exhibit devoiced or incoherent high frequency bands , the model

divides the spectrum into a low frequency reg ion and a high

frequency reg ion , wi th the pulse source exciting the low reg ion

[; and the noise source exciting the high reg ion . The cutoff

frequency Fc that separates the two regions is adaptively varied

- 
in accordance with the changing speech signal.

The mixed—source model is described in detail in a paper

which is included in this report as Appendix 7. As depicted in

Li Fig . 4 of that pape r , the outputs of the low—pass and high—pass

[ 1  f i l ters  are added , multipl ied by the source gain and appl ied to
- 

the synthesizer as the excitation signal . For unvoiced sounds

LI 75 
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I sharp in any case . We considered FIR (finite impulse response)

- 
as well as recursive (low order Butterworth) filter designs. The

I ~ filter designs were stored and used in the synthesis as the need

-, arose. Both FIR and recursive filter designs gave similar
1~~ perceptual results.

Results of synthesis experiments conducted to test the

effectiveness of the mixed—source model are given in Appendix 7.

Briefly, the model was found to largely eliminate the “buzzy”

L quality of vocoded speech, perform better for female speech, and

- result in a certain “fullness” in perceived speech quality that

E~J was absent with the voiced/unvoiced synthesis.

Li
LI
LI
[1
I]
I ‘

—77—
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7. SUBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY EVALUATION

7.1 Introduction

We describe our work on subjective quality evaluation in

three parts. Section 7.2 describes the development and testing L.

of an improved method for measuring subjective quality, using our

Phoneme—Specific sentence materials. Section 7.3 describes three

applications of this method to practical problems :

(1) Determining parametrically how subjective quality depends on

vocoder param eters , specifically a) the order of the linear

pred ictor (number of poles), b) the step size for quantization of 
j

the LPC coefficients (log area ratios or LAR5), and C) frame

transmission rate. In addition to their usefulness in vocoder I
design decisions, these data were also needed for the development

of our objective method for assessing speech quality ( see Section -

8) .  (2)  Proving that a given reduction of bit rate is achieved

at a much smaller cost in reduced quality if the bit rate is
reduced by substituting a variable for a fixed transmission j

schedule , rather than reducing the predictor order , or coarsening

quantizat ion of the coefficients. (3) Demonstrating formally the *

super ior quali ty and low bit rate of our perceptual—model—based ]
VFR scheme described in Section 4.2. 

-

Finally, Section 7.4 describes miscellaneous topics such as:

(1) a phoneme—s pecific intellig ibility test , using nonsense 1 1

—7$— 
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I materials , wh ich we later decided was not appropriate except for

- 
testing LPC systems which had been implemented in real t ime ,

I. which ours had not ; (2) the effect of lost packets on the

intelligibility of speech transmitted over ARPANET;

(3) development of an inventory of descriptors for different

perceptual attributes of LPC vocoder speech quality; and (4) an

attempt to reduce the effects of stimulus sequence on listeners’

judgments.

7.2 Development of Method

-‘ 7.2.1 Phoneme Specific Sentences

L The development of our phoneme—Specific test sentences grew

1~~ 
from the observation that different vocoders may cause different

types of quality degradations within a single test sentence. For

I example , one system may degrade the nasal consonants, and another
I.

the fricatives. Such differences are a major cause of the

variability commonly found in subjective quality testing. If

such information could be made explicit, it would have important
- II

I - diagnostic impl ications for how a vocoder should be modified to

j 
improve its quality . -

fl Judgments of global quality are not easy when the stimuli

being compared differ in a variety of ways. Nor is it easy to

compare speech samples with resp ect to some particular pro perty

Il
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when they d i f f e r  with respect to many other properties as well.

Further , the psychometric literature is unequivocal in showing

that subjects find quantity much easier to j udge than quality .

One way to simplify the subject’s task is to arrange that the

stimul i presented for j udgment d i f f e r  with respect to only one -

perceptual d imension at a time . Note that this is not the same

as asking the subject to attend to only one perceptual dimension

at a time , when they d i f f e r  in other ways as well. j

We attempted to achieve this perceptual effect, or something

close to it, by analyzing the sources of distortion introduced 
-

into speech by the LPC vocoding process, and targetting each of 
* I -

these sources with one or more sentences designed to maximize the

errors due to it , while simultaneously minimizing the errors due [
to the other sources. Al though our tests were aimed specifically - 

J
at LPC vocoders, they are probably applicable to other methods of

vocod ing as well. The resulting sentences are Phoneme—Specific ,

in that they concentrate all phonemes with similar acoustic

t 
properties in a single sentence . This contrasts with earlier -- I -

materials , which treated any sentence as equivalent to any other.

The equivalent—sentence parad igm involves a logical inconsistency

because it implicitly assumes that speech is homogeneous, and at j 
-

the same time denies this assumption in its attempt to achieve

phonetic balance by forcing the relative frequency of occurrence

of phonemes within the test materials to match those of the

language at large .

—U—
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F There are three primary sources of distortion inherent in

: linear predictive vocoders. The f i rs t  derives from the predictor

1. model itself. The linear predictor coefficients effectively

r define the spectrum of an all—pole filter , which is adjusted

until it best matches the envelope of the power spectrum of a

I’ short sample of input speech. Some speech sounds, however, are
-. 

not adequately modelled by an all—pole spectrum, since their

L spectra contain zeroes as well as poles (although adequate

r matches can be obtained if the number of poles is sufficiently

large). Errors deriving from this source degrade phonemes whose I ~r spectra contain zeroes , such as nasals and fricatives. The

second source of distortion is in the quantization of the LPC

coefficients for transmission. The quantization introduces some

1~~ 

inaccuracy to the degree that the spectrum specified by the

quantized coefficients d i f f e r s  from that specified by the same

coefficients before quantization. Distortions due to this source

should be most apparent when the speech spectrum is changing

relatively slowly, as in vowels and semi—vowels. Third , the time

fl 
interval defining the waveform sample is moved down the waveform

- 

by a time equal to the reciprocal of the frame rate, and the

LI spectral modelling is repeated . The slower the frame rate , the

wider the intervals at which the speech spectrum is sampled, and

L the greater the chance that rapidly changing parts of the -

waveform will be inadequately represented . This type of error

I. should be most noticeable when a system with too slow a frame

C —$1—
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rate has to process speech containing stops and affricates, which -

are characterized by rapid changes in both spectrum and 
1

amplitude. Li -

A set of four phoneme—specific sentences was selected from a [j
much larger set , which appears complete in Appendix 8. The four 1 :

phoneme—specific sentences were intended to target the sources of [j

error described above. Two additional ‘general” sentences were - ~

-

included , which contained many consonant clusters and unstressed -

syllables. The six sentences are as follows: 
-

1. Why were you away a year, Roy?

2. Nanny may know my meaning. Li

3. His vicious father has seizures.

4. Which tea—party did Baker go to? 
-

5. The little blankets lay around on the floor. 1
6. The trouble with swimming is that you can drown. - - -

The f i r s t  four sentences include among them all the -

consonants of English , except /1/, /0/, and /j/. The first

sentence, contains only vowels and glides. These sounds have

all—pole spectra, which change slowly, and contain no abrupt

changes in level . This results from the fact that these sounds I -

are produced with a relatively open vocal tract, excited at the

bottom, and without any shunting cavities to cause zeroes (as in ~. I
/1/) or extra formants. Furthermore, all the sounds are voiced ,

and only slow chan ges of pitch occur.

—$ 2— 
- -
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LI The second sentence contains only (nasalized) vowels and

U 
nasals. It is therefore also voiced throughout, and its spectrum H

and level change relatively slowly. Both the nasals and the

Li nasalized vowels contain zeroes in their spectra , however , which

should create problems for LPC vocoders in the spectral matching

It stage.

Besides vowels, the third sentence contains only voiced and

unvoiced fricatives. Fr icatives contain zeroes in their spectra

II (actually pole—zero pairs which approximately cancel each other),

r but have spectra very different from those of voiced sounds, due
1~ to the noise excitation. Rates of amplitude change are still

slow, since affricates were excluded from the sentence.

[ The fourth sentence contains only vowels and all the stops
-. 

and affricates except /j/. The spectrum and amplitude of the

speech wave change frequently and abruptly, and there are many

voiced/unvoiced transitions. This sentence should maximally

L strain a vocoder’s ability to follow rapid changes.

El The last two sentences were included as ‘general ,

U 
non—diagnostic” sentences , partly to include problematical L
clusters which would have sullied the purity of the

phoneme—specific sentences, but also to increase the number of

rapid unstressed (and reduced) syllables, which tend to be less

El clearly articulated.

I1 -
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A second set of d imensions along which samples of speech can I
Li;

vary concerns the idiosyncratic differences among speakers.

Following arguments similar to those above for sentence L i
materials, it is important to represent a wide a range of

speaker ’s physical (as opposed to dialectal) characteristics Li

rather than to choose ‘typical’ speakers. Therefore, we recorded j f~
,

twenty talkers, ten male and ten female, reading each of the

sentences, and selected from these three males and three females -
L

so as to retain the full range of fundamental frequency and - 1
nasality found in the whole group. (Nasality was measured by an LI
accelerometer mounted on the talker ’s nose, whose output was I
compared in the second , nasal sentence, and the fourth, non—nasal

sentence, with overall levels equated.) Talkers who spoke

slowly, or had regional accents, were eliminated. H

7.2.2 Psychophysical Method 
-

A variety of different psychophysical tasks can be used for

assessing subjective speech quality. These represent different J 4 -~
compromises between the complexity and duration of the subject’s

task. The subjective task that imposes fewest constraints on the H L

listener is the paired comparison task. Pairs of stimuli are

presented, and the li~tener simply indicates which member of each 
—

pair he prefers. Al ternatively, he may assign numbers to show J
how similar the two stimuli appear , yielding similarities or 

-

proximity data. Since only two stiauli are presented at a time , I
—$ 4—
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LI the listener never has to explicitly resolve the problem that the

fl 
members of successive pairs may d i f f e r  in d i f fe ren t  ways .

Unfortunately,  the number of paired comparisons that has to be

made increases wi th the square of the number of stimul i , so that

the exhaustive procedure becomes unmanageable when there are more

LI than 15 to 20 stimul i to be compared , although var ious sampl ing

schemes are available. Thus , paired comparisons are easy but

U tedious.

El
An al ternative is a ranking task, in which subjects are

I - 
g iven several stimulus sentences , and have to rank order them

El 
according to quality. Wi th conventional materials this is a very

difficult task that generates much variability , since the subject

must decide how to trade off one sort of degradation against

another , and apply that trade—off consistently. When the speech

- varies along several perceptual dimensions , maintaining

- consistency with respect to each of the required trade—offs

becomes impossible. The foregoing difficulties can be reduced by

using the Phoneme—Specific sentence materials described above, —

and presenting stimul i for ranking that consist of only a single

U sentence processed by all the vocoder systems to be compared . As

compared wi th the paired—comparison task , this reduces the amount

U of data to be collected , at the expense of making the listeners

U task sl ightly more d i f f i c u l t ,  and introducing the risk of reduced

reliabili ty. At the same time, the ranking task retains some of

H $5
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the desirable features of the paired cowparison task. Since a

stimulus can be listened to repeatedly, the subject can build up

his rank order by starting with a pair, then placing the third

stimulus in the correct ranking with respect to the preceding

two, and so on. Thus, new stimuli may be added by a series of

paired comparisons with the members of the existing rank order .

The rank—order procedure reduces the number of t imes each

stimulus must be presented to perhaps five or ten per stimulus .

A complication of the ranking task results from the fact J
that the range of qualities encountered within a single test

sentence as processed by several vocoders may be very different

from the range for a second test sentence. Thus there may be a

considerable range of qualities associated with the lowest rank,

but there is no way for the subject to express this, although he

might be willing and able to do so if given th. chance. The

ranking task becomes more d i f f i cu l t,  and the data from it become

less reliable, as the number of systems to be ranked increases.

The method is probably not appropriate when more than 21 systems

are to be compared. - j -

a rating task avoids some of these problems, and is perhaps

the most efficient task possible, in that it requires only a

single presentation of each stimulus. In practice, several

presentations are often used, to improve reliability. At the

same time this task requires most from the subject, who must
H
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assign numbers that reflect his perception of quality, and stick

- 

to the same rating system through the whole experiment. His

[ criterion may drift during an experiment lasting an hour or ulore,

i— and it is difficult to assess how much drift has occurred , and to

correct for it.

• An important question is whether the tasks outlined above

(and other possible tasks too) force subjects to perceive the 
- 

-

stimuli differently, or whether each subject makes use of a

[ single underlying perceptual structure to perform all tasks. If

the latter could be demonstrated , it would allow the task to be

I. selected on the basis of convenience for any given application.

1: 7.2.3 Multid imensional Scaling and Analysis

L It should be clear from the arguments above that speech

quality can vary along several perceptual dimensions

- [ simultaneously, and that these may be separable, especially if

phoneme—specific sentences are used as test materials.
a 

Furthermo€e , diagnostic information about different aspects of

quality can be derived from such data. Yet most approaches to

quality assessment start with tk~e assumption that quality is a

El unidimensional variable , thus ignoring the diagnostic potential.

El Unid imensional testing also introduces a major source of

inter—subject variability , since it requires the subject to

L collapse his multid imensional percepts onto a single dimension to

II —$7— H
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arrive at a response, and different subjects may weight the

various perceptual dimensions quite differently.

a major justification for treating quality as a

unidimensional variable is that it will be used for choosing the

best of a set of candidate systems, an inherently one—d imensional

task. But counterexamples can easily be found: a vocoder that

yields excellent quality for female voices, but fails

disastrously on male voices will not receive a high quality

rating on a unidimensional scale. Yet it may be ideally suited

for an application in which only females will use it, a fact a

unidimensional test would not discover. It would seem to be

better to recognize that quality is mul tid imensional , and collect

and analyze data accordingly, and only later collapse the

multid imensional result onto a unid imensional scale if desired .

Among other things, this would permit the tester to decide how to

combine the various perceptual dimensions, rather than be forced

to accept the idiosyncratic combinations adopted by the subjects

in a unid imensional task.

Multid imensional scal ing (MDS ) methods attempt to model

empirical data by representing each stimulus, or vocoder system ,

as a point in an n—dimensional space, such that the data

reconstructed from the model match the empirical data as closely

as possible. There are several classes of models , which are

hierarchically related in that each class is a special case of

—S.—
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the next—higher class in tne hierarchy . The simplest is the

vector model . The stimul i (here the d i f f e ren t  vocoders) are

represented by points in an n—dimensional space , and each
- condition under which data are collected (different sentences or

subjects) can be represented by a vector throug h the space . The

I data are represented by the ordering and relative spacing of the

- 
stimulus points as projected onto the appropriate vector • An

I I example of a vector model appropiate to scaling preference data

- - is MDPREF (161 .

A second type of model appropriate to speech quality

- assessment iE. the weighted Euclidean model , typified by INDSCAL

I 
- 

(171. INDSCAL was developed to model explicitly the large
- 

ind iv idual differences in how subjects perceive s t imuli .  The

I model assumes that all subjects use the same set of underlying

- perceptual d imensions , but that the relative salience of these

I - d imensions varies among subjects. Therefore , INDSCAL models each

[ - - stimulus as a point in a “group space” of one or more d imensions,
- 

which represent the perceptual dimensions common to all subjects.

[ To model the da ta for a par ticular subject, the d imensions of the

- 
group space are linearly stretched or shrunk until they reflect

I the relative sal ience of the d imensions for that subject. Thus

[ - the INDSCAL solution consists of sets of coordina tes for the

stimul i in the group space, and sets of weights for deforming the

group space to produce the idiosyncratic space for each subject.

I- I -89—
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The d istance between stimulus points in the space represents
their similarity: stimuli that are judged very similar are

represented by points that are very close together in the space.

The multidimensional space that is used to model the data in j
these examples is a perceptual, or subjective space. The

analysis itself does not identify the factors represented by the

coord inate axes of the space , which are simply those that g ive

the best match to the input data. Often, but not always, the

axes can be identified from the way the stimuli are distributed

in the space. Otherwise, several additional psychophysical

experiments may be required to identify the axes. Even this does

not guarantee that the axes will be identified : sometimes no

objective properties of the stimuli can be found that correspond

to particular subjective dimensions. Unfortunately, these J f.
shortcomings reduce the usefulness of multidimensional scaling

for routine quality testing, although they can be highly

beneficial in development work.

Preference data, such as is generated by the rating or

ranking tasks described above, can be analyzed by vector models I
such as MOPREF, or by we ighted Euclidean models such as INDSCAL I
if the data are first converted into proximities [171.•r~i i i

I
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A Test of the Method Using 2600 bps Systems

To try out our method , we selected a set of 12 LPC vocoder

1. sys tems, whose bit rates were equated to 2600 bps to test the

1 method ’s ability to discriminate small differences of quality .

Each of the 36 test sentences (6 phoneme—specific sentences x 6

talkers) was low—pass filtered at 5 kNz and processed through

each system. Each system used 9, 11, or 13 poles; and

I. inter—frame intervals (reciprocal of frame rate) were 25, 20, or

15 ms , or variable based on data analyzed every 10 ms. Details

of the parameter combinations for each system appear under

I Fig. 7.1. In the five variable rate systems, frames of spectra l

data were analyzed every 10 ms, but each frame was transmitted

1 - only if the spectral difference between it and the previous

I transmitted frame exceeded a threshold. The quantization step
-. 

size of the LARS, and, for the VFR systems, the threshold , were

I adjusted so that the overall bit rate of all systems was equated

at 2600 bps, averaged over the 36 test sentences. Quantization

step size varied between 0.2 dB and 1.75 dB, and the VFR

I thresholds varied between 1.0 and 1.75 dB, yielding average frame
I... 

rates between 47 and 31 per second. Pitch and gain were coded in

6 and 5 bits respectively, and were transmitted at the same frame

rate as the coefficients for the fixed—rate systems, but at a

I constant rate of 50 fps for the VFR systems, to avoid confounding

I - excitation and spectral variables. One final vocoder used 13

r —91—
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Pigur. 7.1: Proj.ction on 1—2 plan. of points r.pr..enting Vocod.r
systems in 3—dimensional PIDPRE P solution.

L. .1
SYSTEM 0 POLE PRAMS VAR-RATE FRAME STEP BITS PER SECOND

SIZE THRESH RATE SIZE EXPECT POUND
• 11 20 — 50 1.0 dB 2650 2630
b 9 20 — 50 0 6  2650 2633
c 13 20 — 50 1.4 2700 2681
d 11 25 — 40 0 4 5  2640 2610

13 25 — 40 0.7 2640 2612
f 9 25 — 40 0.2 2680 2652
g 9 15 — 67 1.75 2666 2618
h 11 10 1.5 dB 35 0.5 2660 2574
i 11 ii 1.0 46 i i  2650 2652
j  11 10 1.75 32 0.25 2627 2687
k 13 10 1.5 38 0.6 2685 2766

ii 1 11 15 1.5 33 0.4 2600 2535
a 13 ii — 1U 0.0 (UNQUANTIZED)
ft ORIGINA L WAVEPORM , DIGITIZED AND RECONSTITUTED (i. PCM)
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poles, with unquantized coefficients, and an inter—frame interval

of 10 ms. Finally, the digitized but unprocessed waveforms were ‘

included to act as undegraded anchors. The unprocessed speech

was effectively 110 kbps PCM.

I i
-
~~ The same four subjec ts served in two judgment tasks , one a

I ranking task and the other a rating task. Our purpose in

collecting data with two different psychophysical methods was to

[i test the idea that any judgments required of a subject are made

on the bas is of a single under lying perceptual struc ture, or set
1! of psychological dimensions. If both tasks give similar results,

this idea is supported, and the most efficient task may then be

selected for subsequent experiments. - 
-

In total, there were 504 stimulus sentences——36 test

sentences x 14 systems (12 vocoders with quantized coefficients,

1 with unquantized coefficients, and 1 PCM) • For the

I - rank—ordering task, these were transferred to Bell and Howell

- Language Master cards, to permit random access. Each subject
1 1

- rank ordered the 14 vers ions of a given test sentence , separately

I for each of the 36 sentence—speaker combinations, which were

arranged in a different counterbalanced order for each subject.

- The task was self—paced , and took a total of 6 to 9 hours, spread

- over several days.

~ Ii
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For the rating task, the 504 stimulus sentences were

recorded into a carefully counterbalanced order, in which each

sentence , speaker , and system followed every other sentence,

speaker , and system (except itself) as nearly the same number of

times as possible. Stimuli were presented in blocks of 10; the

first stimulus in each block repeated the last stimulus in the

preceding block, and was not scored. Also, unbeknownst to the - I
subjects, the first 10 blocks of stimuli were repeated at the

end, thus permitting an assessment of consistency and drift.

Consistency was high and drift was negligible. The four subjects

had also served in the ranking task; they assigned “degradation

ratings” to each stimulus, with higher numbers representing more

degradation (lower quality). Subjects were told to assign zero

degradation to any undegraded sentences they heard , and to try to

assign ratings on a proportional basis, with twice as large a

number representing twice the degradation , as in a magnitude

estimation task with a natural zero. Since the first few

judgments from each subject effectively determined his step size,

each subject’s ratings were later normalized by dividing through

. by his mean rating. The rating task took just over an hour. 
- 1

Results

The data from each task were pooled across subjects, and

analyzed separately with MDPREF (16]. The first three dimensions

accounted for 70.4%, 8.9%, and 6.0% respectively of the variance

—94—
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in the rating data, and 65.8%, 11.9%, and 7.6% of the variance in
I the rank data. In each case, the fourth dimension accounted for

only an additional 3% of the variance. Canonical correlation

(181 of the two solutions showed them to be almost identical ,

I i  with the first three (orthogonal) linear composites correlating

at 0.988, 0.930, and 0.758 respectively. The first two of these

are significant well beyond P<.001 and the third is significant

at P<0.Il (chi—square — 69.6, with 9 df; 30.0, with 4 df; and

8.98, with 1 df). The conclusion that rating and ranking tasks

I produced virtually identical results seems justified , which means

that the more efficient task (rating) can be used in future
I.. assessments.

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the distribution of the vocoder

I - systems in the 3—d imensional solution space, as projected onto

the Dim 1 x Dim 2 plane, and the Dim 1 x Dim 3 plane

respectively. Each test sentence on which ratings were obtained

- 
would be represented by a vector through the space, but they are

I .~. not shown, to avoid cluttering the figure (more detail can be

I found in (19)). The relative performance of two vocoders on a
A 

particular speaker—sentence combination is represented by the

I relative positions of the projections of the points representing

- 
the systems onto the corresponding vector.

The results show a clear separation of the systems as a

[ function of 1) the number of poles, and 2) the inter—frame

I i  —95—
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Pigure 7.2s Projection on 2—3 plan. of points representing Vocoder
systems in 3—dimensional SDPUP solution.

SYSTEM 0 POLl PRAMS VU-RATE PlANE STEP SITS Pit IIC ~~~D
SIZE TSUU RATE SIZE EXPECT POUND

a 11 20 — SO l i d S  2150 2630
b 9 20 — SI I.~~ 2630 2633
c 13 20 — 50 1.4 2700 2601
d 11 25 — 40 0.43 2140 2610
e 13 25 — 40 0.7 2640 2612
f 9 23 — 40 0.2 2600 2652
g 9 15 — 67 1.75 2111 2618
h 11 10 1.3 dl 35 0.3 2160 2574
1 11 10 1.0 46 1.0 2150 2652
j 11 10 1.75 32 0.25 2127 2607
k 13 10 1.5 30 0.1 2605 2766
1 11 iS 1.3 33 0.4 2600 2335
a 13 10 — 100 0.0 (UNQUANTIZID )
n ORIGINAL WAVIPOEM, DIGITIZED AND RECONSTITUTED (ie 9CM)
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I interval , of the vocoders. Furthermore , the separation alon.

- 
these two dimensions was orthogonal , suggesting that the

I . perceptual effect of changing the number of poles (“static”

- Spectral accuracy) was independent of the perceptual effect of
- changing the inter—frame interval (“dynamic ” spectral accuracy).

I The orientation of the test—sentence vectors in the space showed

that the separation of the fixed—rate systems by inter—frame

I. interval was achieved as a result of the specially composed

sentence materials, with the short inter—frame interval systems
1’• performing better on the rapidly changing sentence (No. 4: Which

I ’  tea party...), and the long inter—frame interval systems, with

- - 
more bits per frame, doing better on the slowly—varying sentences

• (Nos. 1 and 2). The VFR systems were located correctly for their

- inter—frame intervals of 10 ins, but performed unexpectedly badly
I on the slow—moving sentences, NoB. 1 and 2. Separation of the

vocoders as a function of the number of poles resulted from the

- 

use of the different talkers, with the relative performance of

systems with 13, 11, and 9 poles on a particular sentence being

- highly correlated with the mean fundamental frequency of the

talker in that sentence. Nine—pole Systems performed almost as

lell as 11— or 13—pole systems on high—pitched talkers, but not

on low—pitched talkers.

1. —97—
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Conclusions

1) Phoneme—specific Sentences, when used in a rating task to

assess the subjective quality of a Set of twelve very similar

LPC vocoders , were able to distinguish quite small

differences in quality. The data were both reliable and

diagnostically useful , in that they permitted the particular

parameter causing degradation to be identified .

2) virtually identical MDPREF solutions were obtained for rating

and rank—ordering tasks, which strongly supports the idea

that subjects used the same set of perceptual dimensions when

respond ing to vocoder—processed speech samples, for both of

these tasks. This means that the most cost—effective task

can be used exclusively —— in this case the rating task.

7.3 Applications of the Method

7.3.1 Effects of Vocoder Parameters on Quality

A factorial subjective—quality study was performed to

measure how the quality of LPC vocoded speech is affected by

three different methods of reducing bit rate. A paper on this

study was presented at the 1977 ICASSP Conference at Hartford ,

• Conn., and is reproduced as Appendix 9. The three methods of

reducing bit rate were:

—98— 
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• j )  reducing the number of poles (P) used for spectral matching ,
I 2) coarsening quantization stip size (Q) for the LAR

coefficients,

3) reducing the frame transmission rate (R).

The set of spectral parameter values that were used are shown

below , together with the number of bits per frame.

Quantization No. of Poles, P

I Step Size , Q 13 11 9 8
S

0.25 dB 76 —— —— ——
0.5 dB 63 55 47 43

1-. 1.0 dB 50 44 38 35
2.0 dB 37 33 29 27

I Bits per frame, excluding pitch and gain , for all comb ina tions of
• number of poles and quantization step size used in the present

study.

Each combination of spectral parameters (except 13 poles with

I ! 0.25 dB quantization) was combined with four different fixed

- transmission rates of R — 100, 67, 50, and 33 fps , yielding 48

LPC systems (4x3x4) . Two additional systems were included : an

F LPC sys tem wi th 13 poles, quantization step size of 0.25 dB, and

transmission rate of 100 fps; and PCM speech at 110 kbps (i.e.

the 5 kHz bandwidth speech sampled at 10 kHz and quantized to 11

bits), to act as an undegraded anchor . Pitch and gain were coded

in 6 and 5 bits respectively, and transmitted at the same frame

rate as the coefficients. The measured overall bit rates of the

LPC system s ranged from 8430 bps (P — 13, Q — 0.25 dB, R — 100

L fps), down to 1225 bps (P • 8, Q — 2.0 dB, R — 33 fps), as shown

~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - •  -
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in Table 7.1. (These rates do not include the benefits of

Huffman coding.)

Our earlier subjective quality tests showed the necessity of

passing all sentence materials through all systems.

Unfortunately, we could not use all 36 speaker—sentence

combinations in the present study, since passing them through all
— 

50 vocoder systems would have made the study unmanageably large.

- 
- We therefore selected a subset of seven speaker—sentence

combinations, and confirmed that they were adequately

representative of the full set by showing that the MDPREF

solution obtained from the data from the subset was substantially

the same as that obtained from the complete set. (Canonical

correlations between the first three linear composites of the two

solutions were 0.991, 0.954, and 0.923.) The selected sentence

tokens were: JB1, DD2, RS3, AR4, 3B5, DK6, and RS6 (the initials

identify the speaker and the number identifies the sentence).

Average fundamental frequency is shown for each test sentence in

the second row of Table 7.1.

Each of the seven input sentences was low—passed at 5 kHz,

digitized (11 bits, 10 kHz), and passed through each of the 50

simulated vocoder systems, to yield a total of 350 different

stimulus items. A counterbalanced presentation sequence was J
generated , in wh ich each of the 50 systems followed every other —

system once, and each speaker and Sentence followed each other

—100—
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0
5sntsnc. 1D8 JB-1 00-2 RS—3 AR-4 JB-S D~—6 RS-6

• Ssnt•ncs P. in Oz i 119 134 195 165 124 97 193

ID OP QdB fps kbps Bating.: by senten c. pooled
000 (PCN) 110.0 14.4 16.3 17.1 6 .4  7.9 11.5 11.9 12.22
111 13 .25 106 8.430 44.2 44.3 52.9 51.6 28.1 34.9 46.4 43.22
121 13 0.5 100 7.160 54.0 49.8 58.3 52.0 30.6 34.9 51.3 47.27
122 13 0.5 67 4.768 51.5 42.7 66.6 58.3 33. 7 32.7 53.4 48.42
123 13 I S  50 3.576 45.6 50.9 72.0 60.1 31.9 34.1 53.6 49 .75

- 124 13 0.5 33 2.381 50.2 52.1 72.8 67.7 52.9 45.7 62.3 57.68
131 13 1.0 lii 5.930 60.6 45.9 59.6 54.7 37.9 34.7 62.7 50.86
132 13 1.0 67 3.947 57.7 53.2 63.4 59.8 38.7  30 .0  55.1 51.12
133 13 1.0 50 2.960 51.1 53.6 78.9 58.7 34.5 32.9 57. 7 51.34
134 13 1.0 33 1.971 51.1 52.4 73.0 70.9 57.8 45.8 6a.8 59.96

• 141 13 2.0 180 4.930 70.3 63.5 68.4 62.5 56.2 53.7 66.6 63.04
142 13 2.0 67 3.280 71.0 63.5 70.5 61.2 55.6 59.3 59.7 62.97

• 143 13 2.0 50 2.460 71.8 63.2 72.8 60.0 47.1 43.8 64.6 60.46
144 13 2.0 33 1.638 59.9 64.1 75.1 70.6 52.4 44.2 66.0 61.78

- 221 11 0.5 100 6.430 56.3 50.4 54.9 50.6 29.6 37.7 54.0 47.65
222 11 0.5 67 4.280 51.8 48.3 67.2 57.6 39.9 30.2 52.1 49.58
223 11 0.5 50 3.210 55.0 52.4 68.9 63.1 38.6 34.9 59.4 53.19
224 U 0 . 5  33 2.138 49.0 55.1 73.4 65.8 48.4 41.0 66.0 56.86
231 11 1.0 100 5.360 60.5 48.9 60.9 53.8 35.4 32.5 55.2 49.60
232 11 1.0 67 3.567 52.2 53.9 62.0 56.6 41.7 42.5 53.0 51.97

• 
- 

233 11 1.0 50 2.676 51.4 49.2 72.1 62.3 41.7 48.2 55.0 54.27
234 11 1.0 33 1.781 53.5 56. 6 72.0 69.8 50.1 41.8 63.7 58.21

- 241 11 2.0 100 4 .520 71.7 63.9 62.4 59.4 49.2  48.6 63.0 59.75
• 242 11 2.0 67 2 .968 69.9 59.7 71.9 62.9 49.9 53.2 59.4 60 .99

243 11 2.0 50 2.226 68.2 58.0 69.3 61.7 44 .4  42. 1 63.1 58.14
244 11 2.0 33 1.481 67.5 67.9 74 .4 69.2 60.1 44 .3  70 .9 64.89
321 9 0.5 100 5.630 66.8 58.8 58.5 53. 7 46.4 57.0 52.5 36.24
322 9 0.5 67 3 .747 68.4 53.9 68.4 62.3 59.1 57.6 50.3 60.01
323 9 0.5 50 2.810 67.0 57.0 74.1 61.1 52.6 64.4 56.5 6 1.82

- 324 9 0.5  33 1.871 70.3 64.6 75.0 70.9  66.4 69.9 65. 7 68.95
331 9 1.0 100 4.760 72.8 61.4 59.5 57.0 51.1 57.9 58.5 59.75
332 9 1.0 67 3.168 61.7 59.6 66.4 60.6 52.9 61.5 54.7 59.63
333 9 1.0 50 2.376 74.5 62.2 69.4 59.0 56.5 59.7 61.2 63.22
334 9 1.0 33 1.581 69.9 68.8 76.2 68.9 69.6 69.6 73.9 70 .97
341 9 2.0 100 3.960 76.1 73.4 67.6 60.7 57.2 63.6 60.3 65.56
342 9 2.0 67 2 .634 75.4 72.1 70. 0 67.8 56.6 64.0 61.1 66.72
343 9 2.0 50 1.976 72.1 74.7 72. 7 69.9 57 .0 63.4 63.5 67 .62
344 9 2.0 33 1.315 71.4 75.3 74.3 68.1 71.6 64.4 70 .6 70.83

- . 421 8 0.5 100 5.160 79.0 59.9 56.9 56. 7 63.9 76.2 54.6 63.86
422 8 0.5  67 3.434 80.4 68.7 64.4 62.7 66.6 75.7 55.7 67.76
423 8 0.5 50 2.534 79.3 65.9 71.8 63.4 68.4 74.4 62.7 69.41
424 8 0.5 33 1.715 81.6 69.9 70.0 71.7 74.7 76.9 66.9 73.07
431 8 1.0 100 4.461 77.9 63.5 61.1 36.2 63.9 69.4 59.4 64.48

1 432 8 1.0 67 2.968 76.6 67.0 68.3 63.8 66.8 78.0 53.0 67.52
I J 433 8 1.0 50 2.226 76.0 61.7 69.9 62.7 65.6 76.9 59.0 67.38

434 8 1.0 33 1.481 80.0 72.9 76.2 70.7 75.6 77.4 71.7 74 .92
441 8 2.0 100 3.691 81.4 64.0 69.2 66.9 67.0 75.6 64.7 69.85

r: 442 8 2.0 67 2.456 80.4 72.5 71.7 68.9 65.6 77.9 60.7 71.10
I 

- 443 8 2 . 0  50 1.840 78.2 66.9 74.0 68.9 68.6 77 .8 71.0 72.19
L. 444 8 2.0 33 1.225 78.0 71.1 76.9 71.9 79.5 82.6 69.4 75.63

ti Table 7.1 System ID’S and parameters, together with mean
degradation rating on each of the seven test sentences

- (see heading), and all seven sentences pooled.I - (See text for more details.)

I - i
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speaker or other sentence with about the same frequency. No

system and no sentence followed itself.

In addition to counterbalancing the presentation sequence,

we tried to further reduce sequence effects, and thus improve the

reliability of the data, by fading in and out a continuous speech

babble at the same level as the speech, during each

~nter—stimu1us interval . (This method is described further

below, in Section 7.4.4.) Seven experimental tapes were

recorded. Stimuli were presented in blocks of ten , at a ra te of

one every 7.5 seconds, with a longer gap between blo~k8. The

subject’s task was to ra te the deg r adation of the stimul i he

heard. This negative attribute was chosen for scaling , because

the scale has a natural orig in, or zero , corresponding to

undegraded speech. Degradation ratings ranged between 0 and 100,

with small numbers corresponding to high quality, and large 
I 

• -

numbers to poor qual i ty . Nine normal hearing subjects served in

the experiment. All of the subjects made the first two passes

through the 350 stimul i, and three of them made a further three

passes each.

Results - 
-

First, to check on the reliability of the data, the

responses collected on each pair of passes through the 350 
- I

stimul i were correlated , for each subject. All correlations were

significant, all but three well beyond P<.00l. Therefore,

—102—
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1.

although there was some variability between subjects, all the

subjects apparently gave highly reliable data.

The mean degradation ra ting was calcu lated for each system ,

I - both by sentence , and pooled across all seven sentences. The

mean ratings are shown in Table 7.1, and the pooled means are

plotted in Fig. 7.3. Each system is identified by three digits ,

- corresponding to its parameter level for P, Q, and R,

respectively. Thus system 231 used level 2 of P (11 poles),
-- level 3 of Q (1.0 dB) and level 1 of R (100 fps), as shown in the

key to the figure. The 110 kbp. PCM speech , used as urtdegraded

11 anchor , is labelled “000.” The mean ratings (N.B. not the raw

- 
ratings) have standard deviations ranging between 1.0 and 1.7

I degradation points. Any difference between two plotted means

that is larger than about 4—5 points ii likely to be significant

at P<0 05, and some much smaller differences were also

I . 
significant. (The results of t—tests between each pair of

- 
systems are described in El9].)

Fig. 7.3 shows the effects on degradation of decreasing bit

I rate by: a) reducing the number of poles (top); b) coarsening

the quantization step size (middle); and C) decreasing the frame

rate (bottom). In each case , the two remainin g parame ters are

I - held constan t: each line represen ts a fam ily of vocodera tha t

differ in only one parameter . Comparing the slopes of the lines

in the three parts of the figure shows dramatically that reducing

I 1 — 10 3 —
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Fig. 7.3 Degradation rating vs. overall bit rate for 49 vocodars. J 
-

The effect on degradation of changing the number of
poles (top panel); the quantization step size (middle
panel); and the frame rate (bottom panel). See text
for details.
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the frame rate (Fig. 7.3, bottom) yields the largest savings of

bit rate for the smallest loss of quality, and that for many of

the systems the loss of quality shows no knee , even at the lowest

frame rate. The flatness of these lines justifies our enthusiasm

L - for variable frame rate systems, whose superiority we document

further in later sections.

Secondly, inspection of Fig. 7.3, top, shows that the rate

of quality loss per bit saved is most severe for savings gained
- 

by reducing the number of poles. There is a sharp knee in most
- 

of the functions at 11 poles —— it is unfortunate that we did not

also include 10 poles, although our other work suggests that 11

poles is in fact the lowest number that yields good quality with

male voices, with a 5 kHz speech bandwidth.

:1 7.3.2 Speech Quality Testing of Some VFR Vocoders

VFR transmission of LPC vocoder coefficients is a technique

for reducing the average transmission rate without appreciable

[ loss of quality (see Section 4). The technique transmits

[ parameters at a variable rate in accordance with the chang ing
- - 

characteristics of the speech signal. To demonstrate the

I soundness of the rationale for VFR transmission, an experiment

was performed to compare VFR with two other methods for reducing

- 
_ the bit rate: (a) reducing the number of poles, and

(b) increasing the quantization step size of the LAR

—105—
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coefficients. The VFR scheme tested used a transmission decision

based on the log likel ihood ra tio, with a single threshold , as

described in Section 4.1. (Our superior perceptual—model based

scheme , whose testing is described in Section 7.3.3, was a later

development.) Thirty—two stimulus sentences were prepared by

passing four utterances (2 sentences x 2 speakers) through eight

vocoder systems. The vocoders were specified by a 2 x 2 x 2

factorial design; two values were assigned to each of the three

parameters: average frame ra te, number of poles, and - ;

quantization step size. Eight listeners made 7—point category 
- I

ratings of quality degradation. The results of the experiment - 
—

show that, of the three methods studied, the VFR technique

produced the highest quality at any g iven transmission ra te (or , .1
equivalently, yielded the lowest bit rate for a fixed level of

speech quality). The results of this study have been published ,

and the published paper is reproduced as Appendix 10.

The present study had the explicit aim of comparing systems

that differed along three dimensions. We adopted a factorial

design, in which two values of each of the three parameters 
- - 

-

occurred in every possible combination. The resulting systems

produce a wide range of qualities. Each system used either 11 or -

8 poles. The LAR coefficients were quantized in steps of either

0.5 dB or 2.0 dB. LPC analysis of the speech signal was carried 
-

out at 50 fps, and the log likelihood ratio threshold of the VFR

—106— .1
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1 scheme was set to either zero dB, in which case every analyzed

frame was transmitted , yielding a fixed frame rate of 50 per

1 second , or 2.5 dB, which resulted in a variable frame rate that

averaged 23.3 per second. Note that 2.5 dB represents a very

coarse threshold , and that the resulting average frame rate is

less than 60% of the average frame rate of the VFR systems in the

, study reported above (Section 7.2). Pitch and gain were coded in

4 6 and 5 bits respectively, and transmitted at a constant rate of

50 fps for all 8 vocoder systems.

A subset of the thirty—six test sentences used in the first

I I study was selected. To ensure that the subset was representative

of the whole set of 36, we chose the two “general’ sentences
- (i.e. NoB 5 and 6), since between them these contain most of the

I English phonemeb. Two speakers were then selected , one male and

one female , such that the vectors corresponding to their

I productions of the two general sentences were separated as widely

as possible in the MDPREF solution space of the earlier study.

- To confirm that these four stimulus sentences were adequately 
- 

-
-

[ representative, we rep eated the MDPREF analysis of the earlier

study, using only the subset of data collected on the four

[ 
- 

sentences. The solution obtained was similar to the solution

obtained with the whole set of 36 sentences , and achieved the

same orthogonal separation of the systems by number of poles, and

t by frame rate. (Canonical correlations between the first three

—107—
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linear composites for the two solutions were 0.978, 0.915, and

0.428.) This test confirmed that the selected subset was indeed 
-

representative.

The four sentences were passed through the eight simulated 
- I

vocoders , and were recorded in two random orders on the stimulus

tape, with order of sequential presentation counterbalanced fully -

across system pairs, and as far as possible across sentence Ipairs, with the constraint that no system and no sentence should 
S

follow itself. Eight subjects were then run individually through

two exact repetitions of the tape —— although the subjects were 
• 

- 
-

not aware of the repetition. Thus each subject made four ratings • I
on each of the 32 stimul us sentences. They rated the degradation

of what they heard on a seven—point scale, 1—7, with ‘overflow

b ins’ (0 and 8) at each end. That is, if a stimulus sounded I
appreciably better than a previous one labelled with a ‘1’ , the

subject was allowed to use a ‘0’ response - I
Results

The mean ratings assigned to the eight systems are shown in

Fig. 7.4, where the ratings are plotted against overall bit rate

including pitch and gain. Lines join each pair of systems that

differ in only a single parameter: solid lines join all pairs of

systems that differ only in frame rate; dashed lines join pairs

of systems that differ only in the number of poles; and dotted

lines join pairs that differ only in quantizatiort step size. -
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Fig. 7.4 Degradation rating vs. average bit rate for 4 fixed-rate
and 4 VFR vocoders. See text for details.
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Consider first the three lines leaving System A, at the

upper right hand corner of the figure. For each parameter,

System A has the parameter value associated with better speech

quality. Bit rate can be reduced for this system in three ways:

1) by reducing the number of poles, 2) by coarsening the

quantization, or 3) by going to a VPR transmission schedule. The

figure shows that reducing the number of poles resulted in the

smallest savings in bits, accompanied by a large loss of quality.

Increasing the quantization step size yielded a slightly better

rate of bits—saved per unit quality—loss. Both the largest

savings in bits and the smallest drop in quality were associated

with the introduction of the VFR scheme. Similar conclusions can

be drawn from looking at the gains in quality achieved by

increasing the bit rate of the worst system, System H, at the

bottom left of the figure. The smallest quality improvement,

with the largest cost in extra bits, was obtained by abandoning

the VFR scheme.

For one pair of otherwise identical systems, going from

fixed to variable frame rate reduced the bit rate by about 40%

with no effect on quality (see Systems C and D in Fig. 7.4). All

but three of the quality differences , between pairs of systems - I - 
-

joined by lines, are extremely significant —— that is, well

beyond the P<.001 level. The three exceptions were 1) the

quality difference between Systems C and D, which was not

—110— j
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significant; 2) the difference between Systems G and H, which

just failed to reach significance at the P(.05 level, and 3) the

difference between F and H, which was just significant (P<.05) .

- There was a strong interaction between the speaker and the

effect of number of poles. The male speaker ’s speech was

I . severely degraded by the 8—pole systems, whereas the female

speaker’s speech was little affected. In fact, for the female
- .  

speaker , reduc ing the number of poles yielded a rate of

quality—decl ine per bit—saved no greater than that obtained by

- 
adopting VFR transmission. The relative speech quality of

I . systems using 13, 11, and 9 poles on a particular sentence was

highly dependent on the mean fundamental frequency in the test
- sentence. It is likely that the critical variable is not the

fundamental frequency, but rather the length of the speaker ’s

vocal tract, which tends to correlate highly with fundamental

(large men have low voices).

[ 
- 

Conclusions

Our results confirm that VFR transmission can yield

substantial savings in bit rate, with only minor loss of quality.

The rate of bits saved, per unit quality loss, is highest for

savings achieved by VFR transmission , and lowest for those

I achieved by reducing the number of poles used in spectral

1 
modelling —— at least for the parameter values studied here.

I - Secondly, there are major interactions between perceived speech

I 1 —111—
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quality and the fundamental frequency of the talker, for some

systems.

7.3.3 Quality Testing of a Perceptual—Model—Based VFR System

- 
- 

Subjects judged the degradation of quality caused by

processing speech through six LPC vocoder systems. Two of these

systems were versions of our new VFR system, based on a

perceptual model (PM) of speech (cf. Section 4.2). The third was

our earlier log—likelihood—ratio VPR system, and the remaining

three were fixed—rate systems, one with a frame rate of 33 fps,

roughly equal to the average frame rate of the PM systems, j - —

another with a frame rate of 100 fps, equal to the peak rate of

the PM systems, and a third that had an intermediate rate of 50

fps. Stimulus materials were the six phoneme—specific sentences

read by each of six speakers, three male and three female, as

described in Section 7.2.1. The results show that the quality of

the PM systems equalled or surpassed that of the 100 fps

fixed—rate system, at about one third of the bit rate.

Since we have demonstrated the correctness of the rationale

underlying VFR transmission (Section 7.3.2), the next question to

address is whether a better strategy can be developed for

- f deciding which frames of speech data should be transmitted . Such

f an improved strategy, based on a perceptual model of speech, was

described above in Section 4.2. The purpose of the present study

-112-
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- f  was to make a formal comparison of subjective speech quality

between (1) our improved VFR scheme (2 versions), (2) our earlier

log—likelihood—ratio VFR scheme, and (3) three related fixed—rate

systems. All six systems included in the test transmitted

U different subsets of the spectral, pitch and gain data which

resulted from analyzing the input speech at a rate of 100 fps,
L .  using an 11th order predictor. Each frame of spectral data was

-

~~~~~~~ 

coded in 46 bits: 6 bits were allocated to the first LAR; 5 bits

each to the second and third; 4 bits each to the fourth through
11
L. ninth ; and 3 bits each to the tenth and eleventh LAR5. Pitch and

gain were coded in 6 and 5 bits respectively. Average bit—rate

- and frame—rate data for each of the six systems included in the

test are shown below.

I.D. BPS Frames per second
LARs Pitch Gain

Fixed Rate:
- - 

P100 5700 100 100 100
F50 2850 50 50 50
P33 1900 33 33 33

Variable Rate:
VFR—l 2320 36 34 28
PM!.. 1880 27 34 40
PItH 2120 31 34 40

L Table 7.2 Overall bit rates, and frame rates for
- 

Coefficients (LAR5), Pitch , and Gain , for the three
fixed—rate and three VFR systems tested.

I 

- The first fixed rate system, labelled P100, transmitted at 100[ fps —— that is, every frame of data analyzed was also

transmitted . The overall bit rate of the P100 system was 5700

—113— 
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bps (46 spectral bits + 11 pitch—and—gain bits, 100 times per

second). The other two fixed rate systems, labelled F50 and P33, - -

transmitted every second and every third frame of the data 1 -

analyzed at 100 fps, respectively. The P50 system was included

because its bit rate and quality are comparable to those of

LPC—I , specified for the ARPANET. However , P50 differs from

LPC—I (a) in signal sampling rate (10 vs. 6.7 kHz); (b) in bits

per frame (46 vs. 56); and Cc) in the pitch extraction scheme. j
The third fixed—rate system, F33, was included to demonstrate the

substantial degradation of quality associated with a simple

fixed—ra te system transmitting at about the same average bit rate .-

as the VFR systems.

The three ‘JPR systems represent two different transmission

strategies, one using a log—likelihood ratio decision, and the - I
other two a perceptual—model based decision. The latter two

systems differ only in the thresholds for determining which I -
frames of spectral data should be transmitted.

The log—likelihood ratio system, labelled VFR—l, sel”cted

frames of LARs (analyzed at 100 fps, as for the fixed—Late

systems) using our earlier single—threshold log—likelihood ratio

scheme, with the threshold set at 1.5 dB. Pitch and gain data

(coded in 6 and 5 bits, as above) were selected for transmission

using our double— threshold FAP scheme (cf. Section 4.3.1), 
- -

applied to the quantized values. Threshold values were 0 and 1

—114—
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quantized steps for pitch, and 2 and 3 quantized steps for gain .

The two perceptual—model based systems (PMH and PIlL)

selected spectral frames for transmission , from the same data

I analyzed at 100 fps, using the simplified VFR scheme described in

detail in Section 4.2.8. The system labelled PML (Lowe r rate)

I used a threshold of 1.3 , whereas PMH (Higher rate) used a

threshold of 1.0. Both systems transmitted exactly the same

I pitch and gain data. The quantized pitch data were selected for

I transmission by the single—threshold FIT scheme (Section 4.3.2),

with a threshold of 0 steps, and the quantized gain data were

selected by the double—threshold PIT scheme, with thresholds of 0

and 1 steps.

The speech materials consisted of 36 test sentences: the

I set of six phoneme—specific sentences read by the six speakers~

described above. Each of the 36 test sentences was processed by

each of the 6 LPC systems, yield ing a total of 216 stimulus

f sentences. These were recorded on tape in two separate orders,

each counterbalanced so that each speaker followed each other

I speaker an equal number of times, and similarly for the sentences

and systems.

After some prelim inary practice, subjects rated the

I subjective quality of each of the 216 stimulus sentences on an

8—point category scale, with ‘overflow bins’ of 0 and 9. Each

-I —115—
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tape was rated in a separate separate 25—minute session. The

subjects were instructed to use the full range of the rating

scale, assigning 8’s to the ‘best’ quality stimuli, and 1~s to

the “worst.’ The overflow bins were to be used only when ar

extreme rating (1 or 8) had been assigned to the previous

stimulus, and the following stimulus seemed to be even more

extreme. The five subjects who served were all highly familiar

with vocoded speech.

In Pig. 7.5, the mean ratings across all speakers,

sentences, subjects, and replications (the 2 sessions for each

subject), are plotted against mean overall bit rate, for each of

the six systems. The points representing the three fixed rate

systems are joined by one line, and those for the three VFR

systems by a second line. For the fixed rate systems, reducing

the frame rate from 100 fps to 50 fps resulted in a slight gain

in quality, but further reducing it to 33 fps produced a major

loss of quality. The three VFR systems apparently produced quite

similar quality, roughly equivalent to the P100 and P50 systems,

but at a bit rate comparable to the F33 system.

T—tests showed that several of the apparently quite small

differences in quality were highly reliable. The ratings were

converted to differences for the purpose of the t—tests: the

variate tested -was the difference in rating assigned to the two

systems being compared , for the same sentence by the same speaker —
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OVERALL BIT RATE ( kbps)

Fig. 7.5 Mean quality rating vs. overall bit rate for 3 fixed-rate
and 3 VFR systems , all transmitting frames from the same

I data base . See text for details.
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H/ 
i

I OVERALL BIT RATE (kbps)

Fig. 7.6 Mean quality rating vs. overall bit rate for 3 fixed-rate
I (F33,F50,FlOO) and 3 VFR (VFR-l , PMH , PML ) systems . Each of
I - the six digits joined by a line to represent a system’s per-

formance correspond to the system’s performance on a par-
ticular test sentence, as follows:
1. Why were you away a year, Roy?
2. Nanny may know my meaning.
3. His vicious father has seizures.
4. Which tea-party did Baker go to?
5. The little blankets lay around on the floor .
6. The trouble with swimming is that you can drown.

I 
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On the other hand , t—tests showed that PMH s ignif icant ly

outperformed P100 on three sentences (Nos. 1, 2 , and 5) ;  F50 on

two sentences (Nos. 3 and 4); P33 on all sentences; VFR—l on one

sentence (No . 2);  and PML on three sentences (Nos . 1, 2, and 6).

PML at its best performed as well as PMH , par t icular ly  on the

fast—moving sentence (No . 4 ) .  However , four sentences were rated

at or below the overall mean for PNL (Nos. 1, 2 ,  3, and 6).

The VFR—l scheme performed surprisingly well on all except

the nasal sentence (No. 2 ) ,  where it achieved a rating no higher

than the F33 system. The poor performance on this sentence may

be due to inadequate transmission of gain: VFR—l used a lower

average frame rate for gain than did either PM system (see Table

7.2, above). Furthermore , the reduction in gain frame—rate was

pronounced in the nasal sentence (No 2) —— 15 fps for VFR—l,

compared with 30 fps for PML and P1W. On the other hand , VFR— l

also showed a much lower gain frame—rate in Sentence 1, whose

quality was not adversely affected.

The P100 system performed surprisingly badly on Sentences 1

and 2, both of which have continuous voicing and no very large or

rapid changes of spectrum . Earlier  work showed that these two

sentences were par t icular ly  sensitive to distortions introduced

by too coarse quantizatiort . The ‘wobbly’ quality of these two

sentences, as processed by the Fill system , may be due to

instabil i ty as the quantizat ion levels are slowly swept , in the
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absence of other spectral discontinuities in the speech material .
I 

The results of such instability would be more noticeable at 100

fps than at 50 fps, both because the instability would have more

opportunity to occur , and also because the periodicity of the

r e su l t ing  d i s to r t i on  would be neare r  to that of the voice

- 
fundamental .

- 

Conclusions

1. The Perceptual Model scheme yielded the same or even better

quality than the fixed rate scheme on which it was based ,

and at substantially lower bit rates.

2. The P1111 system appears to have achieved a po int of

I diminishing returns: reducing the coefficient frame rate from

31 fps to 27 fps (in PML) yielded significantly worse quality

on three of the test sentences, with insignificant savings in

I i  bit rate.

1 1 3. Since the P1111 system equalled or surpassed the FlOO system on

which it was based, fur ther improvements in quality can be

- 
- 

I 
obtained only by improving the design decisions that went

into the P100 system . Several subsequent developments have
1 ~—

1~ . suggested possible improvements.

4. The phoneme specific sentence material yields results that

have high diagnostic value : for example , the poor performance

H -121-
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of VFR—1 on nasals might never have been verified if

homogeneous testing materials had been used.

7.4 Miscellaneous Topics

7.4.1 Phoneme—Specific Intelligibility Test

We tried out a phoneme—specific intelligibility test

slightly modified from one that was developed by Stevens (20,21].

The test has two parts, one for consonants and one for vowels.

It is a nonsense—syl lable test , using closed response sets of 4—8 - I —

items. Both of these factors increase the difficulty of the test

over that of the DRT (22), which is the only other test available

with similar diagnostic power. Weaknesses of the DRT are that it

tests only single consonants in initial position, and the

response set for each item contains only two English

monosyllables, whose initial consonants are a minimal pair ,

d i f f e r i n g  in only one d is t inct ive  fea tu re .  The small response

set greatly reduces the efficiency of the test, since chance
— performance La 50%. In contrast, the Phoneme—Specific

Intellig ibility test covers vowels, and single and clusters of

consonants both in pre—stress and in final position. The

stimulus items are nonsense syllables of the form / •‘C1VC 2/,
where / ./  is an unstressed schwa like the first syllable of

‘about ,’ Cl and C2 are consonants , and V is a stressed vowel.

— 122— 
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The complete test consists of 14 separate subtests. The
I first ten are consonant tests, each of which uses a single closed

set of consonants from which Cl and C2 are drawn . There are four

- 
versions of each consonant subtest, two of which use one pair of

I . vowels as syllable nuclei, and two using a second pair of vowels.
A typical consonant test list is shown in Fig . 7.7. Each

consonant in the closed response set appears four times in each

L list, once preced ing and once following each of the contex t

vowels. In addition, there are three unscored filler items

1. (ringed numbers in the figure) added to prevent subjects from

r using the symmetry of the test to aid their responding . The

1. vowel tests are similar , except that each vowel appears four

I - 

times in each list, in symmetrical consonant context, and there

are three different sets of consonant contexts for each vowel

I - 
subtest. The complete set of 64 lists is given in Appendix 11.

• The test is in most respects identical with that reported by K.

- N. Stevens [20,21]. The complete test has never been published

I 
- 

before , and we thank Prof. Stevens for permission to include it

here.

One male and one female talker each recorded half of the 64

I test lists. We ran preliminary tests on a small subset of the

- 
lists, using four simulated vocoders from those specified for the

I ! test of our quality assessment method , described above in Section

7.2.3. Although the test results were quite encouraging , we
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SP M - -

TEST NO. NAME DAT E

CONSONANTS: 
~~~~~ 1. -

~~~~~~~~ Pt V 2.
VOWE LS: Z Pt -

~~ Le ‘~~~ -

4...2.h j~~~1,... .

~..A &n. - - 

- 

5-

- 

- -

S. . P~.kL. 
-

9. _.?~LZ.~~
_ -

-

.

-

~~

I 5A ~~~~~~

Fig. 7.7 A representative consonant test list from the
Phoneme Specific Intelligibility Test (Stevens , 1962).
The whole test is given in Appendix ii.
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- abandoned further testing , since processing the test lists

through simulated, as opposed to real—time , vocoders was

I prohibitively time consuming. More details of the pilot tests

can be found in [23].

The test is probably the best available for generating

I h igh—qual i ty  diagnostic data about r ea l—t ime  systems, but even

- here it has two drawbacks. The test is long , taking several

I hours for each subject, for each tested system. Secondly, some

1 ‘ of the lists require the listeners to be familiar with phonetic

symbols, which means that addit ional  t r a in ing  is necessary if

I skilled subjects are not available. A further problem is that

the diagnostic data consist of the pattern of errors made, and if

- the systems under test are highly intellig ible it may be

I necessary to run large numbers of subjects, or repeat lists, to

accumulate sufficient errors. Of course, other diagnostic tests

suffer the same d isadvantage, especially the DRT which forces a

choice between only 2 alternatives for each test item , resulting

J in a high chance performance level. An alternative method for

I 
- increasing the number of e r ro r s  is to degrade the acoustic (or

other ) environment  of the speaker or l isteners. This procedure

I is appropriate only if the added degradation remains within the

- 
range to be expected in the final application.

The high face—validity of the test procedures, together with

their potential for diagnosing problems with specific types of

I — 12 5—
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phonemes, make the foregoing drawbacks acceptable for testing

real—time systems, although they are probably more appropriate to

the development of improved vocoding systems than to routine

acceptance testing.

7.4.2 Effects of Lost Packets on Intellig ibility

Decisions on how much speech to encode in one packet for

transmission over the ARPANET (and for Packet Radio) have been

made on the basis of two factors: overhead , and delay. Each

packe t contains a fixed number of header bits, etc., and the cost

of this overhead decreases as more speech is encoded in a packet.

On the other hand, packetizing speech introduces a delay equal to

the duration nf a packet’ s contents ( in addition to other delays

due to path length and network response). Delays have ser ious

disrupting effects on conversations [24], so delays must be

m inimized . - j
NSC Note No. 78 [25] was written to point out that there is

a f u r t h e r  factor that  should be considered in deciding how much

speech to encode in a packet: the effect on intellig ibility of

lost or delayed packets. Work with interrupted speech , and with

speech alternated between the ears, and with ‘temporally

segmented’ speech (summarized in (26]) shows that silent

intervals inserted into continuous speech, whether the silence

displaces or delays the speech waveform , have a max imally
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disruptive effect on intelligibility when the silent intervals - 

-Li
are in the ran ge 100 to 300 ms. This is exact ly the range of

I silent intervals that would be introduced into speech if

reconstruction of the speech had to continue in the absence of a

I ~ packet, either lost or delayed. An alternative to leaving a

silent interval is to repea t the precedin g packet, but this may
-. 

introduce intelligibi l i ty  problems of its own .

• A possible solution was suggested , that involved

inter leaving the successive frames of speech data in two

independent packets , one conta ining even—numbered frames and the

I other odd—numbered frames. A lost packet would then result in a

- brief burst of interrupted speech, with silent intervals of 20

1.. ms , which would have no effect  on intelligibi l i ty. The cost

would be increased delay. More details can be found in [25] .

-- 7.4.3 Descriptor Inventory for Subjective Quality

A li stening test was conducted to identi fy terms descript ive

I of vocoded speech for listeners unfamiliar with vocoding

techniques. The test was carried out in two stages. In the

first stage, the listeners were reques ted to list adjectives or

phrases that they considered descriptive of the speech to which

they were listening. In the second stage, they were provided

1. with l ists of words and phrases, and asked to judge the

I appropriateness of each of the items on the lists to the speech.
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The speech samples were those generated for the experiment

described in Section 7.3.2, together with a 110 kbps PCM version

of each of the four sentences , to act as undegraded anchor .

Sentences were heard in pairs. The first member of a pair was

always the unprocessed PCM version of the sentence; the second

member was one of the eight processed versions of the same

sentence spoken by the same talker. Listeners were encouraged to

attend to the ways in which the standard (unprocessed) and test

(processed) samples differed .

Listeners were 17 undergraduates who reported normal

hearing, and had no pre~ious experience with vocoded speech. ~1
First, subjects listened to~severa1 items and then began making

their list of descriptors. After 10 minutes, these lists were

gathered , and previously prepared check lists were distributed .

The listeners rated each of the words and phrases on these lists,

on a 10—point scale, for its appropriateness as a descriptor of

the processed speech they were hearing . Meanwhile, another list

was composed consisting of items produced by the listeners during

the first stage, and the listeners continued the test by

assigning scale values to these new terms.

Table 7.3 shows the 127 descriptors presented for rating

during stage 2 of the test. Table 7.4 shows the ten words that 
- 
j

rece ived the highest rat ings,  considering a~l of the listeners, ~
- -

and also considering two subsets of ‘best’ listeners. ‘Bes t’ was
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In so~~ of the pairs, the second sentence has a ______________qual ity.

l_blaxy 36_garbl.d 71_ringy
2_honey 37~~~ gr.tiag 72_rough l07_whenzy

[ 3_bouncy 35 _qrinding 73 scratchy
4_brassy 39

__
gruff 74_sharp 109_whispery

S breathy 40_gurgly 75_sharp-edged llQ_,.~bb1ing -

6_burbly 41_3uttural 76 shivery
7_bossy 42_hissy 77_shrill 112 whistling
$_chirpy 43_hollow 71_silvary 113” tinkling
9_choppy 44_bunan 79_slurred 116 thIn

l0 chatt.xy 4S.._~hun-1ik. SO_sunoth 115_swishing
11 clean 46_hushed $~~~~ sunoth-.dged 116_ scr-e.chisg
12_clicky 47_husky $2 soft 117 ruabling
13_clipped 48_indistinct $3_spitty Ui_rippling
14,_coarse 49

__
~ angling $4_spluttery - 

119 radio—static
l5_cc.puter— like 50 _ j erky $S_sputtsry - 120_quavering
16 _crackly S1 _asllow 56_sqnavky
17_creaky 52_untally $7_squeaky 122_jun
15_crisp ‘ - 53_nonetone 58_steady - 

123_fluttering
19 creaky 54 aura ury i9 stifled 124 flat
20_damped 55_iiusical 9 0 .  strained i2s eak_hoinq - -

— 21_dead 56_muted 91_strident 126_clear - -
22_deep 57_nasal 92_subdued U7_bzcke~ - 

-

23 _diffused 55 natural 93_t.l.phonic

1~ 
- 24_disconnected 59_noisy 94_ throbbin.~ 

—

25_distinct 60_oscillating 95_tinny •

26 _ distorted 61 piercing 96_trill -

27 drone-like 62_hi-pitchsd 97
__

tvangy 
- -

2$_dull 63_ pulsating 91_tv..eing
29_eddying 64 pur. 99_tvitt.ry
30 _s lectronic 65_raspy 100 _unbrok.r
31_even 66_reed—like 101_ unclean . - 

-
~

32_frizzy 67_regular 102_undulatory
33_flat 6$ _resonant 103 _uneven

L 34_fluctuating 69_reverberant 104_vibrant
35_fuzzy 70_rich 10S_warbly ‘

[
Table 7 .3  Descriptor inventory

._1 • 
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B~st 9

nasal nasal nasal
muffled muffled - muffled
distorted distorted fuzzy
monotone head cold distorted

blanketed garbled stuf fed up
fuzzy dull mut d
head cold monotone blanketed t
dull blanketed - head cold
garbled fuzzy damped
muted slurred parrot—like

Table 7.4 Descriptors with highest uti l i ty for a) all subjects,
b) the 9 most consistent subjects, and c) the 3 most
consistent subjects . (See text for details.) -

H -

-

I

i 

‘V
I
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defined in terms of the similarity of a listener ’s ratings to the

1 - group mean ratings.---

7.4.4 Reducing Sequence Ef fec t s  in Qual i ty  Assessment

* In tests of i n te l l ig ib i l i ty, there is an objectively correct

answe r for each test item , whereas in tests of speech quality,

the responses ace j udgments for which there is no correct answer.

L Consequently, results obtained in speech quality tests tend to be

- highly subject to context effects. The rating assigned by a

subj ect to a pa r t icular test item depends not only on the test

I item itself , but on the range of qualities associated with the

- 
other systems under test, and also on which of these other

1 1 systems were presen ted for judgment as the preced ing two or th ree

- st imu l i .  That is , d i f f e r e n t  ra t ings  are given to a sing le

system , depending on which system was presen ted on the preced i~q

j 1 5- 

trial(s).

- 
- 1 - The usua l method of combat t ing sequentia l ef f ects is to

coun terba lance the presen tation sequence , so that every stimulus

j is preceded equally of t~n by each of the other stimul i in the

- 
set, so that biassis cancel out. Where large numbers of systems

are being compared , this procedure rapidly becomes impractical

I since the ~quired number of stimulus presentations increases
- 

wit h the square of the number of systems being compared . In the

I PARM test, developed by Voiera for DCA (271, the number of

—131—
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stimulus presentations was kept small by comparing only six

systems at a time, two of which were anchor systemB that appeared

in every sextet to provide a baseline for comparing differen t

sextets. However , as Voiera points out , even these care f ull y

devised conditions failed to adequately control the sequence

effects.

Sequence effects must depend on memory of the perceived

quality of the st imuli  presented ear l ie r .  If the memory could be

erased , the sequence effects would disappear. One possible

method is suggested by recen t wor k on aud itory shor t term memory,

on the so called suffix effect (28,291. These results show that,

when a list of items is presented for immediate recall , adding an

extra item to the end of the list (the redundant suffix)

interferes with the auditory memory traces of the last items in

the l ist , even though the subjects knew what the extri~ item would

be. That is, presenting a redundant suffix erases, at least

partially, the memory traces of earlier items. Since this is

precisely the effect we would like to achieve to reduce sequence

effec ts in quali ty tests , we carr ied out a study in which we

adapted the suffix effect paradigm for this purpose.

The method adopted was to fill the silent intervals between

successive stimuli with speech babble. The babble consisted of a

carefully controlled mix of six differen t voices , reading a

variety of passages , which had been developed at BBN as part of a
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separa te project (30] .  To test the method , we repeated the

I - earlier quality study of VFR vocoders reported above in Section

7.3.2 , using seven of the eight original  subjects. A new

stimulus tape was pre pared of the same stimuli, in the same
- 1 presentation order . The babble, at the same level as the signal ,

was automatical ly faded out and in aga in one second bef ore and

I after each stimulus presentation.

- I Each of the two experiments showed. a highly significant

assimilative sequence effect. The hoped—for difference between

I - the two expe r iments, ascribable to the intervening babble, was

not sign if icant by t—test (p<0.]5), although the difference was

- 

- 

in the desire d direc tion , suggesting the babble may have reduced

- 
the sequence effect slightly. In support of this, all subjects

reported that the task seemed easier with the babble, and that

- •  the babble made it harder to compare a stimulus with its

[ predecessor.

[ Comparison of the data collected with and without babble

showed that both experiments yielded highly similar results,

I except that the speech appeared slightly more degraded with

babble, perhaps because the babble consisted of a mixture of

Li voices recorded under good conditions, and may therefore have

acted as an undegraded anchor against which the eight vocoder

systems appeared more degraded than in the absence of the babble.

I ,
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8. OBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY EVALUATION

Quality assessment of vocoded speech is often performed to

determine the user acceptance of a vocoder , or to compare the

performance of competing vocoder types, or to evaluate the

different choices of a given vocoder ’s design parameters.

Procedures used for speech quality measurement are either

subjective or objective , depending upon whether or not they make

use of subjective judgments from human listeners. Subjective

procedures require extensive testing with human l isteners, which

is expensive in terms of both time and money. On the other hand ,

objective measures would enable evaluation to be done by computer

as well as ensure uniformity in speech quality evaluation. Also,

objective measures can be incorporated into the design of better

qual ity vocoders. Of course , the valid ity of any objective

procedure must first be established by comparing its results

agiinst subjective judgments.

Major ach ievemen ts of our objective speech quality

evalua tion work have been: 1) Formulation of a general framework ,

and (2) Development of several usable objective quality measures 
—

which produce results highly correlated with subjective

judgments. The results of our work have been presented in three - I

pap ers , which are included in this report as Appendices 12—14.

Below, we provide a br ief summary of these results.
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-I 8.1 A General Framework

I . We formul ated a general framewor k for the objective

evaluation of vocoder speech - quality , based on the fol lowing

reasonable assumptions (For more details, see Appendix 12):

(1) Speech synthesized from unquantized LPC parameters (14th

order LPC filter , for a speech bandwidth of 5 kHz),

F extracted every 10 ins, is of very good quality, compared to

the orig inal speech.

1. (2) Except for pitch and ga in, the fidelity of the short—time

r speech spectrum is the principal determiner of quality. H

1. (3) The spectrum is uniquely defined by the linear pred iction

[ fi l ter parameters.

1 ‘ The first assumption gives us an anchor point, def ined in terms
-. 

of the unquantized LPC parameters, against which to compare

I quantized realizations of the same utterance. The second and

third assumptions relate the filter parameters to speech quality.

F In this fram ework, then , the problem of objective quality

j evaluation is reduced to the following two steps: 1) For each 10
I - ms frame , compute an objective error as the distance or deviation

- 

between the spectrum corresponding to the unquantized LPC

parameters and the spectrum correspond ing to the quantized and JI interpolated LPC parameters; and 2) Combine all the frame errors

thus computed within a speech utterance into one number , which

I — 135—
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becomes the objective speech quality score. Notice that the

described objective quality measurement procedure can be carried

out when the LPC vocoder is in operation.

8.2 Spectral Distance Measures

To perform the task of step (1) above , we developed several

spectral distance measures which produced results consistent with - -

published subjective perceptual results on formant frequency J
difference limens. A detailed description of these measures is

given in Appendix 13. Briefly, given two smooth spectra, the

distance between them is computed in three steps:

(a) Normalize the two spectra by making them have either the
5-

- 

- 
same geometric mean (GM normalization) or the same value at

t zero-- frequency (DC normalization); 
_

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~ 

- 

- :

(b) Determine the error at e~ch frequency as the magnitude of

t the d i f fe rence  in ~~~~~ spectral amplitudes of the two

spectra ; and

Cc) Compute the (weighted) norm of this error function after - 
-

we ighting the error with the perce i~ed loudness function,I
originally developed by S.S. Stevens for a different

purpose.

We chose to stud y in detail the use of two distance measures ,

denoted below as d(GM) and d(DC), which use, respectively, GM and

DC normalizat ion. In addition , we considered two other measures ,

d(RM S—LOG ) and d(LAR), for comparative purposes; the first of
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- 
these two measures computes the spectral distance as the rms

value of the difference in the log spectral amplitudes of the two

spectra, and the second measure is the Euclidean distance between

the two p—vectors of LARs corresponding to the two spectra.

- Since LAR8 are readily available in the problem at hand , using

the latter measure is computationally much less expensive than

• using any ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ measures.

- ThE~~ task , in step (2)  above , of combin ing the frame errors

into one number involves first we ighting the frame errors with a

suitable time—weighting function to reflect the relative

importance of the ind iv idual frames to perceived speech quality ,

- and then averaging the weighted frame errors .  A detailed account

I of the results of our work on this task , as well as the resul ts
- of correlation tests between our objective quality scores and

- 

subjective judgments are given in Appendix 14. Below, we g ive a

I brief summary of these results.

8.3 Time Weighting of Frame Spectral Error.

- We investigated the two time—weighting methods described

below.

H
(i) Filter Gain Weighting: In this method , we make the

I 5- reasonable assumption that frame errors in low energy regions of
- 

an utterance have a smaller infl uence on qual ity judgmen ts than

I - 
those in high energy regions. For example, even lar ge changes in
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the spectrum may not be detected by the listener if the total

energy in the spectrum is low. We considered the weighting as a 
I

function of the frame speech signal energy per sample expressed

in decibels. A piecewise linear we ighting function was found to

produce good correla tion between the resulting objective scores - I
and the corresponding subjective test results.

(ii) Weig~hting Based on Our Perceptual Model: In the second •

type of (implicit).time weighting that we explored , we employed

as anchor or reference our perceptual model of speech instead of

the 100 fps LPC analysis data . That is , we used the analysis 
-

data only f or those f rames f or wh ich our new automatic VFR scheme 
-

( see Section 4 .2)  decided to transmit;  for all other frames , we

obtained the LPC data via linear interpolation between the

adjacent transmitted frames. In addition , we employed an

explicit time—weighting in which frame errors for the transmitted

frames are weighted with unity, while other frame errors are ¶
weighted with a fraction depending on the duration of the

transmission interval to which they belong. . J

8.4 Time—Average of Weighted Frame Errors 
- J

There are a number of different ways of combining the 
-

weighted frame errors into one number. The simplest time—average

is the arithmetic mean or straight average. We also considered a • I
two—term composite average: the first term is simply the 1
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arithmetic mean over the whole utterance , and the second term is

1 ‘ the arithmetic mean over the top 10% of the frame errors. A

third measure we investigated is the above composite average but
- 

with the second term computed over a variable percentage of large

frame errors ;  this variable amount was dec ided by th~~ N skewness u

- of the frame error  distr ibution over the whole utterance .

8.5 Correlation with Subjective Judgments

In our initial studies , we compared our objective speech

quality scores against subjective test results obtained for the

five utterances JB1, AR4 , 3B5, RS6, and DK6 , and for 22 of the 491 ,  vocoders included in our factorial  subjective speech quality

- stud y (see Section 7.3.1). We computed two types of correlation
- between the objective and subjective data : (1) regular , or

Pearson ’s product—moment , correlation (we shall call this simply

correlation) ; and (2) ran k order , or Spearman ’s ran k,

correlation.  For the second type , two sets of ranks are f i r s t

assigned to vocoders under study using separately objective and
- subjective data, and then regular correla tion is computed between

I - the two sets of ranks. Correlation scores were used as a means

of choosing the parameters of the time—we ighting and

time—averaging schemes discussed above.

Results obtained using the correlation study are briefly

summarized below :

—139—
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( i )  Using the spectral distance measure d(DC ) generally

produced substantially lower correlations than using any of

the other three measures investigated. Therefore, we

eliminated the measure d(DC) in all our subsequent studies.

(ii) Correlation scores obtained for the utterances from male

speakers were generally higher than those for the

utterances from female speakers. Also, anal ysis of our

subjective speech quality test results showed that

subjective rating scores for the utterances from female

speakers were relatively constant over the range of the

number of poles (or LPC order) considered (9—14 poles); in

contrast, the rating scores for male speakers exhibited a

wide range of variation (13). This suggested the variation

of the LPC order for the anchor system as a function of the

average fundamental (or pitch) of the speaker over the

whole utterance. This technique was found to slightly

enhan -e the correlation scores for the utterances AR4 and

RS6.

(iii) An important achievement of our objective speech quality

evaluation work has been that we obtained relatively high

correlation scores. For the measure d(GM), correla tion for

ind iv idual utterances varied between 0.8 and 0.96; rank

correlation had the range from 0.8 to 0.9. For the measure

d(RI4S), these ranges were found to be: 0.85 — 0.94 for

correlation , and 0.83 — 0.88 for rank correlation. For the

— 14 0—
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measure d(LAR) , we obtained the ranges: 0.79 — 0.93 for

correlation, and 0.78 — 0.83 for rank correlation.

Li

ill

1~i

Ii
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9. TOWARDS REAL-TIME IMPLEMENTATION

We cooperated with the other sites in the ARPA community in

implementing an LPC vocoder that transmits speech over the ARPA - 1
Network  in real time . Below , we f i r s t  describe our work  to

develop a real—time speech fac i l i ty  at BBN, and then briefly 
I

summarize the specifications that we prov ided for ARPA LPC—II

speech compression system.

9.1 BBN Speech Facili ty

Our signal processing system was designed to meet the needs -

of both the speech compression project and the then exist ing

speech understanding project. It consists of the two computers ,

the SP S—4l and the PDP—ll.  The SPS—4l has a dual—p ort  memory Li
interface , and we installed a dual channel A/D and D/A converter

system . We added an IMP11A interface to our system to prov ide a I

l ink to the ARPA Network.

In close cooperation with the Information Sciences Institute

( I SI ) ,  we worked on an on—line loader system for the SPS—41.

This consists of two parts, the Overlay Executive (EXEC) and the 
- 

j
Automatic Reformatter  ( ARF) . The EXEC is an SPS—4l program which

loads information from the PDP—ll into the SPS—41. ARF reformats -

the output of the SPS—4l assembler in a way acceptable to the I
EXEC . It also provides a mechanism for attaching meaningful

labels to SPS—4l program segments and locations. - I
—142— J
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We modified the LPC programs and support software supplied

by other ARPA—aponsored sites and by SPS, Inc., to run on our

configuration of the PDP—ll/SPS—41 system and we developed a

procedure for loading these programs from TENEX into the PDP—ll.

We worked towards locating and describing hardware problems in

the SPS—4l, which appeared to be the cause of system failures

after short periods of successful operation. As part of this

e f fo r t , our SPS—4l was moved back to SPS , where we had one person

working full time trying to resolve these problems with the help

of people from SPS . During that t ime , several hardware problems

were detected and corrected. Subsequently, several versions of

the back—to—back LPC software were successfully run for a

considerable length of time.

We purchased an RT11 operating system for our PDP11/40.

Upon delivery of this system, it was modified to permit the use

of the exist ing Telefile/Century Data disc . This disc has a

storage capacity of 500 Mbit s and has been used for temporary

storage of computer programs and sampled speech signals.

Our more recen t work has proceeded in two d irec tions~ (1) TO

develop the PDP11/SPS41 system for use as a research tool,

i specifically for the acquisition , storage and playback of speech

waveforms , and (2) To br ing up a real—time vocoder system on the

ARPANET.

I i  —143—
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The real—time acquisition and playback system operates in

conj unction with another larger computer system , in this case the -

DEC System 20. In typical operation , the real—time system I
dig itizes and stores an utterance. The user then has the 

- 

- 

-

opportunity of listening to the digitized utterance , displaying

it, editing out such undesirable features as tape -recorder pops, -

and in genera l, checking to see that the complete utterance had 1
been digi t ized . Init ial  and final periods of silence are edited

out in order to save storage space . Once the utterance has been 
I

edited and checked , the digitized waveform can be transmitted to 
-

the System 20, to be used in synthesis experiments involving

different vocoder systems. Any synthetic utterances resulting

from these expe r iments can be transmitted back to the real—time

system , for the user to play out through the D/A converter. We

have also implemented an interactive playback program on the -

PDP11, wh ich allows the user to easily specify and play out any

sequence of digitized speech signals. This program has been

quite useful for running informal listening tests, and for —

conveniently and rapidly preparing audio tapes for demo purposes

and for formal subjective speech quality tests. 
. I

We have developed support software for the system, including

an FTP (File Transfer Protocol) program which allows us to

transfer files between the real—time system and the System 20 or 
- I

any other host on the ARPANET. We have handlers for the IMLAC
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-

PDS—l display computer , which runs as a peripheral to the PDP11.

These handlers allow the IMLAC to be used as a high speed

terminal on the PDP11 and at the same time support its display

functions.

We have also worked closely with IS! to modify EPOS

( Environment for Processing of On—line Speech) , to work with our

f i le  structures.  EPOS is required by the existing vers ions of

- the LPC vocoder .

9.2 Specifications for ARPA LPC—II System

We provided specifications, in the form of NSC Note No. 82

(7], for ARPA LPC—II speech compression system, an upd ate of the

t earlier system LPC—I, for real— time implementation at various —

I ARPA—sponsored sites. We had previously developed the following
- 

approaches for reducing the redundancy in the speech signal (1]:

(1) optimal parameter quantization using LPRs,

1 (2) variable frame rate (VFR) transmission of LAR5 ,

(3) variable order linear prediction , and

(4 )  Huffm an coding .

I We recommended only items (1) and (2) for LPC—II, in an attempt

to reap max imum benefit for the least amount of effort in terms

1 of changes to LPC—I. Our overall design objective in arriving at

specifications for LPC—II was to achieve average

I —145—
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continuous—speech transmission rates of about 2200 bps . This bit

rate should be contrasted wi th that of LPC—I which ii about 3500

bps.

There are thus two major differences between LPC—I and

LPC—II. These are: 1) LPC—II uses VFR transmission of LPC

parameters , whereas LPC—I uses a fixed frame rate, and 2) use of

new coding/decoding tables for transmission parameters. These

new tables were obtained using

(a) uniform quantizat ion of LAR5 ;

(b) different step sizes for different LARS, based on their

rela tive spectral sensitivities (see Section 3.1); and

(c) smaller ranges ( i . e . ,  minimum and maxim um values) for

reflection coefficients  (or equ ivalently LARs) , than were

used in LPC—I. These ranges were obtained from real speech

data . than were used in LPC-I .

Compared to LPC—I , VFR transmission yields a lowe r (average)

frame rate , while new coding/decoding tables employ fewe r bits

per transmitted frame . Thus , both modifications contribute to I - 
—

lowering the average bit rate. These modifications were based on

the results of our previous research El].

Initially, we specified a procedure in which only the log

area ratios were to be transmitted at variable frame rate; pitch I —

and gain were to be transmitted essentially at a fixed rate.

Later , in NSC Note 96 ( 8] ,  we presented VFR transmission schemes

—146 
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- 
for pitch and gain also. Use of these schemes in LPC—II would

- lowe r the average transmission rate to about 2000 bps for

continuous speech . (With the use of a silence detection

algorithm , these average rates may drop to about 1000 bps or

less.)

LPC—II has been implemented at CHI and ISI. Upon informally

- 
listening to speech from the vocoders LPC—I and LPC— II , prov ided

I to us by CR1 , we found , as did CMI , that the speech qua lity of

LPC—II was about the same as that of LPC—I. The listening tests

• also showed that there was room for improvement in speech quality

of LPC—II by using a more perceptually based VFR transmission

scheme for log area ratios than the likelihood ratio method

I - employed in LPC—II (see Section 4.2). As part of the follow—on

ARPA contract , we pl an to impl ement a real—time LPC system that
- employs our perceptual—model—based VFR transmission scheme .

Li
Li
I
_ I -
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10. MISCELLAh US TOPICS

Two additional issues that we investigated dur ing this

project are reported in this section.

10.1 Coding of LPC Parameters Using DPCM

Differential Pulse Code Modulation or DPCM is a well—known

method for quantizing signals which exhibit high correlation _ —

between successive samples. This method has been widely used for

coding speech signals. Following a recent work, we used the DPCM

method for coding the LAR5 , pitch and gain. Each of these 
—

transmission parameters was considered as a discrete—time signal

with t ime instants g iven by the frame number. DPCM was applied

to each of these signals independently of others.

We applied the DPCM method for coding the 14 transmission

parameters (12 LARs , pitch and gain) extracted at a fixed rate of

50 frames/sec from 10 kHz sampled speech [6,14]. The resulting

transmission bit rate was about 2000 bps. The DPCM coder of each

parameter required the knowledge of its averaged standard

deviation in order to compute the quantization step size employed

by the coder. We observed improved speech quality either when

this averaged standard deviation was updated by computing it over

a current  speech segment of about 2—3 seconds, or when an ADPCM

coder (which adaptively changes the step size) was used.

—148—
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Wi th the use of our VFR transmission scheme, the correla tion

between adjacent transmitted frame data is greatly reduced , which

means that the DPCM coder when used with the VFR scheme will

yield little or no savings. Also, the above—mentioned 2000 bps

DPCM-coded speech was found to have a slightly inferior overall
— quality compared to the speech at 1500 bps from an ear lier

version of our VFR system [1]. On the other hand , the DPCM coder —

[ 1  has two main advantages: (1) it produces nearly f ixed—rate bit

stream , and (2) the hardware implementation of the DPCM coder and

decoder is relatively simple and inexpensive.

10.2 Linear Predictive Formant Vocoder 
-

It has been known for some time that formant vocoders enable

speech transmission at very low bit rates (about 500 bps). One

requires of these systems an acceptable level of speech

intel l igibi l i ty  but not necessarily retention of naturalness of

• speaker characteristics. Such low—bit rate systems are of

interest in some applications. Speech transmission through an

underwater channel is a good example.

We conduc ted a prel iminar y expe r iment simulating a forman t

vocoder within our LPC system format. Formants were generated

from LPC analysis data. The formant synthesizer was implemented

~~~ using resonators as in conventional formant vocoders, but

employing the canonical or direct form realization of the linear

—149—
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prediction all—pole filter . The predictor coefficients of the

all—pole filter were computed from the received formant data. It

is this d i f fe rence  in synthesizer implementation which enabled 
- I

our formant vocoder to overcome some of the problems encountered

by its predecessors. The LPC forman t vocoder can accommodate -

variable number of formants in adjacent frames without causing

any undesirable transients. Incorrect ident if icat ion of 
-

formants , which in practice can occasionally happe n due to J
imperfect formant t racking , produces less deg r adation in the

quali ty of synthesized speech for the LPC formant vocoder than

for its conventional counterparts.  A th i rd  advantage stems from

the resul t we reported in (1] that the parameters of the LPC 
-

- 

- 

synthesizer f i l t e r  can be updated t ime—synchronously without j
introducing any t ransients .  It is well—known that such

transients  occur if one updates the parameters of the resonators -

t ime—synchronously.

In the pre l iminary  experiment , we employed the formant data

already computed in our Speech Understanding Project.  There , a

14—pole LPC analysis was done every 10 ms on speech sampled at 10

kHz and preemphasized using a 50 Hz f i r s t—order  f i l t e r .  The

formant  t racker  used in that project then extracted , every 10 ms,

up to a max imum of 3 formants in the frequency range 0—3 100 Hz.

For unvoi ced sounds, often only two formants were determined .

Gain and pitch were also computed every 10 ms. For the purposes

—150— 
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of the prel iminary experiment, we did not quantize any of these

analysis parameters. The receiver thus had a variable order LPC

synthesizer . The synthesized speech was found to be quite

intelligible except for the following type of problem : (s] was

often perceived as [sh). The reason for this problem is that [s]

has significant energy concentration above 3.1 kHz unlike [sh]
- and that we essentially low—pass f i l tered speech at 3.1 kHz by

considering only those formants below this frequency.
- -

Encouraged by the results of the above work, we conducted a

more detailed study of very low bit-rate speech compression

~

- systems, with support from ARPA—STO. The results of this work

have been reported in [15] . -

I -~~

I -~
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Stable and Efficient Lattice Methods
for Linear Prediction

JOHN MAICHOUL, MEMBER, IEEE

Abmvct-A dais of stabk and efficient recursive lattice methods for II. LArnCE FORMULATIONS
linear p,sdictk.n Ii presented. These methods guarantee thi stability
of the ail.pole filter , with or without windowing of the ~~ ~~~~~, ~ 

In linear prediction , the signal spectrum is modeled by an all.
• nite wordlength computations, and at a computational cost comparable pole spectrum with a transfer function given by

to the traditional autocorrelatlon and covariance methods, In addition,
toe data-compression purposes, quantlzatlon of C. ~~~~~ ~~~~ G

I. cleats can be accomplW,ed within the recursion, If desired. 11(z) = (1)

where
— I. INTRODUCT IONJ ‘T’HE autocorrelation method of linear prediction [1) guar- A(z) = f aa z~~, a0 = 1 (2)
• I antees the stability of the all-pole filter , but has the dis- k.0

• advantage that windowing of the signal causes a reduction in is known as the inverse filter , G is a gain factor , ~ are the pie-
spectral resolution , In practice , even the stability is not always dictor coefficients , and p is the number of poles or predictor
guaranteed with finite wordlength (FWL) computations [2) - coefficients in the model. If H (z)  is stable (minimum phase),
On the other hand, the covariance method [1], [3] does not A(z) can be implemented as a lattice filter [41, as shown in

- guarantee the stability of the filter , even with floating-point Fig. I . The reflection (or partial correlation) coefficients K,,,
computation, but has the advantage that there Is no window, in the lattice are uniquely related to the predictor coefficients .
Ing of the signal. One solution to these problems was given by Given K,,,, 1 ~ m ~ p, the set {a ~} is computed by the recur-

- Itakura [4J in his lattice formulation . In this method, ifiter sive relation

J stability Is guaranteed with no windowing and with much 
~~~ =smaller sensitivity to FWL computations. Unfortunately, this

(rn-I)is accomplished with about a fourfold increase in computation a5m) = a~m - ~ + Krndm -, , 1 
~/ ~~ m - 1, (3)

I -

over the other two methods. A similar method was mdepen-
• dently proposed by Burg [5] , [6) . where the equations in (3) are computed recursively for m = 1,

This paper presents a class of lattice methods titat antees 2, ... , p. After each recursion, the coefficIents aim), 1 ~~~~~
— the stability of the all-pole filter , independently of the station- m, are the desired coefficients for the mth.order predictor.

arity properties and the duration of the signal. It Is shown The final solution is given by a, aj” , i ~~~~~ For a stab’e
that the methods of Jtakura and Burg are special cases of ~~~ 

H(z), one must have
class of methods. Furthermore, a procedure Is given that re- KmI <  1, 1 ~ m ~ p. (4)- duces the number of computations to values comparable to

In the lattice formulation, the reflection coefficients can bethose in the autocorrelatlon and covasiance methods. In this
procedure, the “forward” and “backward” residuals ~~ not computed by minimizing some norm of the forward residual

J 
- computed ; the reflection coefficients are computed directly ~~~~ 

or the backward residual bm(n), or a combination of the
two. From Fig. 1 ,the following relations hold:from the covarlance of the input signal.

Section II presents the class of lattice methods for comput- fo(n) = bo(n) = s(n) (Sa)
Ing the reflection coefficients , along with conditions for ensur-
ing stability. Section 111 descrIbes a procedure, termed the Ca- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

- 1) (Sb)
variance-lattice method, for performing the necessary compu- bm+i (n)  = K,,, +if m (11) + bm(f l - 1) (5c)
tatlons efficiently . Computational Issues are then discussed in
Section IV, followed In Section V by a step-by4tep procedure ~~~~ s(n) is the input signal and e(n) = f ~(n) Is the output re-

- for one of the promising lattice methods for linear predictive sidual . In z-transforin notation : E(z)-~ A(z) S(z).
We shall give several methods for the determination of the

- 

‘ reflection coefficients . These methods depend on different
ways of correlating the forward and backward residuals. Be-Manuacript received May 5, 1976; revIsed September 9, 1976, and

May 13, 1977. Thu work was sspported by the Information proceasung low, we shall make use of the following definitions:
Techniques Branch of the Advanced Research Projects Agency under

J - Contracta MDA9O3-75-C-0180 and N00014-75-C’0533. Frn (f l )  = E (/ , (n)J (6a)
The author Is wIth Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Cambridge, MA

02138. 8~, n) ~’E(b?,1,(n)J (6b)

- - - -
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1a1”1 I.,.I1.) f,(~ I f m (f l )  and h1,,(n - I); hence, property (4) follows. To the

4~ 
“ , “. “ -‘ “. ~“ ‘~~~~ author’s knowledge , (11) cannot be derived directly by mini-

~~~ 
~
‘Y” 

~>(‘ mizing some error criterion. Howwer, from (8), (9), and (11),
- • 1i3 /~i~ \ ~ 

. ,,
~~~~~~ 
j • one can easily show that K’ is the geometric mean of K1 and

b,(s) 
~~~~ 

b,,,t. ) b5 (u)

FIg. 1. Lattice Inverse filter A(s). K’ s’./k7R~
’ (12)

where S is given by (10), and we have omitted the subscript
m + 1. From the properties of the geometric mean, it followsC~(n) = EIf m(n)bm(n - 1)1 , (6c) that

where E ( )  denotes the expected value. The left-hand side of ruin IiK’i, iKbij ‘~ IK’I ‘~~ max [IK’l , J K b I I .
each of the equations in (6) Is a function of n because
we are making the general assumption that the sIgnals are non- Now, since IK’I < 1 , it follows that if the magnitude of either
stationary. (Subscripts, etc., will be dropped sometimes for K”or Kb is grea:~r than 1, the magnitude of the other is neces-
convenience.) saiily less than 1. This important property can be summarized

by the following.
A. For ward Method If IK’I>l , then IK b l < l ,

In this method, the reflection coefficient at stage m + 1 Is
obtained as a result of the minimization of an error norm given or -
by the variance (or mean square) of the forward residual ,f IK b l >  I , then I K ”l < 1. (13)

Fm,i (fl) ELf~+i(fl) 1 . (7) Property (13) ImmedIately brings to mind another possible
definition for the reflection coefficient that guarantees stability.By substituting (Sb) in (7) and differentiating with respect to

- - K~ + 1, One obtaiflS
D. Minimum Method

K1,,,,1 
E [f m(n)bm(n 1)) 

______

ELb,~,(n 1) 1 Bm(f l 1)~ 
(8) KM _ sn .,~ [IK’l,IKt’IJ . (14)

This method of computing the filter parameters Is similar to This says that at each stage, compute K’ and Kb and choose as
the autocorrelation and covarlance methods in that the mean- the reflection coefficient the one with the smaller magnitude.

Property (13) guarantees that KM sr ~isfies (4).squared forward residual is minimized.

B. Back’wa,d Method E. General Method
In this case, the minimization Is performed on the variance Between KM and Kt there are an infinity of values that can

of the backward residual at stage m + 1. From (5c) and (6b), be chosen as valid reflection coefficients (i.e., IKI < 1). These
the minimization of B,,, + 1 (n) leads to can be conveniently defined by taking the generalized rth

mean of K’ and Kb
K,~,,1 =- E[ .~~(n) ~~ ( n - l) J  Cse (n)

(9) K = S L ‘~ (IK ”I’ + IK b I~)l 1/’
, (15)E(j ~ (n)]

Note that, since Fm(n) and B,,,(n - 1) are both nonnegative As r —‘. 0, K’ -+ K’, the geometric mean . For r>0 , K ’ cannot
and the numerators in (8) and (9) are identical, K1 and Kb 

~~ 
be guaranteed to satisfy (4). Therefore , for K’ to be a reflec-

ways have the same sign ~ 
tion coefficient , we must have r ~ 0. In particular

S=si gn K1=signKb . (10) K° —K , K = K M . (16)

If the signal Is stationary , one can show that K” Kb, and thatC Geometric-Mean Method (Itakura)
The main problem In the previous two techniques Is that the K’ = K’ = Kb, all r (Stationary Case). (17)

computed reflection coefficients are not always guaranteed to
be less than 1 in magnitude ; i.e., the stability of H(z)  is not F. Hannonic-Mean Method (Burg)
guaranteed. One solution to this problem was offered by Ita- There Is one value o f ,  for which K’ has some interesting
kura (4) where the reflection coefficients are computed from properties, and that is r = - 1 .  K 1 , then , would be the hat-

= - 
EVm(n)bri(n - 1)) monlc mean of K’ and Kb

‘JE (f,,~(n) JE (b,~,(n- 1)1 K B 2K’Kb 2Cm(n) (18)=m+I x’+Kb Fm(n)+ B mQt 1) ’
C,,,(n) 

(11) One can show that
- 

s/ Fm(n)B,,,(n-  1) ’

is the negative of the statistical correlation between K M I ~ gB
1 ~ IK’l. (19)

- . — 1. - _________
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One Important property of K1 that Is not shared by K’ and _ cU~5!~~ ______ -Kb’, Is that K8 results directly from the minimization of an “

error criterion . The error is defined as the sum of the vari-
ances of the forward and backward residuals

- From the recursive relations in (3) and (5), one can showj - B,,, , 1(n) — F,,,,,(n) + Ba,, 1(n). (20) that
-; ~ UsIng (5) and (6), one can shoW that the minimization of(20) a,

indeed leads to (18). One can also show that the forward and f~Q’) ~~ 

41!1)s(n - k) (22a)
I backward minimum errors at stage m + i are related to those k-a
* -e at stage m by the following:

• Fa,,,(n)m ( 1- (~~~,~~)2 I F~(n) (21*) b~,(n) f 4~~s(n - m + k) . (22b)

I ~ ~~ , 1(n) • (1 - (Xe, ~)2 I Ba,(n 
- 1). (21 b) Squaring (22a) and taking the expected value, there results

This formulatIon Is or iginally due to Burg (5) , (6) . a, a,
I G. Discussion Fa,(tt) — Z 4”W~ .(k 1) (23)

1ol .o- - Note that , in general , lattice methods do not minimize any
- - 

- global error criterion, such as the variance of the final forward where
I residual, etc. Any minimization that might take place is done $k d) ’ E 1~ (n - k) s (n - l) j  

- 
(24I - . stage by stage . If the signal s(n) is truly stationary , the stage. ‘ ‘

by-stage minimization gives the same result as global minimi. Is the nonstatlonary autocorreladon (or covsrlance) of the
- zatlon. In fact , for a stationary signal, all the lattice methods signal s(n). (*(k , I) in (24) is technically a functIon of n,

1 - 
previously described , as well as the autocorrelation and co- which has been dropped for convenience.) In a sImilar fashion
variance methods, give the same result. However, in general , one can show from (22b), with n replaced by n - I , that

-
~ 

the signal cannot be assumed to be stationary and the different a, a,
lattice methods will give different results, which are still dli- Ba,(n - 1)— 

~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~ + I - k, as + I - 1)
ferent from the covarlance-method result. The lattice methods a e  i.e
will indeed give suboptimal solutions; solutions that tend to an 25I - optimal solution as the signal becomes more stationary Which

1. lattice method to choose ins  particular situation, then, is not as m
clear cut. Wetend to preftr the use ofK ln (18) because tt Ca, (n) ~~ 4”~.r ,(k,m + 1 - O .  (26)
minimizes a reasonable and well-defined error cri terion. k~ O 0

I Given the covarlance of the signal, the reflection coemclent at
Il l. THE COVARIAN ’E-LATTICF METhoD stage m + 1 can be computed from (23), (25), and (26) by sub-

If linear predictive analysis Is to be performed on a regular stituting them In the desired formula for Ka,,, The name
I computer , the number of computations for the lattice milk. “covartance-lattice” stems from the lict that this Is basically

- ods given far exceeds that of the autocorrelatlon and covert, a lattice method that Is computed from the covartance of the
ance methods (see the first row of Table 1). ThIs Is unfortu. signal; It can be viewed as a way of stabilizing the covartance

I - nate since , otherwise , lattice methods generally have superior method. One salient Ibature Is that th. forward and back.
I properties when compared to the autocorrelatlon and covart- ward residuals are never actually computed In this method.

ance methods (see Table II), Below, we derive a new method , But this Is not different from the nonlattice methods.
called the cov.risnce-4gttke method, which has all the advan- In the harmonic-mien method (18), Fa,(n) need not be corn-

- ages of a regular lattice , but with an efficiency comparabl, to puted from (23); one can use (2 Ia) instead , with as replaced
the two nonlattice methods. . by as - I . However , one must use (25) to compute la,(n - 1);

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~ S- 
-
~~:; ~ -~:~i:~~~~ :— -:~~~~~~~~k ~~— ~~~~~~~ - S - ~~~~~ - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~S - ~-~~~~ S- — - - — -- — -  -—
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(2lb) cannot be used because B,,, - , (s, - 2) would be needed IV. COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
and It is not readily available . A Slmpllf icatlons
A. Stationary case EquatIons (23), (25), and (26) can be rewritten to reduce

For a stationary signal, the covarlance reduces to the the number of computations by about one half. The results
autocurrelatlon for Ca,(n) and Fa,(n ) + Ba,(n - 1) can be shown to be as follows:

•(k, i) R(i - k) — R(k - I)  (StatIonary). (27) Ca,(n) — ~(0, as + 1) + f 4O (~ (0, m + I - k)
From (23)-(27), It Is clear that

Fa, 8a, a E ~~ 4”’~4~
1R l -  k) (28) +~ (k ,m + 1) ) + ~~ (g~~~)~ ~(k ,m + I - k)

k.O 1—0
a , -Iand + 

~~~
‘ 4~ 4”1I~ (k, n, + 1 - I)

a, a, k — I
C,,, — ~~ 4”~4”1R(m + I - I - k). (29)

k o  ~, 
+ 0(1, as + I - k)J (33)

Making use of the normal equations (1J Fa,Qi) + B,,, (n - I) — 0(0, 0) + 0(,n + 1 , m + I)

~~ 4”1R(i - k) 0, 1 ~ k ‘~ m (30) + 2 f 4”~(~~(0, k)+ #(m + 1, as + 1 - k))
1—0 k — I

and of (21), one can show that the stationary reflection co-
officlent is given by + ~~ ~4a,)~ I*(k , k) + 0(m + 1-  k, m+ I - k))

k — I

~~ 4’~R(m + I - k) a,- I a,

K,,,,1 • si!!. ~~ + 2 E— a —  (31) k I  l .k.I

( Ø(k , l)+ ~ (m+ 1- k ,m + 1-i)) . (34)
with F0 — R0. Equation (31) Is exactly the equation used In
the autocorrelatlon method . The third term In (33) can be computed more efficiently as

follows:
B. Quantization of Reflection Coefficients

One of the features of lattice methods is that the quantiza- f t4”~i 2 
~(k , as + I - k)

tion of the reflection coefficients can be accomplished within k i

the recursion , i.e., K,,, can be quantized before Ka,,I Is com-
puted. In this manner . It Is hoped that some of the effects of a { (4”~1 2 + ~~~~ _a12 }*(k , as + 1 - A)
quantization can be compensated for. k-I

In applying the covartance-lattice procedure to the harmonIc- 
(as + I as + Imean method , one must be careful to use (23) and not (2 Ia) + ~~~~~ 1)/2 1 2 ’ —i—) ’ (35)

to compute F (n). The reason Is that (21a) Is based on the op 

-

________________________

timality of S~whlch would no longer be true after quan tizatlon.
Similar reasoning can be applied to the autocorrelatlon only If a, odd

method . Those who have tried to quantize K,,, inside the re- A similar simplification can be used in (34).
cursion have no doubt been met with serious difficultIes. The For the stationary case, (28) can be rewritten as
~euon Is that (31) assumes the optimality of the predictor co- a, a,
efficients at stage m, which no longer would be true If K,,, Fa, — ~~ bkR(k ) b~ + 2 E ba R(k) (36)
were quantized. The solution is to use (28) and (29), which f t --a,  k - I

make no assumptions of optimaifty. Thus we have what we whereshall call the aitocon ’elatlon—latrlce method, where there Is
only one definition of Ka,,1 m- Ik~ ~~~~ ~~~•g •g.~~ (37)

~~ 4”’~ag~
”1R(m + I - 1- k)

K,,,. • - — - k• O 1 0  is the autocorrelatlon of the impulse response of A(z). By set-

~ f 4~>4a~~ - tlng l 1 + k I n  (29), one can show that C,,, is reduced to

* a  
Ca, . c,R Q n + I - I )  (38)

(32) i.o

________ - .~~~ —-------—- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ £ — ‘ ~~~~~ —~~
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where where Øa,(k, I) Is the COvarlance used In computing K,,,. The

Li a, computations in (43) can be simplified considerably by noting
c1 — 

~ 
4”1aJ ~~, Q ~ ~~ (39) that

k— 0

~
J is the convolution of the Impulse response of A (z )  with itself. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1)— Øa,(k, I) - s(m - k)s(m - O~ 0~~ k , I ~ rn

EquatIon (39) assumes that 4~) 
— 0 for k <0 and k > as. (44)

Equation (38) can be rewritten as
Therefore , the covarlance coefficients for stage m + I can beU Ca, R(m + I )+  2a1’”>R(m)+c a,,1R(0) computed from those for stage as usIng (44) in the rangeO’~ k ,
1cm. F o r k a m + l o r l m + l , (43) needs to be used.

+ ~~~ (ca,. I -k + Ca,~ I •f t)  R(k). (40) It can be shown that when Method 2 for computing the co-

U k- I  variance Is used in conjunction with the harmonic-mean corn-
EquatIon (39) can also be rewritten to reduce the computa- putatlon In (18), the results for the reflection coefficients are
tions further. identical to Burg’s method as described in [6) . However , our

B. CovaHance Compu 
results here are obtained at a much lower computational cost.

tation For the case where N >> P, Methods 1 and 2 should give
The covarlance Ø(k , I) of the signal Is defined in (24) as ~ 

similar results. However, if N is not much greater than p,  then

~ nonstationary autocorrelatlon , which , strictly speaking, should It would seem reasonable to utilize the given data maximally
be estimated by averaging over an ensemble of the random by using Method 2.

process. In practice, however, it Is often the case that such There are other possible methods for computing the covert-
averaging Is neither feasible nor desirable . For example, In anCO or the autocorrelatlon of the signal. Irrespective of which

~ most speech applications, one is Interested in analyzing the method one chooses, It is Important to make sure that the re-
time-varying properties of a particular utterance and not the suiting covarlance or autocorrelatlon function Is positive deli-
whole ensemble of speech that a speaker might utter. In the cite. Otherwise, filter stabilIty cannot be guaranteed.

j  
case where a single time history of a random process IS aVail- c Computational Cost
able for analysis, It Is common to describe that single time rec- Table I shows a comparison of the number of computationsord as nonstatlonary If Its short-term sample properties (such for the different methods, where terms of order p have been

~ as mean and autocorrelatlon) vary significantly with tIme [8) .
For this situation , we give below two methods for computing neglected. The computations tot the autocorrelatlon-lattlce

the covariance of a signal that Is known, say, for 0 ~ ~ N - 1. 
and covariance-lattice methods are on the order of pN + 0(p3 ) .

Method 1: 
as compared to SpN for the regular lattice methods where the
residuals are computed. For N>> p,  the new lattice methods

N-i typically offer a 3-4-fold vlng over the regular lattice
•(k, I) ~ s(n - k)s(n - I), 0 ‘~~ k , I ‘~ p (41) methods.

Is -p When compared to nonlattlce methods, the increase In corn-

J where p Is the order of the predictor , and the customary dlvi- putatlon for the covarlance-lattIce method is not significant if
sin by the number of terms In the summation (In this case N Is large compared to p. which is usually the case (compare
N - p)  has been omItted since It does not affect the solution for the first and second rows In Table I). Furthermore , in the
the reflection coefficients . If we assume that (41) estimates covarlance-lattlce method, the number of signal amples can
the covarlance at time t - 0, then the covarlance at any other be reduced to about half that used lii the autocorrelatlon
time I can be estimated by setting the lower and upper limits method. This not only reduces the number of computations

] of the summation In (41) to p + t and N - 1 + t , respectively , but also Improves spectral resolution by reducing the amount
Note that (41) makes no assumptions about the signal outside of averaging.
the given range and , hence , Is especially useful for short dma- i~: FWL Computationstions [61 and nonstationary signals. On the other hand , If the

] signal Is assumed to be zero outside the given range (I .e., the One point of comparison between the different methods is
signal Is windowed), then the signal Is effectively forced to be the stability of the all-pole filter when FWL computations are
stationary , with an associated autocorrelatlon given by used. The main comparison here Is between the autocorrela-

tion method and the lattice methods (the covarlance method
N-i- Ill

R(1) — E ~~~~~~~ o ~ ,~~~ . (42) 
cannot guarantee stability, in general, even with floating-poin t
computations). Under FWL conditions, we expect filter stabil .
ity to be ensured more with the lattice methods than with the

~ Method 2: The second method makes maximum use of the autocorrelatlon method. If, at some stage of the recursion,
data in the range 0~~n ~~N -  1. Thls ls accomplished by re- K,,, turns out tobegreater than one because of FWL compu ta-
computing the covarlance for each new lattice stage as follows: tions, it can be artificially set to a value less than one to ensure

N - I  
stability. Such a scheme would work well with the Lattice

•a,(k, 1)- E s(n - k)s(n - 1), 0 ~ k, I ‘~ m (43) methods, but not with the autocorrelatlon method because in
the latter, global optimally of each K Is assumed at every

]
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stage. Lack of optimality leads to error propagation , which in VI. CONCLUSIONS
turn makes later stages more susceptible to Instability. The ‘This paper presented a class of lattice methods for Linear pro-
problem does not exist to the same magnitude in the lattice diction that guarantees the stability of the all-pole filter , with
methods since consecutive stages are “decoupled ,” with no or without windowing of the signal, and with FWL compute-
assumptions of global optimality being made. This phenom- tions. Also, for data-compression purposes, quantizatlon of
enon is the same as that diScussed In Section Ill-B, which the reflection coefficients can be accomplished within the re-
allows the quantization of the reflection coefficient Inside the curslon , If desired , without affecting the stability of the filter.
recursion of the lattice methods. It was shown that the methods of ltakura and Burg are special

cases of this class of lattice methods.V. PROCEDURE A procedure was derived to make these lattice methods more
Below Is the complete algorithm for what we believe cur- efficient computationally , with a cost comparable to the tradi-

rently to be one of the more promising methods for linear pro- tional autocorrelation and covarlance methods. The proc.-
dictive analysis. It comprises the harmonic-mean definition dure , named the covar iance-lattice method , computes the re-
(18) for the reflection coefficients , and the covariance—lattice fiection coefficients recursively In terms of the covarlance of
method, the signal and the fil ter parameters at each stage. When used

a) Compute the covariances Ø(k, I)  for k, £ = 0, 1, ” , p~ with speech signals, this method gave results somewhere in be-
b) m 0. tween the autocorrelation and covarlance methods.
c) Compute ~,,(n) and Fm (f l)  + Ba,(n - 1) from (33) and

(34), or from (23), (25), and (26). ACKNOWLEDGMENT
d) Compute Ka,,~ from (18). The author wishes to thank R. Vlswanathan for Implement-
e) QuantIze K,,, + ~~

, If desired (perhaps using log area ratios lug the covariance-lattice method and for his discussions and
[7] or some other technique). comments on this paper.

f) Using (3), compute the predictor coefficients {4’” 
+

from {4m) } and K,,,~ 1. Use the quantlzedvalue , if Ka,+1 REFERENCES
was quantized in d). 

~~ .~. Makhoul, “Linear prediction: A tutorial review,” hoc. IEEE,
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SEQUENTIAL LATTICE METHODS FOR STABLE LINEAR PREDICTION

R. VISVANAT HAN and J. HAKHOUL

Bolt B.ransk and New*an Inc., Cambridge , Nasa , 02138

ABSTRA CT 
(finit.) memory , (b) Growing memory , and

A sequential linear prediction •ethod (o) Fading memory, Section ~ deals withcomputes new valuea f or  the paraa.t.ra of block sequential estimation and Section 5,

F the predictor on a sample—by—sample basis, with recursive estimation . Both seotions
Un der the assumption of an all—pole (or treat the three me.ory conditions given
autoregressive) •odel , a number of Usthods above . Section 6 points out two important
are developed in this paper for ditter.nc.a between block sequential and

F 
sequentially estimating the model recursive estimation approaches.
parameters , A common thread in all the
developed methods is that they employ the Sequential methods require , in
lattice model of the linear prediction general , increased computatiOn compared to
filter and that they all guarante , the block methods, There are , however , a
filter stability. Several applications of number of potential advantage s in having
sequential estimation are oonsidersd in the filter coefficients available on a
speech signal processing. While the paper sample—by—sampi . basis (2— ~ ,1~— 17]. These
coi~t.$ina mainly theoretical developments , advanta ges , as applied to speech signal
retls.tts of experimental invedtigations of processing , are considered in Section 7.
th. reported methods will be presented at
the conference , 2. LATTICE FORMULATION FOR LINEAR

PREDICTION

I - The lattice formulation was
-. 1, INTRODUCTION introduced in speech by Itakura (7), and

in geophysics , by Burg (8), (Burg ’s
Recent ly a class of lattice methods method is known as the maximum entropy

were proposed for linear prediction -with method ,) Recently, Nakhoul shoved the
the resulting all—pole filter guaranteed existence of a class of such lattice
to be stable (1). In this paper , we methods all of wh ich guarantee the
exten d these methods to permit sequential stability of th. all—pole filter , with or
estimation . A sequential method , by our without windowing of the signal; also,
definition , provides a new óstimate for sta bil ity is less sensitive to finite
the filter coefficients upon reoeiving wordlength computations - (1).
each signal sample . Below we limit our Unfortunately, these methods (hereafter

I 
-.r discussion to the - all—pole (or called rexular lattlo. methods) cause

autoregress ive ) model , and consider about a four—fold increase in computation
applications in speech signal processing, over the traditional au~ocorrelation and

covar iance methods (9]. To overcome this
Before we consider sequential linear - drawback , Nakhoul introduced the so—called

‘ 
prediction methods , we review the lattice covarianca lattic . methods : these compute
formulation for block linear predict ion in the lattioe model param.t.rs directly from
Section 2. (A block or batch—processing the covariance of the signal , and thus
met hod p rovides one estimate for the require about the same order of
filter coefficients over a given block of computational compl.xit~ as th, two
signal samples.) The types of sequential traditional methods ( i i .  Since our
methods developed in this paper are purpose is to extend both th. regular and
describ ed in Section 3. From an oovar ianoe lattice methods to permit
operational viewpoint , these methods are sequential linear prediction , we shall
grouped into two classes: (1) Block next explain the lat tice model and

-
~ sequential estimation , and (2 ) Recursive introduce the necessary terminology.

estimation. Based on the time extent of
dependence of the present estimate on past In linear prediction , the signal
signal samples, sequential methods are spectrum is modelle d by an all—pole
grouped into three classes : (a) Fixed spectr um with a transfer f unction given by

-1
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.1
direct form implementation [10). The
reflection ooeffioients, which are the
parameters of’ the lattice model , wereB (s) — G/A (z). (1) fOund to be the best for use in speech
transmission systems (11] . Also , the
reflection coefficients have an

where A (s) — • 5—k, a0 — 1, (2) orthogonality property in the sense that . I
kaO Ii . an (m+1)—stage lattice has Its first n

reflection coefficients identical to those
is known as the inverse filter , G is a of the n—stage lattice . Using this
gain factor , ak are - the predictor property and a suitable criterion , an

estimate of the “true ” order of the modelcoefficients , and p is the number of poles for a given signal sequence may be readilyor predictor coefficients in the model , obtained (9, 12]. In fact , such anIf 11(z) is stable , A(s) can be implemented estimate was employed in the design ofas a lattice filter , as shown in Fig.’ ‘I variable order linear ~rediotion as a dataThe reflection (or partial correlation) compression technique t6).coefficients Km in the lattice are
uniquely related to the predictor 3. TYPES OF SEQUENTIAL ESTIMATION METHODS
coefficients. For a stable H(s), one must
have Sequential estimation methods

presented in this paper äan be classified

~
Xm l < 1. l m ~p . (3) in, two different ways , first by

considering the operational aspect of the
estimator , and second based on estimator
memory .

From an operat ional viewpoint , we
~ Ia) t1IA ) 5t~~ t,,p~) fRI,) have two classes of sequential methods:

al.)_4
~~ 

~~ 3 L ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ a,. a j~ .Ia)

X (1) Block sequential estimation ,
(2 ) Recursive estimation.

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ A block sequential estimator provides
~~Ia) b2Ia) b,.,Im) 

sample—by— sample estimates by successively
applying a block linear prediction method..

Fig. 1. Lattice inverse filter . Since , for block linear prediction ,
covariance lattice methods give the same

In the lat tice formu lation , the results as regular lattice methods , but at
rmfleot ion coefficients can be computed by substantial computational sav ings, we
minimizing some norm of the forward exclusively consider the use of covariance
residual f m (n ) or the backward residual lattice methods in block sequentiml

estimation . A recursive estimator
or a combination of the two. From determines a new estimate at time n as a

Pig. 1, the following relations hold: function of the last estimate at time n-I
and a quantity that is available at tine
n, (This latter quantity may be called a
“measurement” at time n , following the

f0 (n) — b0(a) — s(n) . (Ia) control theory or Kalman rater
terminology.) Regular lattice methods and

— f~(n) + IL,1 bm(n~
l)
~ 

(4b) a version of Widrow ’s least mean squares
method are considered as examples of

b~ ,1(n) — Km+l ~~~~~ 
+ b~

(n—l) . (IC ) recursive estimation .

Based on the nature of the estimator
s(n) is the input signal and e(n)~f (n) is 

memory , we group sequential methods into
P three classes . By memory , we mean the

the output residual. dependence (direct or indirect)  of the
current estimate on past signal samples,There are a number of methods for The three classes are :

estimating the reflection coefficients
which satiety the stability condition (3). (a) Fixed memory methods ,
Each of these methods may be extended to (b) Growing memory methods ,
perform sequential estimation . Cc) Fading memory methods .

Besides the important stability The extent of the estimator memory is
consideration , there are other factors constrained to be constant for class (a);
that favor employing the lattice model in as new signal samples arrive , the
general. Lattice form implementation of estimator memory is upda ted such that the
(1) produces a lower sensitivi ty to signal samples furthest in the past are
roundoff noise than , for examp le , the
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discarded to make room for the most recent samples as representing the estimator
signal samples. For class (b), the size memory, with the other p samples serving
of the estimator memory increases as new as initial conditions.) By a simpl , change
data is processed. Fading •emory methods , of summation variable in (6), with rsk— 1 ,
wh ich form class Cc) ,  can have either a it is easy to show that
fixed or growing memory span , but the most
recen t data is given greater emphasis than

• the data further back in time. •(i,i,n) — •(i—l,3—l ,n—l)~ l.ci,j~p. (7)

Section 8 below deals with block
sequential estimation , and Seotion 5, with That is, the lower pxp submatr ix of • (n )
recursive estimation. Both seotions treat is identical to the upper pzp submatrix ofmethods from each of the three •(n — 1) . .  Therefore , only the first row of’
memory—based classes given above . •(n) has to be actually computed. (By

symmetry, the first column ii identical to
11 BLOCK S~’QUENTIAL ESTIMATION (BSE) the first row. )  It can be easily shown

from (6) that the elements of the first
Upon receiving a sample s(n), a BSE rev , •(0 ,j , n) are given by the r.eursive

method finds a stable estimate (Km(n)) in form:
two steps as follows. First from its
memory span (s(n), s (n — 1) , . . . I  ( which has •( 0,j, n) — •(O ,J, n—l ) + ~ (n) s(n—J)a constan t or increasing num ber of samples

I 
- depending upon whether the BSE method has s(n M+P) s(n—M+p—j), ~~~~~~ (5)

a f ixed or growing memory), it computes
the covar iance matrix

The number of multiplication s
required for computing • (n) by (7) and (8)•(n) — ~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ 
is only 2Cp+1). (Compare this with M (p4.1)

where •(i,J,n) is the i—jth oovariance at multiplications required in the
time n. The second step is to apply any computation of 5(n) directly from signal

J of the covariance lattice methods given in samples using (6).) The covarianoe lattice
( 1 ] to solve for the lattice parameters method requires on the order of
Km (n ) .  We show next that , under each of (p 34.3p2—8p)/2 multiplications to solve for
the three memory conditions , computing the parameters ( I ] .  Therefore , th. total
5(n) can be aooomplished at significant number of multiplications per sample is
computational savings by making use of the about (p3+3p2)/2, most of this
knowledge of • (n — 1) .  (Of course , at the computational load being due to the
very beginning of the signal sequence oovarianoe lattice solution. In terms of
where the estimator is Just starting up, storage , the described BSS method requires
the covarianoe matrix has to be oomputed an N—sample f i rs t—in first—out (FIFO)
directly from signal samples. In fact , in buffer for storing the most recent signal
that initial period , the first estimate is samples , and also a storage of size
available only after a certain number of (p+1)(p+2)/2 for the elements of the
signal samples have been accumulated ; symmetric covariance matrix. -this num ber is equal to the size of the
est ima tor memor y for fixed memory methods, The above approach can be easily

L
and equal to p4.1 for growing memory extended to provide a new linear
methods.) predict ion estimate once every L signa l

samples instead of every sample. In other
A. Fixed Memory words , the N— sample analysis interval is

shifted forward in time by L samples to
We define obtain a new estimate.

11 B. Growing Memory
•(i ,j , n) — s(k—i) s O t— i) ,

k—n—M+p+3. For the growing memory condition, we
define the covar ianee as(6)

n
•(i,j , n) — £ s(k—i) a(k—i), O’i,j~p. ($)

where M>p is a finite constant. It is
-
~ clear from (6) that $(i ,J,n )z$(J,i,n),

i.e.,5 (n) is symmetric : Since the
definition of •(n) given by (5) and (6) where we have assumed that the signal
makes use of’ the signal samples sequence starts with s(O).. The growing
s(n),a(n— 1) ,. . .,a (n—M+I ), the extent ot memory aspect of the estimator is obvious
the estima tor memory is N samples. (One from ( 9 ) ,  where the memory length is equal
cou ld also view the most recent N-p to n.h

1 !
I
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It i~ readily seen from (9) that •(O ,i,n) — B •(O.j,n—1)+s (n) s (n—j) - 1

— $(i,j,n—l) + s(n—i) s (n—j ) . ,~~M-p s(n—114p) s(n—M.sp—j), ‘

0~i, j~p (10) ~~~~~ (14)
Initia~

’lly ,
— s(p—i) ‘(p—i). Oci,~~p. (11)

5. RECURSIVE ESTIMATION
The recursive computat ion of the In this section , we first extend theoovariance matrix elements in (10)
r.quirea (p+1)(p..2)/2 multiplications per regular lattice approach to provide

recursive estimation under each of thesignal sample.. This , together with the three memory conditions. Next ,. we applycovariance lattice solution, bring the Widrow’s steepest descen t least meantotal number of multiplications to about squares method to the lattice model given
(p3+8p2—p)/2 for computing a new estimate, in Fig.1; the resulting estimator has a
The amount of storage required is p.1 for growing memory aspect which is dIfferent
storing the most recent samples , and from that in the regular lattice approach .
(p+1)(p+2)/2 for storing the covariance -
matrix elemen ts. A. Regular Lattice Approach

C. Fading Memory We shall consider Burg ’s method as an
illustrative example in our discussion

By fading memory , we mean that recent below . An important property of Burg ’s
data is given more emphasis than past method that is not shared by other lattice
data . This feature of “discounting” past methods, is that the estimate of the
data can be incorporated into either reflection coefficients results directly
f inite memory estimators or growing memory from the minimization of an error
estimators. Since the introduction of criterion (8 , 1]. The error is defined as
fading in growing memory methods is the sum of the mean square values of the
straightforward, we consider that case forward and backward residuals .
first.

Referri ng to the lattice model in
Orovins Memory 

~~ Za Fadina : Covariance Fig. 1, the memory at the input of stage
computation in (10) may be modified to a..1 at time n is represented by the
permit an exponential weighting of past residual sequences (t5(k), b~ ( k — 1) ,
data as follows: kxn ,n— s ,...J. The estimate of IC~4.1(n) is —

determined by minimizing the following
— B •(i.i..n—J )+s(n—i) s(~ — i ) .  error E5~ 1( n ) ,  which is the sum of forward

0~i .J~p. ~~~~~~ (12) and backward residuals at the output of
that stage:

Not ice that if ~s1 (no fading), (12)
becomes identical to (10); if ~rO 1~~1(fl) — Z(f ,11(k) + bj1(k) 3, (15)
(complete fading), we have fixed memory
estimation (N.p.1 in (6)). With (11) where the lower limit 1~or the summat ionstill giving the initial oovar ianoe value , index is left unapeoifi~ d to allow the use(12) can be rewritten as of either fixed memory or growing memory.

Substituting (8b) and (so) into (15), and

•( i.j .n)  — 2 s(k—i) a (k—j . 
- 

equating the partial derivative of Emei (n)
k—p with respect to K5,,,1 to 0, we ob tain

~~~~~~~ 
(13)

n
—2 I f (k) b (k—i)

where the exponbntial weighting is ~ a a
xa~l~~ 

— 
- (16)explicitly shown. ~ 2Z(f (k) + b

Fixed Memory 
~~~ 

Fadin.2 For th is case , k a
inspection of (13~ and (6) suggests a -
oovarianoe definition that is the same as (Notice that with the use of any other
(13) except with the lower limit for the lattice method instead of Burg ’s method ,
summat ion index k being (n—I4.p.1) instead expression (16) has to be appropriatelyof p. With this definition , (7) still modified.) The result in (16) is used toholds; (8) is modified as follows: compute all the p reflection ooeffioients

by substituting msO ,1 ,...,p— I , in that
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the residuals f

L - order . After a reflection coefficient at 
and b. O~m~p— 1 , are

stage m is determined , the forward and stored , or 5p •ultiplications and p
• backward residuals at the output of that divisions if the quantities f~, b~ andstage are computed , so that can then 

f b  (total a 3p x H) are stored instead.

f be obtained using ( 16) .  We have chosen to
call the sequential procedure defined by In both cases , the 3p correlations Fm~ B5
(8) and (16) as recursive estimation and C5 have to be stored .
since , as will be shown later , the

L - expression for X5~1(n ) in (16) can be 
A special case of interest is

rewritten as the sum of K54.1 (n— 1) and a obtained with N :p+1. For thia case , each
correction term. of the summations in (15)— (17) degenerates

into a single term correspondi ng to kan .
1 Defin ing In particular ,

— ~~~~ 
b5(n—l) (20)— £ f2(k). (17a) ________________

k a

~ 2 

If~~
(n) + b~(n—l) ]

B5(fl) — I b (k ’l). (].7b) where the superscript a denotes ‘single
k a term ’,. For this case , the estimate of the

(m .1)th reflection coefficient at time n
- n depends on the input residuals to that- Ca(fl) — I f (k) b (k l) ,  (17c) stage at that time only. Therefore, the

k a a 
updating relations (19) reduce to the

j ( 16)be oomes middle term only in each equation , and
hence are not explicitly required . The

— —2 Cm (f l)/ t Fm (n) + Bm ( f l ) l •  (18) sequential procedure , described by (
~

) and
( 2 0 ),  was suggested by Boll 18]; it

(Notice that the sum F5(n )  + B5(n )  could requires 5p multiplications and p
divisions per signal sample.

have been defined as one quantity which is
equal to the sum of the terms on the right For the fixed memory condition , and
hand sides of (h a) and (1-Yb). This excluding the degenerate case Ma p sI , (16)- 

I app roach would reduce the storage required can be rewritt en in a recursive form as
by the estimator , an d as such should be follows :- preferred for actual implemen tation .
Howeve r , we shall carry on the two[ - residual norm squares in this section , as I~~,1(n) — K~~1(n l) +
it allows one to think in terms of the- .  “physical ” signals at various nodes of the ty~~1(n) 

— Xa~.i
(n
~
l)I

~ 
(Zla)

lattice shown in Fig.1.) The correlations
- in (17) can be computed recursively in

time . Below we deal with this and other 05,1(n) — (v~~1(fl) —

issues by considering each of the three
memory conditions separately. 4 ~~~~~~~ (21b)

Fixed Memory : For this case , the lever
limit for the summation index k ‘in v ,1(k) — f~~(k)  + b~(k—l) , (2lc)
(15)— (17) is n—Ms.p+1 , where N is the size

- of the estimator memory. With this lower
limit in (17), we obtain V~,1(n) — Va.I.l (fl

~~
l) +

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
(19a) —v~,,1(n—N+p) , (216)

— Ba
(n_l)+b

~
Cn_l )_b

~
(fl_M+P l)• (l9b ) 

— 12 fm (fl
~
M4p) b5(n—M+p—l)

C5(T1) — Ca(fl
~
l)+fa(fl)bm (fl

~
l) — 2 

~~~~ 
ba (fl

~
l) J/ (v5,1(n)

—f5(n-N+p ) bm th~N+p~i)* (l9c) —v51,1(n—Mep)3 . (21.)

Equations (8), (19) and (18) describe the
• sequential estimation method under The quantity y541(n) that appears in the

consideration. Excluding the case Map +1
- 

(see below), the total number of correction term In (21 a) may be termed a
computations per signal sample required by “measuremen t” at time n . The gain term
this method is 8p multiplications and ~ 

given in (21b) has an inverse relation to
divisions if the N east recent samples of V5~1 (aF 5.85), which is the sum of the norm
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The growing memory sequentialsquares of the two input signals fm(k) and estimation p ,ocedure has been used by Kang( 3] and by Srinath and Viavanathan (12].b.(k_1) defined over the memory span. Both references , however , do not employ
Although the correction term in (21a) as the error criterion ( 15) . Following
described by (2 1b )— ( 2 1e)  seems Itakura , Kang (3] uses ( 16) as an
complicated , it is a function of only the approximation to Itakura ’s PARCOR (partial
quantities Tm.1 and K5, 1 at time n—i , and correlation) coefficients, while reference

( 12] makes a stationarity assumption inthe input signals to stage mil at time deriving (16).
instants n and n—N ip. While the recursive
form (21) is useful for studying some of Fidina Memory : In a manner analogous tothe properties of the estimation process , that resulting in (13), a reasonable wayit should be cautioned that implementin g to introduce fading is to weight the termsthe sequential procedure in that form is
computationally less efficient than using in the summation in (15) by 8~~k, O�8�1.
(19) and (18). It is easy to see that this weighting is

carried over to (16) and ( 17) .  For
Since most of the discussions recursively updating the correlations ,

presented for the fixed memory case , wi th ( 19) (or (22 ))  can be easily modified in
simple modifications , apply to the growing the sane way as we did for obtaining (12 )
memory and fading memory oases , we treat (or ( 14 ) ) .
those cases below very briefly.

B. Steepest Descent Least Mean
Growina Memory : With the lower limit for Squares (LI(S ) Approach
the summation - index k in ( 15 )— ( 17 ) equal
to p for this case , we obtain Widrow ’s “noisy ” gradient LMS

approach (13, 18] has been used mainly for
— + f~(n). (22a) sequential estimation of the predictor

coefficients . But , that method does not
guarantee the stabili ty of the all—pole

Ba(n) — B~ (fl~l) + b~(n—1). (22b) model . Recently , Horvath applied Widrow ’s
method to the lattice model of a pole—zero

Ca(fl) — Cm
(fl

~~
l) + 

~~~~ 
bm (fl

~l) .’  (22c) equalizer filter (15) . In the absence of
zeroes , the model is as shown in Fig .1.

The growing memory recursive estimation Horvath used the lattice model primarily
method is thus described by (8) ,  (22 ) and because checking the stability of the
(18); it requires 5p multiplications and filter becomes a trivial problem (see
p divisions per signal sample , and needs (3)). Briefly, the recursive relations
to store 3p correlations given in (22). used in that LNS method are as follows :

For the growing memory condition , 
~~~~ 

— .,~(n—l ) — am (fl) •(n) .
(16) can be rewritten in a recursive form
that resembles the Kalman filter equation 5•(~ ) I
as follows : 

~~ I , 1ca~p. (24)

1Km — Ea(n
~
l)

— Xa i (
~~~

) + G5+1(n). 
where e(n ) is the output residual f~(n ) in

— X~~1(n— l ) J ,  (23,) Fig .1 , -and o~ (n ) is a step—size parameter
- that is usually set to a small constant

value , but that in general may be a
— v~~1(n)/V511(n), (23b) function of time . The recursive form (24)

is similar to (21) or (23) with the
V~~1(n) — V

a~i
(n

~~
l) + v~~1(n) , (23c) difference that the correction term is

much simpler in (2 8);  it is proportional
to the negative of the instantaneous

where is defined by (210). It is gradient of e2(n) with respect to K~.
interesting to note that the estimate (The procedure to compute this gradient is
5 1(n) produced by the degenerate case of given in ( 15) .)
the fixed memory estimator (see (20)) With a fixed (i.e. , data independent)
appears in the correotion term in (23a) as step—si ze parameter sequence (a,( n ) J ,  (24 )
a “measuremen t” at time n . Other comments
that immediately fOllow (21) apply to (23) can lead to filter instability. To
as well , with the major difference that overcome this problem , the step sizes may
the recursive form (23) is much simpler be changed whenever necessary to ensure

— than (21). that the updated reflection coefficients
satisfy (3). This will, guarantee the

_________ - -~~~T~T - 
- -
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1
filter statility at the expense of

7. APPLICATIONS IN SPEECH PR OCESSIN Galtering the nature of convergence of the
LMS method. Sequential estimation has been used

From an inspection of (21$) it follows in a number of speech processing
that the LMS method has a growing memory . applications . Some authors have dealt

L In view of the different correction terms with sequential estimation of the
in (22) and (28), it is evident that the predictor coefficients ak in (2) (16—18].
growing memory aspect of the LNS method is Their methods do not guarantee the filter
different from that of the regular lattice stability , unlike the methods presented in
method . this paper. Below we briefly review the

applications of sequential estimation
6. BLOCK SEQUENTIAL VERSUS RECURSIVE methods in speech processing .

ESTIMAT ION
Deter minat io n of the instants atSome of the differences between the which certain speech events occur , such astwo estimation approaches were already glottal closure , may be aaao pliahedstated in previous sections. Here , we through fixed memory sequential estimationemphasize two important differences . (2) .  If the ratio of mean—s quared- prediction error e(n) to mean—squared

First , for sample—by—sample signal a (n) is used as a measure , and if
estimation , block sequential methods are the estimator memory is short compare d
computationally more expensive than with the pitch period , then the measure
recursive methods. However , if estimates will often show sharp peaks whenever the
are not desired every sample , block time segment representing the estimator
methods can become more advantageous , memory contains a glottal closure .

Second , the reflection coefficient Sequential estimation has been used
estimates computed by the block sequential in pitch extraction schemes by Maksym (16]
and recursive methods will be different , and Boll [4]. Boll reported that the

-; in general. To clarity this point , let us estimation procedure given by (4) and (20)
explain the operational details of the two produced a spectrally flatter error
approaches as follows (although specific sequence e(n) than block linear prediction
implementations may not explicitly perform methods did , with the fundament al
these operations). For each new signal frequency more clearly evident.
sample , the block sequential approach uses
g].], the signal samples in the memory to Next , we consider applications to
compute the estimate of the first efficient speech transmission systems . In
reflection coefficient , passes them fixed frame rate systems using block
through the first stage in the lattice to linear prediction , one set of p reflection
generate the residuals f1(k) and b 1 (k) for coefficients (pNl2 for 10 kHz signal
all desired k, then computes the estimate sampling rate) is computed for every data
of the second reflection coefficient from t ’ame (typically 20 msec long), and
these residuals , etc. On the other hand , transmitted to the receiver .. Employing a
the recursive approach “ripples ” each new sequential - estimator that is initialized

at the start of a data frame andsignal sample , and only that sample , terminated at the end of the data frame ,through the entire lattice to compute the one has as many sets of reflectionestimate of all the reflection coefficient estimates as there are speechcoefficients . Thus , the previous samples in the data frame . Transmissionsample—by— sample (or instantaneous ) of all of those estimates wouldestimates of the reflection coefficients tremendously increase the bit rate. Onedetermine the residuals which in turn are may select a best estimate in some senseused for computing the current estimate . and transmit that estimate only. Kang (3)
- 

- Therefore , only the estimates of the first has suggested transmitting the estimatereflection coefficient will be the same that produces the minimum mean squarefor both approaches ; estimates of all value for the residual e (n). Use of thisother reflection coefficients will , in selection procedure with the growinggeneral , be different for the two memory sequential estimation method givenapproaches. Notice that the above by (4), (22) and (18) was found to reduceoperational description also indicates why the “wobble ” quality usually present in
I block sequent ial methods are steady state regions of voiced sounds thatoomputatio nally more expensive than are synthesized using block linearrecursive methods , prediction nethods (3) .  Alternately , one

may select the nedian of the estimates orExperimental comparisons of the mode of the probability histogram formedresults from the two estimation approaches from the sample —by— sample estimates .will be presented at the conference .
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S~ ADA PTIVE TIKATION
- I where K (n + l )—— 

2f ,1(n)ç..1(n—I ) 
(15)

In adaptive estimatio n , we assume given K,(n) ,
~~~~~ at time n , and the forward and backward
residuals up to time n. The problem is then to can be viewed as a aingls ‘measure ment” at time
estimate K5(n+1), 1~$p, at time n--i 

~~~~~~~~~ 
the n.l~ and G,(n.1) is a gain ter , at n.l given by:

given quant ities. We shall employ the estimate in 4~,(n)
(7) but in a different manner: G (n+l) .’—--ç~ (16 )

a D n

K, II) — _____ where d5(n) a fLiC:) • sLi (n-1) (17a)
D~n) ( 12)

and Dm(fl) $ $D~( n—I ) • c(s). (lT b )
Given K

~
(n) and $

!
( n..1)I 1~pS.p, one computes f,(n)

and 1m n) for al stages using ( 1). then a,( n- i) ,  c(s) may be interpreted as the instantaneous
i~~�p, are ocaputed from (12), and so on. In residual variance , while a,(n) is the total
contrast with the block method , the residuals are variance.

- 
- computed only once for each point in time . 6. ONE—MULTIPLIER LATTICE

L The windows w1(n) and w (n) may also be used
in adaptive estimation. ~or example , with w2(n) The two—multiplier lattice in Fig . 1 is only
one can use (11) with ban. It is clear from the one of many possible lattice implementations of the
recursive computation in ( 1 1)  that only 6 all—zero forward and backward prediction filters.

E multiplications (neglecting multiplic ation by 2) Some of the implementations have a single
and 1 division ar , needed to compute each of the ‘multi plier , which would be useful if a smaller
reflection coefficients at each point in time. In number of multi plies ia desired. Pig. 2 shows one
addition, the necessary memory is minimal. Th• such iaplementatlon. Others may be found in (10].

:E 
rectangular window in (9) requires 2 fewer
multiplications, but in exchange requires memory 7. A NEW FAST START—UP EQUALIZER

- - proportional to H, the window width . Therefore ,
the main advantage of adaptive estimation over the As an application to the adaptive lattice we
block method is the reduced computation , and the propose a new fast start-up equalizer. This will
reduced stor age when using the recursive window, be useful in polling applications where the initial
The price to be paid is that adaptive estimation is tine for the adaption process i5 desired to be as
noisier; we view the adapt ive estimation method as am as possible. Chang ( 113  proposed an
an approx imation to the block method . Examples equalizer structure that reduces the start—up time
illustr ating the differ ence between the two methods drasti cally. The general form of the structure is
will be given in the conference . sh0~~ in Fig. 3. The tap oo.ftioient. o are

adjusted such that the mean -square erro r between
An algorithm using w2(n) was used by Itakura y(n) and some reference signal i* minimized. If

{ in his original hardware realization of the lattioe the filters are selected such that the signals
in a speech voooder system (6]-. A similar voood,r ai(n) are ort honoraal , then the tap coefficients ci
has been designed by Kang (9]. can be adjusted to their optimum values in one step

(11].

~[ uia Intsrnrataticn
In the specifio equalizer proposed by Chang,

Using w2(n) and therefore ( 11), ens can show the filter signals sj (n) ar. obtained from i(s) by
that E,(n-1) for this special window may be written • linear trs~sformation & • Z. i. where
as an update on E,(n) ; a a (s1(n)...s~(n)3 . & • (x (n ) . . .x (n_K+l )] T , ~~~~~ I.

is an KiN transformation matrix that obeys

Z 1LT .L,  (1 8)~~~~~~~ 

(n)&5(n)+$_~..~ (n—l) f5(n) (13)
D(n)- t where B(s) is given recursively by CUb ) with ban. where t is the NxW autooorrelaticn matrix of the

For the special case 8.1, b (s) increases signal x(n). The signal i(s) is taken here to be
continuously and the correction ter m in (13) tend s the impulse response of the channel. solution
to zero as n goes to infinity. In this case Z~ 

chosen L by Chang is L $ ~ Q~, where

L 
tends to its optimal value with probability ~, a a ~ a a is a matrix whose ooluma. are the
assuming a stationary signal. For 8(1 , one can orthonormal eigenveotor a of k, and ~ is a diagonal

- - .  show that (13) becomes identioal to the LMS lattios matrix whose elements are the ~ilenvalues of 
~~~
.

estimate of Gr iffiths (7] with a step size as 1—i . Kow.ver , the use of L requires ooeffioienta with
an equal number of multiplies, whtoh can bsoo e

gg

~~~~

g tiltar Inta tation excessiv, for large H . Below, we give our lattice
structure for the fast start—up equsliser , where

~~e can show (6] that (13) can be rewritten in the number of coefficients is only a linear
th, form of a Islmas filter, function of N.

I,(a.1) • R,(m)  • 0 (a.1)(E (m.I)..1(a)) (1*) Instead of an eiges~ecter decomposition for f,~on Os. perform em k * k ia.s.poeitt es , where ), is
a tower trt~~~i4ar matrix, u sing the lsmo’Jeheidt 
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orthogonalization process. The transformation L.L 9. G.S. Kang , personal communication. (See,
turns out to be the sequence of backward residuals O~S~ Kang , “Linear Predictive Narrovband Vote.
gj (n) , which are orthogonal to each other. In Digitizer ” Proc. 1971$ EASCON Coot.,
particular , we have (10] Washington, D.C., pp.51—58, Oct. 197t , for a

description of the hardware system.)gi,  ~~~ 10. J. Makhoul, ‘A Class of All—Zero Lattice
g1(n) Bj

(It) — 

{ ~~ • 
(19) Digital Filters: Properties and Applications,’

submitted to IEEE Trans. Acoustics , Speech sad
where E is the minimum residual energy at the ith Signal Processing , Sspt. 1977.
stage. ~n order to render the orthogonal signal, 11. B .W . Chang , ‘A New Equalizer Structure for Fast
i (ci) orthonorma l , ecu needs to multiply g (n) by Start—up Digital Communication ,” Bell Syst .

Hence , L r i2~ results in the ~eaired Tech. J., pp. 1969—2011$, July—Aug. 1971.
soiution. One nay normalize with respect to the
signal ~~~~~ and have a transformation

= ~‘i_ i aj _ i ( f l ) 1  where
f1(n) 

- 
f (s)

I _________
v — i  Cl I C )

e...p • ‘.1.)
a

for the two—multiplier lattice of Fig . 1, or ‘•
~i~ ~~~~~~ ~~~ 

1 r.i 
~~ ~~~n)i l+K~ • 51 n) ’ g1v - i

~ ur’i 1— K,
for the one—multiplier lattice of Fig. 2. The Fig. 1 Basic all—zero lattice filter.
final equalizer structure is shown in Pig . 4 , The
total number of extra coefficients employed is
3(11—1) for the two-multiplier lattice or 2( 11—i) for
the one—multiplier lattice. The lattice is adapted
to the channel first , as described in Section 5, ~n—i~”~° ~and the tap coefficients should then adapt in one K lu—ic )I . , -step. a a

~ oa,(n)
—i 
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rate remain fixed . It is usually sufficient Seminar , Stockholm , Vol . 1 , 97— 105 ,
to assign a positive constant for the spectrum Aug . 19714 .
between 5 and 12 kHa that is a fixed number of
decibels below the maximum value in the ~~~. A . Oppenheim and R. Sohafer , Diaital
spectrum. A value of zero, however , is not St~na1~ Proces~~ng, Ch. 10, New Jersey:
recommended . Prentice—Hall , 1975.

L~ Speect~ •~Q~
• ~~~ ~~~~ ~~ 

6. H. Blackman and J. Tukey , I~~ Heasure~ent
~L ~2 ~~~~~~~~~ New Tork: Dover , 1958.

Many people with severe hearing loss
cannot hear frequencies much above 1 LcHz (11). 7. J. tlakhoul, “Spectral Linear Prediction :
An idea that some researchers have had is to Properties and Applications ,” IEEE Trans.
compress the speech spectrum so that the most Acous tics , Speech and Signal Processing,
important part of the spectrum (up to 3 kHz) Vol . ASSP 23, 283—296, June 1975.
is compressed down to less than I kHz. It is
hoped that this squeeze of the spectral 8. J. Makhoul , “New Lattice Methods for

- - information into a small bandwidth would aid Linear Prediction ,” IEEE m t .  Conf.
the hard of hearing in listening to speech , Acoust ics , Speech and Signal Processing,
and would eventually lead to the design of Phtladelphia , April 1976.
more effective hearing aids . It is easy to
show that a simple linear compression of the 9. S. It.ahaahi and S. Tokoya ma , “A Method of
spectrum to less than 1 kHz is quite Formant Extraction Utilizing the Mel
unintelligible . However , the results improve Scale,” J . Acoust . Soc . Japan , Vol . 30 ,
dramatically if a nonlinear warping that No. 12 , 677—678, Dec. 19714.
emphasizes low frequencies is effected .

10. J. Nakho ul and L. Cosell , “LPCW : An LPC
The technical details for this Vocoder with Linear Pred ictive Spectra l

application are very similar to those Warping ,” IEEE m t .  Conf. Acoustics ,
described above for the unscrambling of helium Speech and Signal Processing ,

J speech . Philadelphia , April 1976.

6. Conolusiofl 11. J .D .  Schein and M .T.  Delk , Jr . ,  ~flg
Pooulat.j .~q 

~~ ~ j  Unite4 States, National
A general analysis—synthesis system for Association of the Deaf , Silver Spring ,

the nonl inear spectral distort ion of speech Marylan d , 197 14.
signals was described . The method does not
need any pitch extraction , and allows for the
arbi trary specification of the warping -

function . The latter is accomplished by
performing the warping directly in the (Figures on next page)
frequency domain. Depending on the type of
spectral smoothing used , three methods -

resulted : autocorrelation , cepstral and linear
- - predictive warping. Applications for these

methods included bit rate reduc tion in high
quality speech compression systems, ef ficient
spectral representation for use in speech -
recogn ition systems, unscramb ling of hel ium
speech , and spectral compression f o r  the hard
of hearing .

I j
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implement ing the LP war ping algor ithm for use
in the hard of hearing application .
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LPCW : AN LPC VOCODER WITH LINEAR PREDICTIVE SPECTRAL WARPING

John Hakhoul
Lynn Coach

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc .
Cambridge , Nass. 02138

In ordinary linear prediction the speech 2. Linear Predictive Waroini
spectral envelope is modeled by an all—pole
spectrum . The error criterion employed The idea behind LPCW is quite simphe:
guarantees a un iform fit across - the whole Warp the spectrum such that high frequencies
frequency range . However , we know from speech are compressed relat ive to low frequencies ,
perception studies that low frequencies are then apply spectral linear prediction (3] to
more important than high frequencies for the warped spectrum . Because the resulting
perception . Therefore , a minimally redundant representation is uniform across the warped
model would strive to achieve a uniform spectrum , it means that how frequencies are
Derceotual fit across the spectrum , which better matched than higher frequencies since
means that it should be able to represent low the latter are compressed .

- I frequencies more accurately than high
frequencies. This is achieved in the LPCW The procedure for computing the
vocoder: an LPC vocoder employing our recently coefficients of the warped spectrum is as
developed method of linear predictive warping follows :
(LPW). The result is improved speech quality
for the same bit rate . (a) Window the signal and compute its

spectrum.
1. Introduction (b) Warp the spectrum as desired .

(o) Take the Fourier transform of tne warped
Narrow—band LPC vocoders with spectrum to get the autocorrelation R(i).

transmission rates less than 14800 bps have (d) Solve for the predictor parameters from
generally dealt with speech sampled at less the normal equations:
than 10 kHz and usually closer to 6.5 kHz.
Since the bit rate needed for transmission is t a(k) RU—k ) — R h ) ,  l5i~p, (1)
roughl y proport ional to the sampling rate , it k—iis argued Justifiably that the possible
increase in speech intelligibility and quality where a(k) are the predictor coefficients
in going to 10 kHz is not commensurate with and p is their number. The reflection —

the increase in bit rate , and so sampling coefficients , which are obtained as a
rates closer to 6.5 kNa have dominated the byproduct of the solution , can be
vocoder scene. The argument can also be converted to log area ratios , then
phrased another way. It the bit rate is to quantized and transmitted (14].
remain fixed (e.g., 21400 bps), then an
increasing the number of bits for each frame In warping the spectrum , it is practical
means that one is forced to transmit fewer (because of FFT algorithms) to compute the
frames per second. Thus, while spectral spectral values at equally spaced frequencies.
fidelity is increased for each transmitted This can be done by simple interpolation from
frame , the accuracy in following the dynamic the signal spectral values. The
aspects of the signal is decreased . autocorrelation R(i) can then be computed via

the FFT.
Traditional channel vocoder systems have

solved this problem by positioning their The procedure given above for linear
filters nonlinearly such that more filters are predictive warping makes use of the
at low frequencies than at high frequencies autocorrelation method of linear prediction
[13. It is not unusual to see a f i l ter  placed (5] .  If the analysis is done using the
as high as 7 IcHa in a channel vocoder. Thus, covariance , lattice , or covariance lattice (6]
the total speech bandwidth represented can be methods , then the procedure has to be modified
about 7 kHz, which is to be contrasted with as follows: after solving for the predictor
bandwidths closer to 3 kHz in LPC vocoders . coefficients , compute the all—pole model
(It  should not be concluded from this , though , spectrum , then continue the procedure starting

- I that channel vocodera produce higher quality at step (b) above . The all—pole model
- I. speech than LPC vocoders for a given bit spectrum is given by:

rate.)
P(w) a 1 

. (2)
A hybrid solution was introduced in the —jkcu 2

TRIVOC vocoder (2 ] ,  whio~h used an LPC ~~~ E a ( k ) m
representation at low frequencies and a k l
channel vocoder at higher frequencies . This,
of course , has the disadvantage of having to 3. SDCctr&l Dewaroina
program two different vocoder systems.

I .  At. the receiver of the LPCW vocoder , the
This paper presents LPCW: an LPC vocoder received parameters are decoded . If log area

that is capable of representing low ratios are received , they are decoded into
frequencies better than high frequencies , reflection coeffic ients , which are converted
This suggests the possibility of wide—band in tu rn  to the corresponding predictor

• ap.eoh at low bit rates . coefficients using a simple recursive
procedure ( 5 ) .  These coefficients correspond
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to the warped spectrum and , therefore , cann ot Since , in our application , spectra are
be used for synthesis. One must first perform defined in the z plane , we need a warping
the necessary dewarping . function on the angle (which corresponds to

frequency) in the z plane . This implies that
The dewarping procedure is as follows : we must assume a particular sampling frequency

F. Let
(a) Using the decoded predictor coefficients ,

compute the all—pole modal spectrum from
U = 2$ 

_ original angle in the a plane
(2). corresponding to frequency f,

(b) Dewarp this spectrum using the inverse of
the function used in the original warping. ~ 

warped angle corresponding to f.
(o)  Take the Fourier transform of the dewarped

spectrum to obtain the corresponding The warping function 0 is obtained from (3) byautocorrelation function . setting fi = W f o r  w = w or faF/2 , half the
(d )  Use this autocorre].ation func t ion  in ( 1)  sampling frequency.  The result is:

to compute the predictor coefficients (and
hence the reflect ion coeff ic ients)
corresponding to the dewarped spectrum . 1O9lo (l+7~~

) 
05f$ . ( 4 )“ a n

The number of poles (predictor
coefficents) here can be as large as lo9l0(l+1.4~~

)

desired to approximate the dewarped
spectrum. Note that the warping function in (14) is

(e) Synthesize the speech waveform using these defined only up to f=F/2. For F/2~f~F, the
computed coefficients. function is taken to be the mirror image about

the real axis. The mel warping function is
After step (b) above it is possible to plotted in Fig. 2 for a sampling frequency

take a different route to obtain the FzlO kHz, which corresponds to a speech
parameters of the synthesis filter. Instead bandwidth of 5 kHz.
of using linear prediction , one could use the
cepstrum (7] to compute the minimum phase The mel warping function could be used
impulse response whose spectrum is identical very profitably with a homomorphic vocoder [9]
to the dewarped spectrum . This impulse which employs cepstral warping or
response is then used for the synthesis autocorrelation warping (10]. , However , using
filter. the mel funct ion with an LPCW vocoder seems to

give unsatisfactory results. We believe the
Discussion reason to be as follows. For LP to give best-

results , it is important that the all—pole
It is clear from the dawarping procedures model is well suited to the signal spectrum ,

given above that the amount of processing which is true for a large and perceptually
needed at the synthesizer is comparable to important class of speech spectra . If the
that of the analysis . This increase in signal spectrum is warped nonlinearly, thencomputation relative to a regular LPC vocoder the all—pole model ceases to be a good
is certainly a disadvantage . Whether the spectral model. Therefore , the results are
extra expense is justified or not depends on bound to be less than satisfactory. Note that
the benefits achieved . For a given bit rate , this problem does not affect cepstral warping
the main benefit is an increase in the speech results, since cepstral warping is not based
bandwidth representable using the same bit on a specific model.
rate. This increase in bandwidth is on the
order of 50%. The solution we offer to this problem in

an LPCW vocoder is to have a war ping funct ion
14. Waroin~ Func tions that is as linear as possible in the frequency

range where the all—pole model is important ,
Since hinee~r predictive (LP) warping e.g. up to the third formant region . For

allows for arbitrary war ping of the spectru m , higher frequencies the function can be quite
one muss choose a warping function appropriate nonlinear since only a rough estimate of the
for vocoder purposes . One reasonable warping spectrum at those frequencies is needed .
function would transform the linear frequency Fig. 2 shows a sine warping function
scale to the mel scale (8], which com presses
high frequencies relative to low frequencies . 0 = w sin(!.~), 05f$ , (5)

The re lation between the mel scale and
frequency is shown in Fig. 1 , which shows how which , for FalO kHz, is nearly linear up to
subjective pitch (in mels) is related to 2.5 kHz, and very nonlinear above that. One
frequency (in Hz) for pure tones up to 5 k~z. 

could , of cou rse , design other warping
This relation is similar to those of critical functions that comprise more than a single
band masking effects and equal intelligibility curve .
curves [8]. The mel—frequency relation can be

— approximated by the following equation 5. Examples

Figs . 3 and 14 show two examples of using
m — 2595 log10(l+7~~). 

(~ ) the sine warping function with spectra of the
vowel (o] and the fricative (a], respectively.

where f is the frequency in Hz and m is the In each of the t wo examples , Fig. a is a
pitch in mels. The mel scale is adjusted such 12—pole fit to the original spectrum , Fig. b
that  m il000 eels corresponds to f:1000 Hz.  is a 9— pole f i t  to the warped spectrum (shown

after dewarping), and Fig. c is a 9—pole fit
to the or iginal  spectr um . Note the greater

4.7
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detail in the first formant region in Fig. 3b 8. J.C.R. Licklider , “Basic Correlates of the
as compared to Fig. 3a , while the high Auditory Stimulus ,” in Handbook ~~frequency region is not matched as well in Exoerimental Pavcholoev , (S.S. Stevens,

- - 
- Fig. 3b. In comparing the two 9—pole fits, ed.), 985—1039 , New York: John Wiley and

Figs . 3b and 30 , there is no doubt that Sons, 195 1.
Fig. 3b is a better “percept~al” fit to thespectrum , since the f i rs t  three formants in 9. A. Oppenheim , “A Speech Analysis—Synthesis
Fig . 3b are better matched than in Fig. 3C. System Based on Homomorphic Filtering ,” J.
In contrast , Fig. 14c seems to be a better fi t  Acoust.  Soc . A m . ,  Vol. 14 5, 1$58_1165 , Feb.
to the spectrum than 14b. But for a fricative , 1969.
the match of Fig. leb might be enough for good
quality resynthesis. 10. J. Makhoul , “Methods for Nonlinear

Spectral Distortion of Speech Signals,”
These examples demonstrate that the use IEEE m t .  Conf. Acoustics , Speech and

of spectra l war ping with an LPC vocoder coul d Signa l Process ing, Philadelphia , Pa.,
lead to a more efficient representation of the April 1976.
spectrum for the same speech quality.
Although it might be practical to employ a
fixed warping function for all situations , it
is certa inly possible to use severa l warping
functions for different types of spectra .
However , it is not clear that the possible
increase in eff ic iency is worth the extra 2000
cost .

‘5
-J6. Conclusions w
__/_ _LPCW , an LPC vocoder with LI’ spectra]. 1500

warping , has been proposed . In this vocoder ,
a spectral warping function is used to C

/ _ _compress high frequencies relative to low w
>frequencies; a technique which is hypothesized 

______ ______ ______ ______ ______to accommodate wider band speech signals. The
result i~ improve d speech qua lity for the same /transmission rates.
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THE APPLICATION OF A FUNCTIONAL PERCEPTUAL MODEL OF SPEECH
TO VARIABLE—RATE LPC SYSTEMS

fi. Viawanathan, Makhoul, and R. Wicks

Bolt Bar ek and Newman Inc .
Cambri e, Mass. 02138

A functional perceptual Rod is has been used for deciding which frames to
considered in which continuous sp oh is transmit. In our work, linear predictive
represented in terms of speech par ters analysis was done once every 10 me on
extracted at a minimal set of time inte speech , low— pass filtered at 5 kHz and
or frames , not necessarily equal a cad , sampled at 10 kNa , to extract 100
in such a way that the perceive qu ity frames/sec (fps) of LPC data . Using the
of the resynthesized speech is worse VFR scheme , we reduced the average frame
than that of the full, un duced , rate of transmission of LPC data
parameter data from which th model (excluding pitch and gain , which were
parameter values are derived . The transmitted at the full fixed rate of 100
validity of this model has been fps) to about 37 tps, with only a small
experimentally demonstrated by th ork of change in the quality of the resynthesixad
Olive and Spiokenagel , U a speech relative to the case when all the
phoneme—based , nonautomatic , met. i In available 100 fps data were transmitted .
this paper , we describe the results of our Further , we observed that any significant
work towards developing a fqlly automatic reduction in the frame rate below 37 fps
scheme for perceptual mod~ling of’~,.ech introduced , in general , noticeable
parametrically represent&d by LPC distortions in the speech quality .
parameters . We present the model and the
automatic scheme from the viewpoint of In an effort to reduce the average
their application to efficient , variable frame rate further , without speech quality
frame rate , narrowband speech degradation , we have recently based our
transmission . work on VFR transmission on the following

functional perceptual model of speech :
1) Speech can be represented in term s

of LPC (or other) parameters extracted at
1. PeroeD~~5]. ~Qtg1 

a minimal set of perceptually significant
time points (or frames), not necessarily

In our work on developing minimally equally spaced .
redundant narrowband speech transmission 2) Between any two such time points,
systems, we have used quite suooesstully the parameters vary linearly.
the concept of variable frame rate (VFR ) 3) The location of these points is
transmission (1,2,11 ,12]. In a VFR obtained independently for pitch , gain ,
soheme , model parameters (LPC parameters, and spectral (or LPC) parameters .
log pitch , log gain) are transmitted only
when the properties of the speech signal Our requirement is that the quality of the
have changed sufficiently since the resynthesized speech based on this model
preceding transmission ; the parameters ror should be no worse than that of the

- I the untransmitted frames are regenerated unreduced or the full 100 fps case. The
at the receiver through linear question then is: What is the minimal set
interpolation between the parameters of of perceptually significant frames for LPC
the two adjacent transmitted frames. For parameters that is consistent with our
example , speech parameters may be quality requirement? (While we have used
transmitted less often during steady—state an operational definition of minimal sets
portions of speech , and more often during for pitch and gain in our work (11 ,12), we
rapid speech transitions. shall Only discuss the LPC parameters in

this paper.) The recent work of Olive and
The concept of VFR transmission was Spickena~.l (71 3uUeStl that the minimal

applied to formant parameters of speech by set for LPC parameters is on the order of
MoLarnon et al (3) ,  and to LPC parameters ~~~ 

frames ~~r than~~.. (This corresponds
of speech (U) by Magill (5] and by two of to about 2~ fps , assum ing an avera ge

U the present authors (1 ,2]. For VFR speech rats of 12 phonemes/sec.) In their
transmission of LPC parameters, the 10; work , they used a manual , trial—and—error
likelihood ratio measure of Itakura (6] scheme to locate the minimal

t I I
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representative set , using LPC I~~A under various speech events and starts to
parameters. Pair—wise comparison tests develop simple rules that may be used in .~~ibetween the resynthesized speech at the deciding whether or not a given frame of
resulting rate and that at the full 100 data should be transmitted . To further
tps rate indicated no significant aid the user , we incorporated a number of
differences in perceived quality . teat~ res 4ha~~ allow the user to 1)
Alt hough the method described by Olive and manually mark selected frames of analyzed H
Spickenagel was not automatic and involved data for transmission , 2) synthesize
trial and error adjustments , their work , speech from a specified amount of
nonetheless , provides an “existence proof” transmitted data , and 3) play out through
for what we call a perceptual model of a D/A converter specified portion of
speech , and supplies a reasonable lower either synthesized speech or natural
limit to the average frame rate. (Very speech or both for on—line evaluation of
recently, Olive [9) reported on a relative speech quality .
semiautomatic method that employs an
iterative frame elimination procedure over Using the above interactive program ,
individual sentences, and which was found we accomplished the task of manually
to yield about the same performance as did deriving the minimal set of frames for
~i is manual approach (7].) several utterances. Pitch , gain and 14

log area ratios , using the autocorrelation
The goal of the work reported in this method (II) of linear prediction , were

paper is to develop a fully automaL.12 VFR computed at a rate of 100 fps from speech
scheme that (1) uses the information about sampled at 10 kHz. We selected a minimum
the transmission parameters only, (2) number of frames of LAR data for
results in an average frame rate that is transmission , out of the available 100 fps
close to the above—mentioned lower limit , analysis data , using only the information
and (3) produces speech whose quality is about the transmission parameters and
no worse than that of the speech employing rules such as the following:
synthesized using the full 100 fps LPC 1) when log area ratios change roughly
data . Towards achieving this goal , we linearly, transmit them only for the
first investigated a manual or frames corresponding to the endpoints
nonautoma tic scheme (Section 2), and then of the line , since the LARs for the
developed an automatic scheme based on the intermediate frames will be generated
results and experience gained from the at the receiver through linear
manual procedure (Section 3). interpolation , and

2) ignore or deetnphaslze large changes in
2. Manual Scheme the values of LAR5 when the associated

filter gain is low , since these
The main purpose of the manual scheme low—gain frames have a relatively

described below was to gain insights and small effect on perception .
ideas for developing transmission criteria
for automatic perceptual modeling based on The overall objective was to reduce the
the information about the transmission frame rate as muc h as possible with the
parameters only. As transmission constraint that the resynthesized speech
parameters, we used log pitch , log gain , should be almost indistinguishable (as
and log area ratios (LAR5). (For the many judged by informal listening tests) from
desirable properties of LARs , see [8).) the speech synthesized with all the
In addition , we hoped that the results of analysis frames of data transmitted . We
our manual scheme would serve as another achieved a minimub frame rate of about 27
exper imental validation of the perceptual fps on the average , com puted over 7
modeling hypothesis, sentences of. continuous speech from U

speakers. In terms of phonemes , this rate
As a key tool for manually carrying came to about 2.2 frames/phOneme , which is H

out the perceptual modeling task, we slightly higher than the rate that Olive
developed an interactive display program and Spickenagel reported [7]. - -

on our PDP— 10/IMLAC PDS— 1 computer
facility. The program displays all the Figure 1 shows the time plots of I L
transmission parameters as well as the Pitch in Hz (P0), speech signal energy per
transm ission status (0 or 1) of each of sample in dB (RO) and the first four LARs —-

these parameters for every analysis f rame , in dB (01—04), f o r  the utterance “The
as functions of frame number. For any trouble with swimming is that you can
desired frame , the program can also drown” , spoken by a female. The long
display the values of displayed vertical lines mark the frames selected
parameters , the power spectrum of the for transmission using the above manual
linear prediction filter , and the speech approach .
waveform in that frame . By viewing the I -
displayed information for several 3. ~~ Automg,.~j~ Scheme j - i.
utterances , one gains an intuitive feel
for the magnitudes of parameter variation After gaining confidence in our

220
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manual approach , we developed an automatic obtained , and by listening to the
scheme for selecting frames of LAB data resulting synthesized speech.
for transmission , based on the results and
experience gained from the manual scheme We used the automatic scheme over the
discussed above. As in the manual scheme , same speech utterances that we
the automatic scheme uses only the experimented with in our manual perceptual
information about the transmission modeling approach . The average frame rate
parameters. An outline of the automatic of LAB transmission wi th the automatic
soheme is presented below, scheme came out to be about 26 fpa .

Although the average frame rates were
The automatic scheme employs a approximately the same for the manual and

two—stage procedure for s.lecting frames automatic schemes, the actual locations of
for transmission . In the first stage , a transmitted frames were , in general ,
chunk of successive analysis frames of different for the two cases. Informal
data are considered ; the number of frames listening tests conducted on the syntheses
in the chunk is variable , but its maximum obtained from the manual and the automatic
can be specified . In the synthesis perceptual modeling approaches and from
experiments discussed later , we chose a the fixed 100 fps system indicated that
maximum of 9 frames. The decision to they all have roughly the same overall
transmit a frame of data is made in the quality . An experienced listener could ,
first stags as follows. Assume that frame for some utterances , pick the synthesis
n in the current chunk has been marked for from the automatic scheme as being

— transmission , and that frame (n+m) is slightly inferior to the syntheses from
under consideration . For each of the the other two systems. We plan to modify
(rn—i) frames that lie between frames n and some of the details of the automatic
(ni.m), and considering the first LAB , 01 , scheme to enhance the quality of the
we compute the error between the actual resynthesized speech .
value of 01 and the value obtained from
linear interpolation between frames n and U. 

~~~~i~i~n(ni.m). These (rn—i) errors are squared ,
weighted first by the speech signal energy In all the synthesis experiments
(in dB) of the corresponding frame and reported above , pitch and gain were
then by a quantity which depends inversely transmitted at the full 100 fps rate and
upon the local rate of change of 01 , and none of the transmission parameters were
then finally averaged , This weighted quantized . To investigate the perceptual H
average error is compared against a model under parameter quantization and H
threshold. If the threshold is exceeded , under conditions of narrowband speech
frame C n+m—1) is marked for transmission; transmission , speech was preemphasized and
if not , the above procedure is repeated analyzed using an 11— th order LPC model;
for 02, etc. The scheme considers up to pitch and gain were quantized
04 only; if the error does not exceed the logarithmically using 6 bits and 5 bits ,
threshold f o r  all four LABs, it advances respectively; LARs were quantized using
to frame (n+m+i) and the entire procedure about 44 bits/frame (2]. Com parisons of
is repeated. Of course , if a frame is syntheses from the fixed 100 fps system
marked for transmission , all the LABs are and the VFR system based on the perceptua l
simultaneously transmitted , model (manual or automatic scheme)

- indicated the following interesting , and
The second stage of the automatic perhaps surprising, result: For

scheme considers the last transmitted utterances for which LPC parameters vary
frame in the previous chunk and those relatively slowly in time (e.g., “Why were I:
frames in the present chunk that have been you awa y a year , Roy?”), the syntheses
marked for transmission , and attempts to from the 100 fps system sounded worse , in
eliminate any unnecessary transmissions. particular had a more “wobble” quality,
The decision procedure employed in the than those from the VFR system . We had
second stage is the same as in the first had the same experience with our earlier
stage , except that now the time—averaged VFR scheme that uses the log likelihood
error is also averaged over the first four ratio criterion . Our explanation for the
LABs. Our experiments indicated that the observed quality difference is that for
second s-tags deleted about 10% of the slowly varying utterances , the error due
transmission marks decided by the first to parameter quantization is more than the
stage . error due to interpolation . It is due to

the above result that we required of the
It should be pointed out that the perceptually modeled speech to have a

choice of the various values of the perceived quality that is ~g *g~~~ 
than

weighting functions and the thresholds that of the unreduced system from which it
j  involved extensive experimentation ; we is derived , since we have seen that a

optimized the choice by comparing against lower rate VFR system can sometimes sound
the transmission marks that were manually bstta~ than the unreduced system .
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The perceptual model described in 6. P. Itakura , “Minimum Prediction : Ithis paper deals with the problem of Residual Principle Applied to Speech

parametric representation of speech in Recognition ,” IEEE Trans. ASSP , Vol .
t ime , which is perhaps the most important ASSP—23, pp. 67—72 , Feb . 1975.

.4 asp~~t of the .Overall ~~robtem of 7. J.P. Olive and N. Spiokenagel , “Speechredundancy removal in speech as suggested Resynthesis from Phoneme—Related
by the results of a recent quality test Parameters ,” J. Acoust. Soc. Amer.,
(10). We have investigated in detail Vol . 59, pp. 993—996, April 1976.
several other aspects , which include 8. B. Viswanathan and J. Makhoul ,variable order linear prediction (2 ,43, “Quantization Properties of
optima l parameter quantization and bit Transmission Parameters in Linear
allocation (8] , and Huffman coding of Predictive Systems,” IEEE Trans . ASSP ,quantized parameters (2]. More recently, Vol . AsSP—23, pp. 309—321 , June 1975.
we have proposed VFR schemes for pitch and g• j,p, Olive , “Semiautomatic
gain also (11]. When we employed all Segmentation of Speech for Obtaining
these compression techniques ~.without Synthesis Data ,” Presented at the 92nd
Huffman coding) with the automatic VFR Meeting of the Acoust . Soc. Amer., San
scheme given in Section 3, we obtained Diego , Nov . 1976.
good quality speech at average bit rates to. A.W.F. Huggins, B. Viswanathan and
as low as 1700 bps , measured for j ,  

~~~~~~~ “Speech Quality Testing ofcontinuous speech . With Huffman coding , Variable Frame Rate (VFR ) Linear
we expect the average rate to drop below Predictive (LPC) Vocoders ,” Presented
1400 bps with absolutely no further at the 92nd Meeting of th Acoust. Soc.
reduction in quality . Amer ., San Diego , Nov . 1976.

11 . R. Viswanathan , “Variable Frame Rate
Although we discussed above the VFR Transmission of Pitch and Gain ,” 

- Ischeme as applied to efficient speech Appendix , BBN Report No. 3430, Sept.
transmis~ion , the scheme may be used in 1976.
other applications such as speech storage 12. E. Blackman , R. Viswanathan and
and retrieval , speech synthesis by rule j. ~~~~~~~ “Variable—to—Fixed—Rate
(as in the work of Olive and Spickenagel Conversion of Narrowband LPC Speech ,”
(7]), or for segmentation purposes in to be presented at this conference. .1
speech recognition .
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A NIUD-3CURCE MODEL ?VN 3,1gb CCNP~~S3IOM A~~ SIM’TH&313

.3. Makho~g, ~~. Viswanathsm , 5. 3ohwsrts and A.W.P. Nuggias

bi t Reranek and Neuman Inc.
Casbridge, Mass. 0213$

AbSTRACT hold f or any type of synthesis whether as part of
a vocoder system or a synthesis system Zn foot,

This paper present. an excitation source model we wish to argue below that our proposed source
for speech compression and synthesis, whieb sh ows model 1. indeed adequate for both applications.
for a 4a~*,. of voicing by sizing voiced (pulse )
and unvoiced (noise) excitations in a Restricting the excitation to have a flat
frequency—selective manner. The mix is achieved by spectrum necessarily limits us to two type, of
dividing the speech spectrum into two regions, with excitations deterministic (pulse) or random
the puis. aouroe exciting the low-frequency region (noise).
and the noise source exciting the high-frequency
region. I paremeter 1c determines the degree of a) bIAli ~°~“~°‘ (bust)
voicing by specifying the cut—oft frequency between
the voiced sad unvoiced regions. For speech The deterministic excitation is, in general,
compression applications, P can be .xtrsoted the impulse response of an all—paas filter , which
autonstically f r om the sp$ech spectrum and we shall call an all—pass signal or pulse. The
tranemitted. Experiments using the new model moat trivial tore of au all-pass pulse is a single
indicate its power in synthestaing natural sounding impulse. When the pulse source produce. a seQuence
voiced fricatives, and in largely eliminating the of pulses separated by a pitch period, it is known
‘buuy” quality of vocoded speech. A functional as a hi~~ source. (Note that a single pulse could
definition of bossiness and naturalness is given in be used in the synthesis of the burst in a plosive
terms of the model. sound (1). However, the burst can also be

syntheaiud using the *01.. source. N. shall
assume the latter in this paper; the pulse source
will be used exclusively for buss .xcttatton.)

1. INTRODUCTION
b) 

~~Laa SAw e. (Hiss)
Perhaps the single most important decision to

be made in a pitch-excited speech compression The random noise excitation may be the output
system (vocoder) is the voiced/unvoiced (VIU ) of a random nu.ber generator. Generators with
decision. Errors in this decision are readily either a uniform or Gaussian probability
perceived by the ear as a degradation of speech distribution are readily available sad are quite
quality, and may also be accompanied by a loss in adequate. The noise source Ia also known as a
intelligibility. let , even if the L62 decision source.
were somehow to be made ‘perfectly’ the synthetic
speech would continue to exhibit a d~stiact lack of Whether the actual excitation is bun or hiss,
naturalness, exemplified by a certain “bossiness’ or a ocmbinsticn of the two, one must always make
end a ‘lack of fullness. • These characteristics sur. that the excitation has a flat spectrum. We
are symptoms of the inadequacy of the binary v~u shall now describe how one might derive an
excitation model. appropriate source model by inspecting short-time

speech spectra.
This paper explores the excitation problem in

speech synthesis and presents a simple .ix*d-souro. 3. THE ID*AL’ SOURCE
model that allows for a ó.,r.. of voicing. The new
model is capable of producing more natural sounding For some particular speech signal, one osu

~ it seems to largely eliminate the bossiness remove the short-time spectral envelope by
problem and recover moeh ot the fullness in the appropriate inverse filtering, as shown in Pig. 2.
speech. In addition, it promises to reduc. the The inverse filter A(s) can be obtained by cepatral
adveree effects of voicing errors. A review of techniques Li) or through the use of linear
previous research relating to this model is given prediction (3]. Th. residual signal e(t) will then
in a later section. hale a nominally flat spectrum. It in Pig. I, the

excitation u(t) is identical to the residual e(t )
2. BASIC SYNTHESIS MODEL AND TERMINOLOGY sad the synthesis filter N(s) is the inverse

i(s) , then the synthetic speech s’(t ) will be -

Throughout this paper, we shall sssum the identical to the original signal s(t).
basic synthesis model shown in Pig. I. In this
model, a time-varying excitation signal excites a However, f’or synthesis purposes, the synthetic
time-varying spectral shaping filter , the output of si$aal need only aa~ g like the ortgtnal, sad need
which is the synthetic speech. The excitation not be identical to it. In addition, we need to
signal La assumed to have a that. ~m.ptrws. so that manipulate the source pitch and to minimise the
the apeotrel envelope of i~iaynthetic speech is number of bits needed t. represent the source. Zn
determined ecmpleteiy by the spectral shaping order to aoccuplish this task, we first Saks use of
filter. Furthermore, we shall assum, this model to an important property of speech perception, namely

cN1i154/7*/0000—0163$OO. 7$P197$JEEE
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that it is relatively insensitive to the short—tim. 5. PROPOSED SOURCE MODEL. - 
-

phase . Therefore , in order to .od.l the residual
aCt) to meet our requirements, we need only look at On. reasonable soure. model would divide the
its spectrum and, except for pitch , disregard its spectru, into a number of bands. Each band would
phase structure for the moment, then be excited by the buas source if th. band is

considered periodic , and by the hiss source it the
Fig. 3 shows the signal power spectrum of 25.6 band is considered aperiodi c. Fuji.u ra (C] used a

as of a 10 kHz sampled signal in the middle of the 3-hand model in his experiment, and reported anvowel (I~ in the word ‘list ’ , and the correspondin g improvement in speech naturalness . However , given
residual spectrum. The residu al was obtained by our observations that spectral ap.riodicit ies may
inverse filteri ng the speech s ignal with a 20th not necessarily result from turbulent excitations,order linear prediction inverse filter. If somehow we have chosen a different model. In our model, weone could generate an excitation u(t) whose shall consider all spectral aperiodic regions thatspectr um is identical to the residual spectrum, the are in between two periodic regions to be in factsynthetic speech would then sound (almost) the same periodic . In other words , only the bend above the
as the original, periodic region with the highest frequency will be

-~ considered to be aperiod ic and generat ed by a
Therefore , our aim in developing source .odels turbu lent source. Our reasons for this choice are

will be to obtain an excitation spectrum that is as twofold: (a) Turbulent sources ars acre likely to
close as possible to the resid ual spectrum, excite higher frequencies; and (b) Excessiv e
Furthermore, we wish to obtain such an excitation devoicing can be as degrading to quality as
spectrum using only the boss and hiss sources excessive voici ng.
described in Section 2. The source models will
stem naturally from examining the characteristics The resulting model is shown in Fig. C. It is
of residual spectra. a mixed—source model with the buzz source exciting

— a time-varying low—frequency region of the
C. CHARACTERISTICS OP RESIDUAL SPECTRA spectrum, and the hiss source exciting the

remaining high- frequency region . The s.lective
In Fig. 3, the residual spectrum show , a clear excitations are realized by passin g the pulse

periodicity up to about 3.5 kHz , and a lack of excitation through a low- pass filter with outotf
period icity above that frequency. The periodioity F , and the noise exoitatton through a high—pass
corresp onds to harmonics of the pitch fundamental filter with the same cut off frequency ?

~~
. The

frequency. By looking •t residual spectra of other outputs of the two filters are then added,
sounds it becomes amply clear that the existence of multiplied by the source gain and applied to the
aperiodic frequency bands in sonorant sounds La spectral shaping filter as the excitation signal.
quite coemon . While in Pig. 3 one can identity The model , then, has only two parameters: the
only two bands, it is possible to have several cutoff frequency P~, and the pitch period T when
periodic and aperiodic adjacent bands in 5 kIlt. F ) 0. Since small changes in P are not

— 
for more examples, the reader Is referred to the p~reept ib le , it is suttic~ent to quantir~ £0 into
work of Pujimura (C], who studied voice 2—3 bits for transmission purposes.
aperiodicity by examining short—time signal
spectra. 6. IMPLDIENTATION

Partial devoicing of certain sounds is a) Extraction of Sou ce Parameters
well—known from physical considerations. For
example, the devoicing of (xl above about I kHs is The only difter.~tce between parameter
well recognized and has long been taken advantage extraction for the new sot~rce model and traditional
of in the synthesis of more natural voiced pitch extraction is that the V/U binary decision
fricatives. On the other hand , it is also known has been replaced by the deter mination of a
that in the production of the tense front vowel multi —valued parameter F, in our model. The
(1] , the constriction may become narrow enough to extraction of the pitch pe”iod is unchanged . Pitch
generate some turbule nce, which is seen as period determination is re~.atively straightforward;
devoi cing of frequencies above about 3 kHz. many sche mes exist that are quite adequate.
However , most sy nthesizers to date have not taken
advantage of this fact. Just as V/U decisi on algorithms have

proliferated , many algorit hms will be develo ped
In addition to the foregoing types of sourc es that attempt to compute F in a perceptually

of d.voi oi ng , Fuji mura (C] has hypothesized that satisfactory manner. The .efhod we have ohomem
some of the spectral devo icing may be due to thus tar is a peak—pickir g algorit hm on the sigm.l
aperiodiotties or irregularities in the vocal —cord spectrum. The algoritta determines periodic
movement • ~~ have noticed tha t spectral devoi cing regions of the spectru m by examini ng the separation
often occurs duri ng transitions between different between consecutiv e peaks and determining whether
sounds , including sonorant—sonorant transitions, the separations are the ss~e , within so.. toleresce
In contrast to the examples given in the previous level. F~, is taken to be the highest frequency at
paragraph, we believe that the spectral devo ici ng which the spectrum is conside red to be p.riodie.
due to vocal—cord irregularities and/or spectral
transitions, say in fact be an artifact of the b) Filter Iapl ..entattona
spectral estimation pro cess. Whether such d.voioed
regions should be synthesized using a noise source In our initial implementatio n we rounded the
is questionable. value of F to the nearest 500 Es. Therefore , we

needed ioapass and highpass filters with cut off
In conclusion , residual spectra may be frequencies separated by 500 Hz. The filter

completel y periodic (voiced ) , completely aperiodic designs were then stored and used in the synthes is
(unvoiced ), or may contain regions that ar. as the need arose.
periodic and others that are aperiodic. The
question now is how to model suc h spectra using the For each value of P , the 3 dl points for the
buzz and hiss sources. lewpass and highpass Yiiters were designed to C.

equal to £0, in order that the spectru. of the
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final excitat ion may be as fist as possible. The In speech synthesis, mixed excitation has been
roll—off of the filters was considered to be of used routinely for the synthesis of voiced
secondary importance, but should not be very sharp obstruents (see, for example, (1,11)). Thein any case. We considered FIR (finite impulse parallel formant synthesizer of Holmes (II allow.response) as well as recursive (low order for variable mixed excitation , and was especiall y1 - Butte rwo rth) f iltbr s . Both typ es of filters gave used in transit ions between unvoiced and voicedsimilar perceptual results. sounds. Upon careful reading , it became clear to

us that the spirit of Holmes’ synthesizer is
7. RESULTS similar to ours, except that the controls in his

case are more complicated. A more recent hardware
Using the implementat ion described in Section synthesizer by Strube (123 allows for mixed —6 , we compared the resulti ng synthese s to those excitation using a single variable BC—circuit.

using the binary V/U model in the context of a
linear prediction (tiC) v000der. A number of There have been numerous atte mpts at reduci ng

3 sentences from male and fe.ale speakers (5) were buzziness by changing the shape of the pulse inused in comparing th. two analysis—synthesis voiced excitation, but to no avail. Recently,
systems. No quantization of parameters (except for Sambur et al (13] reported a reduction inF~) was performed. One of the sentences had a buzziness by changing the pulse width to becOncentration of fricative sounds ‘His vicious proportional to the pitch period. Unfortunately,
father has seizures,’ and another was a nonnasal changing the pulse width changes the excitation

• aonorant sentence ‘Why were you away a year , Roy?’ spectrum; the effect is that of a variable lowpass
Other sentences were more general. With the V/ U filter. Spectrally flatteni ng the pulse before
source, the fricative sentence sounded particularly excitation cance lled the reduction in buzziness
buzzy for both male and female speakers, while the (1 C).

‘ sonorant sentence was judged as busty only for
• low—pitched male speakers. The buzzinesa in both 9. DISCUSSION

sentences was greatly reduced when using the
— 

mixed—source model. In general, the buzziness was a) Buzziness and Naturalness
always reduced with the new model. However, for— 

- some sentences the new sy nthesis prod uced certain It is interesting that the mixed—source model
small background noises. Upon careful listening, appears to reduce two seemingly different types ofit was determined that some of those noises were buzziness: the buzziness in voiced fricative

-~~ present In the V/U synthesis but were masked by the synthesis , and the buzziness in sonorant synthesis
- - T buzzi ness. The other noises may be due to associated mainly with low—pitched voices. Our
-~ inaccurate dete rmination of F and/or to the hypothesis is that ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in
- - • particular implementa tion of tbe°model. fact , result from ~~g, ~~~ oroceas : 

~~~ QL ~aexcess j,~, ~~~g, source excitation . Thus , our
, Overall , listeners thought that the new model general rule is that:

perfor med better for female speakers (a pleasantsurprise , for a change). The new synthesis was tOO mucb buzz —~~~~ “ buzziness ’• - ‘raspier ’ and sore in line with female speech which too much hiss —~~~~~ ‘breatb iness ” or “ raspiness’is considered to be more breathy than male speech.
where the arrow is to be read as ‘results in” . If

A number of listeners reported that the new more of the spectrum is excited by the buzz source
synthesis had a certain ‘fullness ’ that was absent than is necessary for naturalness, the result is• with the V/U synthesis. We interpret this as an buzziness. Similarly, if there is more hiss
indication of the greater naturalness resulting excitation than is necessary for naturalness, thefro. the new model, result is breathiness or raspiness. This leads us

to a functional definition of naturalness, as it
8. REVIEW 0? BELATED WORE relates to mixed excitation:

The only other work we know of where mixed Naturalness is achieved by that proper mix of
excitation was used with LPC vocoders was that of buzz and hiss excitations that leads to a
Itakura and Saito (6). But there, the two sources synthesis that is neither buzzy nor breathy
excited the whole spectrum simultaneously , with the or raspy.
‘degree’ of voicing being controlled by the
relative amolitu dea of the sources. The results b) Modulation and Naturalness
were not encouraging (7].

- Certain synthesizers, such as that of Klatt
After the develop.ent of our model over two (11], modulate the hiss source by the buzz source

years ago, we became aware of Pujim ura ’s work for the synthesis of voiced fricatives. While it
(8,*), who as far as we know, was the first to is known that the noise source in the vocal tract
suggest and test a frequency—selective mixed—source is in fact modulated by the vocal cord output, it
model. His work, which we mentioned earlier, was is not clear that such modulation is necessary for
performed in the context of a pitch—excited channel achieving naturalness in synthetic speech.
vocoder . During the writing of this paper, Whatever effec t modulation has , it appears to be of
Fujimurs brought to our attention his other work ~ Second ary natu re . The synthesizer of Holmes (1]
with Eato et al (9), where a variable out —off does not contain any modulation, and he reported
frequency like ours was employed , but using a very natural speech synthesis. Alt hough initially

• different algorithm to deter mine the out —off. The we included modulatio n in our model , it is our
work was done with a hybrid voice —excited and opinion at this point that source modu lation is notpitch —excited channel vooo der , and they reported necessa ry for natural synthesis , and therefore we
excellent results. Coulter (10] used mixed have dec ided not to incorp orate it as part of theexcitation f o r  the synthesis of voiced f ricatives; model.
however, the out—off between the low and high
frequency bands was fixed.
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c) Phase and Naturalness 12. LW. Strube, ‘Synth esis Part of a ‘Log Area
Ratio ’ Voooder in Analog Hardware,’ IEEE Trans. tIt. is generally agreed that proper phase Acoustics , Speech and Signal Processi ng, pp.determination of buzz excitation should lead to 357-39 1, Oct. 1977.more natural synthesis. Purthermore, such phase 13. N. Sambur, A. Rosenberg, L. Rabiner andcannot be in the form of some ‘optimal’ pitch Pulse C. NoGonegal, ‘On Reducing the Buzz in LPC —

shape. The phase must change fro. one pitch pulse Synthesis,’ 1977 IEEE tnt. Cent. Acoustics,
our model calls for an all—p ass pulse , but does not pp. COl—COC ,
to the ‘next in some appropriate manner. Thus tar, Speech and Sira]. Processi ng, Hartford, Conn.,
specify the phase . Exactly how the phase should 1C. B. Atal , personal communication .change between pulses is a subject for future
research.

______________________________________ ________________________ 
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10. CONCLUSION 
‘FLAT $~~~fl~~1 ‘SPECTRAL

We have presented a frequency -selective EXCITATION 

1

EXCITATtO~J SRAPINC

_1

SYNTRrrx~.S .(~)
mixed—source excitation model for use in b~r~ GENERATOR SIGNAL ‘FILTER SPEEC
speech compression and speech synthesis. The model _____________ 

u(t) I H(t)
has a single continuous parameter, F , which
divides the spectrum into two regions , eith the
buzz source exciting the low frequency region below Fig. 1 Basic synthesis model.
F , and the hiss source exciting the high frequency
r2gion above F . Naturalness (no buzzineas or - -

bruath iness) is Zchi .ved by the proper mix of the
two sources , i.e., by the proper deter mination of iCc) SPEECHJSPECTRAL INVERSE I RESI~ ZAL , e(t )
~c’ 

SICNAL FILTER A(s )
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[ Phoneme—Specific Sentences

[. All voiced , sonorant
Type 11: glides - w, r, y + vowels (no zeroes)

1 Type 12: glides — w, r, y, + 1

1 - All voiced , sonorant, with zeroes
- Type 21: nasal m , n, ng

I Type 22: nasals + 1 = m , n, ng, 1
1 . Type 23: glides + nasals w, r , y, 1, m , n, ng

r Stops and Affricates
[ Type 41: voiced stops = b, d , g

Type 42: voiced stops + affricate — b, d , g, j
Type 43: unvoiced stops p, t, k

I Type 44: unvoiced stops + affricate = P’ t, k, ch
Type 45: stops + affr icates = b, d , g, j, 

~~~, 
t, k, ch.

- I - 

Fr icatives
1 . Type 51: voiced fricatives = v, dh, z, zh

Type 52: unvoiced fricatives = f, th, s, sh
- Type 53: fricatives f, th, s, sh, v, cTh, z, zh
- Place

Type 61: all labials = P~ 
b, f , v, w, m[ Type 62: all tongue—tip = t,d ,th,s,sh ,dh ,z,zh,n,ch,j,1,r,y

Voicing
[ - Type 71: voiced stops, affric , frics — b, d , g, j, v, dh , z,

zh
Type 72: unvoiced stops,affric ,frics p, t, k, ch, f, th,

sf - I  - s, sh
j Type 75: all voiced = b,d ,g, j, v ,dh ,z,zh, m ,n,ng, 1,r ,w ,y

Type 76: all unvoiced = p,t,k, ch, f,th,s,sh, h

I All
Type 80: Miller & Nicely Demos all consonants except ch,

j, h, y

I Type 81: All consonants

Ii
r

8.1
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Sentences ‘ I

Type 11: glides — w, r , y + vowels

* 1. Why were you away a year , Roy?
2. Why were you weary?

Type 12: glides - w, r, y, + 1

1. Why were you all weary?
2. Our lawyer will allow your rule.
3. Our rule will allow you a lawyer .
4. We really will allow you a ruler .

Type 21: nasal — m , n, ng

* 1. Nanny may know my meaning .
2. Many young men owe money .
3. I’m one man among many.
4. When may we know your name?
5. I’m naming my own mine.
6. No—one knowing my name.
7. I’m no mean man .
8. I know many a mean man.
9. I know many mean men.
10. One name among many.

- 
- 11. I’m known among men.

- - 12. A man on a moon.
13. I know no minimum .
14. I’m nam ing one man among many.
15. I’m owing no—one any money.
16. Anne ‘n May own many.
17. Anne ‘n Arnie own one. (n only)

- 
- 

Type 22: nasals + 1 m , n , ng, 1

1. I’m well known among men.P 2. Nine men moan ing all morning .

t

8.2 
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Type 23: glide. + naLis - w. r . y. 1, a, n. ng

1. Where were we all wrong?
-~~~ 2. You were wrong a l l  along .

3. I’ll warn Ron away.
4. I know you ’re a loner .
5. I know you’re all alone.
6. I really aean weighing in.
7. Why are you naming Wally?
8. When will our yellow lion roar?
9. Will you ring an alarm?

- 10. A morning alarm rang .
11. An alarm rang in only one room.
12. An alarming rule.

• 13. we may allow a new ruling .
14. A lawyer may well allow a new rul ing.

- 15. An alarm rang a warning .
I - 16. You will alarm me no morel

17. I’m learning a (my) new role.
• 18. I know you ’re really alone.

19. I’ll remain in my narrow room .
20. We ’ll rely on no—one.

- 21. Anyone may rely on a mail-man .
22. I’ll wear a maroon ring .

- 23. I’m wearing my maroon ring .
24. We ’ll remain all morning .

- 25. You ’ll remain in your roam all morning .
26. We ’re all in mourning .
27. We’ll allow you a new loan.
28. You ’re learning a new rule.
29. I’ll lie in an alarming manner .

- 30. Why lie , when you know I’m your lawye r?
- 31. Any animal may run away .

32. A normal animal will run away
• 33. Mail me an aluminum railing .

34. Marilyn alone will marry me.
- 35. I’ll willingly marry Marilyn .

1. 36. I’m more normal in early morning .

[ 8.3
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Type 41: voiced stops — b, d, g

1. Do you abide by your bid?
2. Grab a doggie bag.
3. A greedy boy died.
4. Dad would buy a big dog.
5. Bobby did a good deed.
6. I begged Dad buy a dog.
7. Why did Gay buy a bad egg?
8. Did Bobby do a good deed?
9. Buy Dad a bad egg.

Type 42: voiced stops + affricate b, d, g, j

1. Did George do a good job?
2. Greg adjudged Bobby dead.

Type 43: unvoiced stops = p, t, k

1. Kate typed a paper.
2. Take a copy to Pete.
3. Pat talked to Kitty. - -

4. Quite a cute act.
5. Peter took out a potato.
6. Patty cut up a potato cake.

Type 44: unvoiced stops + affricate = p, t, k, ch - 

I
1. Chip took a picture.
2. Teacher patched it up.
3. Chat quietly to teacher.
4. Quite quiet at church.
5. Catch a paper cup.
6. Actuate a paper copier.
7. Teacher taped up a packet.
8. Keep quite a cute picture.
9. Keep quiet at church.
10. Capture a cute puppy.
11. Teacher typed up a paper.

— 12. Katie tacked up a cute picture.

Type 45: stops + affricates = b, d , g, j, p, t, k, ch.

— * 1. Which tea—party did Baker go to?
2. We’d better buy a bigger dog.
3. Georgie had to chew tobacco.

8.4 
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I - 
Type 51: voiced fricatives — v, dh , z, zh

1. View these azure vases.
[ 2. They use our azure vials.

3. There’s our azure vial.
4. There’s usually a valve.
5. Those waves veer over .

Type 52: unvoiced fr icatives — f, th, s, sh

1 1. I saw three fish.
- 

2. A thief saw a fish.

I - 3. Three chefs face a thief.

I Type 53: fricatives — f, th , s, sh , v, dh , z, zh
- 

* 1. His vicious father has seizures.
2. Whose shaver has three fuses?

1 3. Three of the chefs saw the thieves.

Type 61: all labials— p, b, f, v , w, m

j 
- 

(none)

Type 62: all tongue—tip — t,d , th,s,sh, dh ,z,zh, n,

1 1, The judge ’s harsh decision really touched the youth.
2. Each decision shows the jury he lies through his yellow

teeth.[ 3. Such a rash allusion to dosage teases the youth.
4. Seth yawns at each rash allusion to toe dosage.
5. The designers really earned the judge ’s derision this year .

1 6. Each allusion to Daisy ’s agility lessens her attention.
L. 7. Each decision shows that he lies through his yellow stained

teeth.
- 8. John drowned his sorrows in gin and orange juice.

- Type 71: voiced stops, affric , fr ics — b , d , g, j, v, dh , z, zh
L. (none)

Type 72: unvoiced stops,affric ,fr ics — p, t, k, ch, f, tb s

( sh
(none)

1. 8.5
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Type 75: all voiced — b,d ,g, j, v,dh ,z,zh, m ,n,ng, l,r ,w ,y

1. Does John believe you were measuring the gun?
2. Your brother ’s vision was gradually dimming .
3. The regular division was led by a young major .
4. I gather you will be abandoning the major revisions?
5. The young major ’s evasions were growing bolder .

Type 76: all unvoiced p, t, k , ch, f, th, a, sh, h

1. I hope she chased her fox to earth.
2. A thickset officer pitched out her hash.
3. He checked through fifty ships.
4. She swiftly passed a health check.
5. He steps off a path to cash a check .

Type 80: Elliptic sentences (all except h,ch,j,y) from
Miller , G. A. & Nicely , P. A., An analysis of
perceptual confusions among some English consonants,
J. Acoust. Soc. Amer. 1955, 27, 338—352.

1. The wealthy banker from Persia should be a good citizen.
2. The issue of McCarthy is forcing a great division among

Republicans.
3. Division can be a fast operation with logarithms.
4. She thinks she bought some good rouge and lipstick from one

of these men.

Type 81: All consonants.

1. If the treasure vans got so much publicity , we think you
should hide your share.

2. The voyagers have ground the crankshaft with (th)
unimpeachable precision.

3. The old—fashioned jacket was giving you both so much humorous
pleasure.

4. Disillusioned taxpayers think the average gambler half wishes
to cheat.

5. The average disillusioned gambler thinks he wishes for a
cheap yacht.

6. Nothing could be further from reality than his illusion of
chasing your gorgeous sheep away.

7. She thinks even the pale rouge you bought was much too gaudy
for her age.

8.6
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I QUALITY RATINGS OF LPC VOCODERS: EFFECTS OF

NUMBER OF POLES, QUANTIZATION, AND FRAME RATE

I

-
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I (Paper presented at the IEEE International Conference on
Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing, Hartford, CT,
May 1977.)
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I QUALITY RATINGS OF LPC VOCODERS : EFFECTS OF[ 
. 

NUMBER OF POLES , QUANTIZATION , AND FRAME RATE

A.W . F.  Huggins , R. Viawanathan , and J. Makhoul

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc .
50 Moulton Street, Cambridge , Mass. 02138

Four values for number of poles (13, Quantization No. of Poles
11 , 9, 8) were combined factorially with Step Size 13 11 9 8

I three values of step size for quantization
L . 

of log area ratios (0.5, 1 , 2 dB), and 0.25 dB 76 — — —— ——
with four values of frame rate (100, 67 , 0.5 dB 63 55 147 143
50, 33 per second), to define 14 8 LPC 1.0 dB 50 I$1 38 35
voooder systems with overall bit rates 2.0 dB 37 33 29 27

[ ranging from 8.7 down to 1.3 kbps.
Subjeote rated the DEGRADATION of signal Table 1: Bits per frame for all
quality by each voooder, for each of seven combinations of number of poles and
sentence tokens , chosen to challenge LPC quantization step size used in the present

I vocoders maximally. The results define study (excluding pitch and gain).
I - the combination of LPC parameters yielding

the best speech quality for any de sired
overall bit rate. Pitch and gain were transmitted at

- [ the same frame ra te as the coefficients.
I The overall bit rate for any system is

1. Introduction calculated by adding 6 bits of pitch
coding and 5 bits of gain to the bits per

This study was performed to measure frame , and multiplying by the appropriate
how the quality of LPC vocoded speech is frame rate. The overall bit rate of the

- affected by three different methods of LPC systems ranged from 8700 bps (P z 13,
reducing bit rate . These were : Q 0.25 dB , R = 100/see), down to 1267

bps (P s 8, Q = 2.0 dB , R = 33/eec). Note
1) reducing the number of poles used for that these rates do not include the

I spectral matching, benefits of Huffuan coding, in which the
2) coarsening the step size used in most frequently used values are assigned

quantizing the coeffioienta (log area the shortest codes. This procedure can
ra tios , Viawanathan & Makhoul , 1975). further reduce bit rates by about 20%,

[ 3) reducing the number of frames of with absolutely no change in the
- coefficients transmitted per second . coefficient values transmitted (Makhoul et

al 1971$).
To establish the best operating

point , for a ran ge of differen t bit rates ,
it is necessary to perform a factorial 2. Sentence Materials
study, in which each value of a parameter
occurs with every combination of values of Our earlier subjective quality tests
the other parameters. We used the showed the necessity of passing a l l

[ following set of parameter values: Number sentence materials through all systems
of Poles , P: 13, 11 , 9, or 8; Quantization (Huggins & Niokerson , 1975). Other
Step Size , Q: 0.5, 1.0, or 2.0 dB; and researchers have reached simi lar
Frame Rate , 54 : 100, 67, 50, or 33 per conclusions (Pachl et *1, 1971). In our

I second , yielding 148 LPC systems ( l$x3x 14 ). earlier tests , we developed a set of six
- Two additional systems were included . One sentences , each read by six talkers , that -~

was an LPC system with 13 poles, was both representative , in that it
i quantization step size of 0.25 dB, and covered a wide range of speech events and
I transmission rate of 100 frames per talker characteristics , and also
I second. The other consisted of PCN speech challenging , in that some speech material 4

at 110 kbps (i.e. the waveform sampled at was included that would fully extend an y
10 kHz and quantized to 11 bits), to act LPC voooder s abilities. Unfortunately,
as an und egrad ed anchor. The bite per we could not use all 36 speaker—sentence
frame for each combination of number of combinations in the present study , since
poles and quantization step size appear in passing them through all 50 voooder
Table i. systems would have made the study

413 
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unmanageably large. We therefore selected inter—stimulus interval . We hoped that ,
a subset of seven speaker—sentence by analogy with the “suff ix” effect  found
combinations , and confirmed that they were in studies of auditory short term memory - -
adequately representative of the full set (Crowder & Morton , 1969) ,  the babble would - 

-
by repeating the MDPREF analysis using interfere with the memory trace of earlier
just the data from the subset. stimuli , on which sequence effects

presumably depend . The babble was
The subset of sentence tokens that developed at BBN for other purposes

was selected consisted of: JB1 , DD2, RS3, (Kal ikow et al , 1976). The babble signal
AR~4 , J85, DK6 , and 5456, where the initials was recorded on a separate track of the
identify the speaker and the number tape , to permit the signal to be played
identifies the sentence . Relevant details with or without the babble.
of the sentences , and of the speakers
voices, are given in Table 2. Seven experimental tapes were then

recorded . Stimuli were presented in
blocks of ten , at a rate of one every 7.5

ID FO Sentence secon ds , with a longer gap between blocks.

JB 1 11 9 Why were you away a year , Roy?
DD2 1314 Nanny nay know my meaning. I~• Exoerimental Procedures
RS3 195 His vicious father has seizures.
ARIl 165 Which tea-party did Baker go to? The subject ’s task was to rate the
J85 121$ The little blankets lay around deiradation of the stimuli he heard . This

- on the floor , negative attribute was chosen for scaling,
DK6 97 The trouble with swimming as in our earlier experiment , because the
RS 6 193 is that you can drown . scale has a natural origin , or zero,

corresponding to undegraded speech.
Tabl e 2: The seven stim ulus sentences , Instead of assigning a number to his
with the speaker s average fundamental judgment , the subject made his response by
frequency in Hz. making a mark on a 10 cm line on his

answer sheet. Two visual anchors were
provided on the response line . The left

3. Generation of Stimulus Taoe~ anchor was 14 mm from the left end of the
line , and was marked “PERFECT” . The right

Each of the seve n input sen tences was anc hor was 1 cm from the right en d of the
digitized (11 bits , 10 kHz), and passed line. For data analysis, the response was
through each of the 50 simulated vocoder converted into the distance in millimeters
systems , to yield a total of 350 different from the left end of the line (not the
stimulus items . anchor) to the subject ’s mark where it

crossed the response line . Thus small
Earl ier studies have demonstrated num bers correspond to high qual it y , and

that a subject s judgment , especially of large numbers to poor quality.
speech stimuli , can be stron gly af fected
by the preceding stimulus (e.g. Huggins , Nine subjects served in the
1968). It is important to control for experiment. They were recruited by local
effects such as this by counterbalancing university summer placement offices: all
the presentation order. A complete reported having normal hearing . Three of
coun ter balanc ing of the 50 vocoder systems the subjects made the first f ive passes
was generate d , in which every System through the 350 stimuli , and six more
followed every other system once , with Subjects made only the first two passes.
independent approximate counterbalancing
of the sentences. This required only
seven passes through the 350 stimul i , and 

~~~, wesuits
had the further advantage that even within
each pass, all ranges of contrast between First , to check on the reliability of
successive stimuli occurred equally often , the data , the responses collected on each
so that no severe departures from balance pair of passes through the 350 stimuli
occurred even within one pass. The were correlated , for each subject. All
sequence was generated by a trial and correlations were significant well beyond
error search , following an algorithm P .ooi , with the ( Pearson product —m oment )
described by Williams (1950). No system coefficients lying between 0.118 and 0.83,
and no sentence followed itself. almost all of them in the top half of this

range.
We tried to further reduce sequence

e f f ects (and thus improve the reliability The mean degradation rating was
of the data) by a novel method . A calculated for each system 1 and these are
continuous speech babble , at the same plotted as a function of overall bit rate
level as the speech , was automatically in Figs 1 , 2 , and 3. Each system is
faded in and out again during the identified by three digits, corresponding

414
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to the parameter level for F, Q, and 54 , probably not significant. The best 11 and

t respectively. Thus system 231 used level 13 pole systems are substantially better
2 of P (11), level 3 of Q (1.0 dB) and than the best 8 or 9 pole systems at

- - level 1 of 54 (100/see) , as shown in the comparable bit rates. These differences
key to the figure. The means of’ the are large and highly reliable. The reason
ratings (N.8 .  not the ratinas) have is that there is a highly significant

1 I standard deviations of about 1.5 points. interaction between the sex of the ta lker
Therefore any difference between two (or the talker ’s fundamental frequency)

I
plotted means that is larger than about and the number of poles . This conf irms

that much smaller differences are also ratings across all systems with the same

3_ Is points is probably significant at earlier findings (Huggins & Nickerson ,
P<.0 5 by t—te s t .  (In fact it is likely 1975 ; Huggins et al , 1976). Averaging

significant, since this test does not number of poles shows that reducing the
partial out the variability due to the number of poles from 13 to 8 had
sentence and subject. This can be done by relatively little effect on quality, for
comparing ratings on the pair of systems the three sentences spoken by females
of interest before pooling across subjects (RS3, ARI4 , RS6), whereas there is a
and sentences.) massive reduction of qual i ty  for male

voices when the number of poles is reduced
below 1 1.
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Figure 1: Mean degradation rating vs. Bit 
I ~~ 2 3 4 5 6 7 S ~ 10

II? UT!. SIPS.

Rate for 148 LPC vocoders. Lines join
“best” systems for each No of Poles. Figure 2: Degradation vs. Bit Rate . Lines

join “best” systems for each Quantization

In Figure 1 , a line joins the “ beet ” 
Step Size .

systems using 13 poles , and other lines
join the best systems using 11 , 9, and 8 Figures 2 and 3 present comparable

L i poles. From inspection of Figure 1 , it is plots , wi th best sy stems joined for each
clear that 1 3—pole systems give (slightly ) level of quantization , and for each level
better quality than 11—pole systems for of frame rate, respectively. The
most bit rates above 2750. It—pole differences in quality between different

I ‘
systems are (slightly) superior between levels of quantization, at a given bit
about 1500 bps and 2750 bps. These rate , are significant only at the very low
differences are small , however , and are bit rates . Here , quality is less affected

I
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join “best” systems for each Frame Rate . Transmission Parameters in Linear - 1 - -

Predictive Systems. IEEE Trans.
ASSP—2,~~ p. 309 — 321.

Figure 3 shows that below 14.5 kbps , Williams , E.J. (1950). Experimental
quality can be substantially improved , at designs balanced for pairs of residual - 

- -

no extra cost in bit rate, by reducing the effects. Australian J. Sci. Res. ~3,
frame rate and increasing the number of p. 351.
bits per frame , that is , by improving
“ st atic ” spectral accuracy at the expense
of “dynamic” spectral accuracy. Most of
these quali ty  differences , due to changing
frame rate without changing overall rate ,
are highly significant. The size of the
eff ec t of frame rate lends fur ther  support
to our earlier result (Huggins et al ,
1976), suggesting that a well designed
variable frame rate transmission scheme
should yield substantial savings in bit
rate without appreciable lose of quality.

Further analyses of these data ,
including multidimensional analysi s , will
be reported in a separate paper.
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APPENDIX 10

SPEECH-QUALITY TESTING OF SOME VARIABLE-FRAME-RATE (VFR)
I LINEAR-PREDICTIVE (LPC) VOCODERS

(Paper published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society
of America , Vol. 62, August 1977.)
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Spe ch-quallty testing of some variable-freme rets (VFR)
linear-predictive (LPC) vocodsrs~ -

A. W. F. Hugg~ns. R. Viewanithan, and J. Makhoul
~~h ~ eeiw& sad N.msuea 1w.,ipJ..14 50 Mouhei, Sows. Caashedpe. Uamactseertts 02138
(Recalvid 22 Pebru.iy 5977; reeled 23 April 1977)

VFR ts- —1.~c, ci LPC botod.. ~0~ fld~~i. a ‘w~~~us develope d to reduce the avomgs ~~vats without .~a.lih*$ loss ci quelity The t.r~ Aq.a trimonits parameters at a variable rats lo
accoidunce with the h~fi.g characasrittlca ci the speech .IgeaL In order to meets the dVsctiwaesi ci
VFR t ’ i athi. i. we per*rmsd an .zp.it..ws to compare it wIth two other mt h~k for r ’w~~ lbs bit
rats: (a) rsducle.g the number ci pale, sad (b) lea lg the quentintlos step me ci the LPC
coelflclutts (lag-ares redo.). Thirty-two idmuha —.‘—— wise prepared by p lag kur utenances (2
oa’mwes )c 2 speshers) through sight vacod., syssims In a 2x2x2 lictorisi duige two values mu’s

to each ci lbs three perimeters: *vw~~ trims rats, number ci poles, sad qmodze*loe step ii.,.
Eight hitteners made se.ves.potht .M~~~ rsslu of ty dagrududcm. The results of the e.,.al..eet
show that. ci the three m~~~k studl”d. the VFR ‘sc~~qse produosd the hlghws qeelity at my given
ti’

~~~

’

~

—

~~ 

rate (at. .qwvaimdy. yielded th. lowest bit rats le’ a 8zsd level ci speech qeeNty).
PA(3 numbers: 43.70.Lw, 43.70.Ep~ 43.lOJt

[ INTRODUCTION produced different effects on perceived quality. LPC
Even cursory inspection ci spectrograms ci speecti vocodlng starts by modeling the spectrum of a short

shows that the rate at which the short-term spectrum waveform Interval (e.g., 20 mmec) as the response of an

L changes can vary over a wide range . In stressed vow- all-pole filter. The more coefficients or poles that can

eli, or In strident fricatives (s, sh, z, alt), the spec- be used to define the filter, the more closely the mod-

tram may change very little over periods as long as clod spectrum can approach the speech spectrum. If
— 150— 200 macc. During transitions between acoustically too few coefficients are used, detail In the speech spec-

different segments, on the other haaed, the spectrum may tram is effectively discarded, and cannot thereafter be

change very rapidly. Variable frame ~~t. (~jp~ ) T~~~ ~~~~~~~~ Further losses occur as the LPC coeff I-
vocoders take advantage of this variability to reduce d ents are quantized for transmission. Some ci the

L their average bit rate . In a typical system, ~ie power 
spectral accuracy lost during quantlzatl.on may be re-

spectrum of a 20-macc interv al of Input speech (~ 
COvered during resynthesla by appropriate smoothing

“frame”) is modeled every 10 macc , and whenever the and interpolation algorithms. The foregoing two pro-

spectrum is changing rapidly, every frame ~~ 
ceases limit the spectral accuracy that can be achieved

f lyzed Is also transmitted. During slowly changing ~~~~ 
for a single frame of speech. We have called this “~~~~~.

of the signal, however, a frame is ~~~~~~~~~ 
tic spectral accuracy.”

less it is different from the preceding transmitted frame
by more than some threshold. preilvalnary ~~~~ 

Each frame of quantized coefficients represents the

gested that VFR transmission could reduce the frame 
Input-speech spectrum at a particular Instant of time.
The smaller the intervals ‘~etween successive analysis

rate to an average ci 35 per sec or less, with negligible f~~~ es the larger the ma~imum rate of spectral change
loss of speech quality (Makhoml et at. , 1974). Such a that can be accurately retained in the reconstitutedI- VFR system could operate directly, without any Inter- spe~~ This the frame-analysis interval controls
bee, over a time-asynchronous or variable-rate chan- “druamic spectral accuracy.”net, such as the ARPANET. For use over fixed-rate’
channels, the VFR system must be interfaced to the Toe speech materials we developed attempted to tar-
channel through a tandem of transmit and receive buf- get these sources ci spectral errors by concentrating
fers, with associated data-flow control. This intro- within single sentences all phonemes having similar
duces additiona l delay into the transmission path, but acoustic properties, as shown In Table I. The results

L recent work (Blackman it a!., 1977) has shown that of the experiment, w hich we describe In more detail
varIable-to-fixed rate conversion can be achieved with below, suggest that our attempt was successful. Sub-
negli gible loss of quality even for delays as short as jects judging the quality of these sentences, as pro-
80 macc. ceased by a variety of vocoders, are In effect able to

The ~~~ rimeM to be described was performed to foi- 
compare the vocoders with respect to a single source
of degradation at a time , which greatly simplifies their

low tsp an unexpected result In an earlie r study, In which
advantag es much smaller than expected were fou nd for

L VP’R transmission. The purpose of the earlier study In the earlier experiment , the sentences shown in Ta-
- (Huggins and Nickerion, 1975) was to develop a small ble I were recorded by 20 speakers, from which a sub-

set ci speech materials, for use in quality rating studies set of three males and three females were chosen, such
• of LPC vocoders. We argued that LPC vocoding can in- that the full range of speaker characteristics found In the

trodece discrepancies between the Input and reconstituted grOUP of twenty was retained. The resulting 38 test sea-
speech In several distinct ways, and showet that these tences (6 sentences x S upeakers) were processe d by a

439 J. Aenuet. lee. Ate., VoL 52. No.2, Augiet 1977 Cupor~ it C 1977 by lbs Assss’6~~ least’, .5 Asusrlc. 430
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TABLE I. Test seoteecee. feet of changing the number of poles (“static” sp.ctrsl 

- -

accuracy) was independent of the perceptual effect of
e s - m e~~~ seatseose changing the I rents-analysIs t~tirvuil (“dynamic” spec-

Ii) Why were you away a year. Roy? trsl accuracy). Tb. orientation of the test-sentence
42) z~a.y may know my mesalig. vectors In the space showed that the separation of the
43) tt~ vtcious father ha. .staurea. fixed-rate system, by frame-analyst. lMsrv*1 was
(4) Which sta-party did leber go to? achieved as a result of the specially composed sentence

QessraZ ..aieao.a materials (Table I), with the short utalysis-Laterval
systems performing better on the rapidly changing

45) The Little blashels lay around on the floor, sentence (see sentence (4)L and the long analysts-tn-(I) The troubl, wIth swimming Is that you can drown. terval systems, with more bits p.r Lisa., doing better
on the slowly varying sentences ((1) and (2)1. The VIll
systems -avxa located correctly for their fraa.-aaaly-set of twelve simulated vocodsrs, which used log-area 
~, ~~~~ of 10 misc. Further evtdenes that our - -

ratios as the transmission parameters. (For the many sentences diuibred In rats of spectral change, as re-
desirable properties of Log-area ratios, see Vlswanathan 

~~~~~~ Is provided by measurements of the averageand Mallbnul, 1975). Alter choosing the number of ~Ol55 frame rates across the fi,. VIB systems. The aver-(13, 11, or 9), and frame rate, the quantlzatioa age VIE rats was lowest for each of the six speakerssize of etch system was chosen so as to equate the bit in sentences (1 and (2), and highest in sentence (4). - 
-

rates of all twelve systems at 2600 bIts per 51C• ~~~a- separation ci the rocoders as a function of the aumbertizatloa step size varied between 0.2 and 1 • 75 43. of pole, resulted front the use of the different talkers,Seven of the systems used fixed transmission rates of with the relative performance of .yst.ms with 13, 11,
67, 50, or 40 frames per see, and the rem~h~tng fire and 9 poles on a particular sentence being highly cor-
were VIE systems with average frame rates between related with the mean fundamental frequency In the
47 and 31 per sec. Pitch and gain were coded In 11 sentence. Nine-pole syst ems performed almost as wellbits, and were transmitted at the frame rate used for as ii- or 13-pole systems on high-pitched sentences,the coefficIents, La the fixed rate systems, but at a but much worse on Ion-pitched sentences.
fixed rate of 50/per sec for the VP~ systems, to avoid
Coef~~~~~1Il( excitation and spectral variables. in the The f Ire VIE systems Included In this study per-
VIE systems, the Input speech was analyzed every 10 formed less well than sapected. Although thsy did per-
misc, bid the resulting data frame was not trsasmltted form bitter than fixed rate systems an the rapidly
unleu the spectral difference between it and the pre- changing sentences [sentence. (3) and (4) in Table I~, j

ceding transmitted frame exceeded a threshold. Tb. they performed worse th in some of the fixed-rate sys-
spectral difference was measured using a log-lIkelihood tems on the slowLy changing sentences, sentences (1) 4 1
ratio measure (flakura, 1975, II aPh~ul .1.! ., 1974), aM (2), aM about squally well on the general sentences, 

- 
-

and thresholds between 1.0 aM 1.75 43 were used, sentences (5) aM (5). On th, other hand, the average
Therefore, frames were sent every 10 macc during frame rate of the VIE systems was higher then that of
rapidly changing parts of the speech, but as seldom as the fixed-rate systems during the rapidly changing
every 80 macc during slowly changing portions. For sentences, and lower during the slowly changing 

~~~~~

- :
each of the f l~S VIE systems, the parameter values tences, w hich may partly account for the observed per-
were chosen so that the average transmission rate over formance. At the same time, the large expectsd ad-
all 36 test sentences was about 2600 bits per sec. Tb. ‘~~~l~ ~ ~~~ 575~~~ did not appear, and the
waveform was low-pass filtered at S kiln, eampled at 10 experIment described below was performed specifIcally
kiln, and pr.empIl~alssd by differeac lag, bifora pro- to establish that they do, In tact, occur.
cessing through the vocoders.

I PROCEDURElebj.cts rated the degradation of speech quality in
each of the 36 stimuLus sentences as processid by each Equating the bIt rates of all vocoders In the earlier
of the 12 vocodus. iOta r.4lngs were analysed by a study me~nt that any paIr of vocodsrs differed In at least
multIdImensional scaling program (MDPREI, see Car- two ptrameter values, m aking comparisons diffictilt.
roLl, 1972), which represents the vocodsr systems as Therefore for the present study, which had the explicit
points La an N-dimensional space (three dimensional, aim of comparing systems, we adopted a factorial 4.-
in our case), aM each speak.r-sentenc. combination sign, in which two values of each of the three parame-
as a vector through the spac.. The performance of ters occurred In every possible combination, Details J
each vocoder an a particular speaker-sentence contbi- of the systems are shown La Table II. These systems
nation is represented by the projection of the point rep- represent a much wider range of qualities thin was
resenting the system onto th . vector representing the used In the earlier study.
stimulus sentence. Each systemused elth.r ll or8poles. Tb. Log.-

Tb. results showed * clear sspsratlon of the systems area ratio coefficients were quantlied In steps of either
(1) as a function of the number ci poLe., and (2) as a 0.5 or 2.043 (VIswa1~st)Isn and Ilakbo.tI, 1975). LPC
function of th i lram -analjsls Interval, a! the vocoders. analysis of the speech signal was carried out at 50
Furthermore, the separation along these two dimes- frames per sic, and the threshold of the V IE scheme
stone was orthogonal, suggesting that the perceptual if- was set to eIther OdE, La which case every amlyned

t ~t Aisustles Am.. VsL ss,Ne. LAIIpIet *77
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TABLE U. System parameter. for the eight voooders sidled, overall bit rste Including pitch and gain. Lines join
System Quasi VIE p~~ ~~ each pair of systems that differ in only a single ps.ram-
i. D. PQR pole. (dB) Thresh F/sec per sic eter: solid Lines join all pairs of systems that differ
A 000 11 0.5 0 dE 50 3157 only in frame rate; dashed lines join pairs of systems

ooi 11 0. s a. s dB 23 1831 that differ only in the aimber of polls; and dotted Lines
c ala U 20 0 dB 50 3155 join pair s that differ only in quantlIaH1~a step size.
I) 011 11 2.0 2.5dB 23 ~~~ Conslder first the three ltnes leavthg system A, at the

100 8 0.5 0dB 50 *521
I’ ~~ 8 0.5 2.6dB 23 1456 upper right hand corner ot llg. 1, For each param-
Q 110 8 2.0 0dB 60 1771 tar, system A las the parameter value associated w ith

~~ 
8 2.0 2.6 dB 23 1119 better speech quality. Bit rite can be reduced for this

system In three ways : (1) by reducing the number of
poles , (2) by coarsening the quantization, or (3) by goingframe was transmitted, yielding a fixed frame rate of to a VFR system. The figure shows that reducing the50 per sic, or 2.5 43, whIch resulted in a variable number of poles resulted In the smallest savings In bits,frame rate that averaged 23.3 per sec. Note that 2.5 by a large Loss of quality . Increasing the43 represents a very coarse threshold, and that the re- qumtlsauon step size yielded a slightly better rate cisuiting average frame rate is less than 60% of the aver- bits saved per unit quality loss. More bits were saved,age frame rate of the VIR systems In the earlier study, but at a cost ci a slightly larger reduction In quality.over the same sentences. Pitch and gain were coded In Both the Largest savings in bits and th. smallest drop11 bits and transmitted at a constant rate of 50 frame. 
~ quality were associated with the Introduction of the

per sec, as In the VFR systems In the earlier study. VIE scheme, Similar conclusions can be drawn from
A subset of the 36 stimulus sentences used in the first looking at the gains In quality achieved by increasing

J study was selected. To ensure that the subset was rep- the bit rate of the worst system, system H. The small-
resentatlve of the whole set of 38, we chose the two eat quality Improvement, with the largest cost In extra
“general” sentences from Table I (i.e., sentences (5) bIts, was obtained by abandoning the VIE scheme. For
and (6)), since between them these contain (almost) ill one pair of otherwise Identical systems, going fromE the phonemes of English. W~ eliminated the phoneme- fixed to variable frame rate reduced the bit rats by
spec ific sentences, since they form a balanced set, and about 40% with no effect on quality (se. systems C and
choosing one of them wou ld have entailed choosing the D in Fig. 1). ALl but three of the quality differences,
others as well. We then selected two speakers, one between pairs of systems joined by lines, are extreme-
male and one female , such that the vectors corre- ly significant—that Is, well beyond the 0.001 Level.
sponding to their productions of the two general sen- The three exceptions were (1) the quality difference be-
tences were separated as widely as possible in the tween systems C and D, which was not signIficant; (2)
MDPREF solution space of the earlier study, To con- the difference between systems G and H, which just
firm that these four stimulus sentences were adequate- failed to reach significance at the 0.05 level, end (3) the
ly representative, we repeated the MDPREF anal- difference between F and H, which was just significant
ysis at the earLier study, using only the subset of data - (P < o.OG) .
collected on the four sentences. The solutio n obta ined
was highly similar to the solution obtained with the Comparison of the variances of the judgments for
whoLe set of 36 sentences, and achieved the same 

_________________________

I - orthogonal separation of the systems by number ci I ‘ 

- 
-

I I ~ ~ I I I I ~ I I

poles, and by frame rate. This test confirmed that the
selected subset was indeed representative. —— -

I — The four sentences were passed through the eight — ~~ 
A 05 —,1x

orders on the stimulus tape, with order of sequential
presentation counteibalanced fully-across system pairs, 5
simulated vocoders and were recorded In two random 

.

I - and as far as possible across sentence pairs, with the —

constraint that no system and no sentence should follow
SItself. Eight subjects were then rim Individually through 

~ ~~ / / ~two exact repetitions of the tape—although the subjects
were not aware of the repetition. Ttms each subject
made four ratings on each of the 32 stimulus sentences.
They rated the degradation of what they beard on a sev-
en-point scale, 1—7 , with “overflow bins” (0 and 8) at
each end. That Is, If a stimulus sounded apprecIably $ ~4~__4j~

) 
-x- . 

better than a previous one labeled with a “I”, the sub-
ject was allowed to use a “0” response. & • I

I C $ 4
AVERAGE SIT RATE 4Kbps )F II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

~~ i. Mean degradation rating Is plotted against average
The mean ratings assigned to the eight systems are bit rate (leohiding pitch and pin), for each of the eight LPC[ shown in Fig. 1, where the ratings are plotted against vooodsr sy stems tested. See issi for mon details.
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_________ RS ( femole ) tems using 13, 11, ~~~~~ 9 poles on a particular sentence
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ was highly dependent on the mean fundamental f requency4 ,..- ,. in the test senten ce. However , it is likely that the

~ 
[ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Je(mole) cr itical variable is not the fundamental frequency, but

rathe r the length of the spe aker’s vocal tract, which/ tends to correlate highly with fundamental (large ment have Low voices), A speaker with a long vocal tract has
lower-frequency forma nts than one with a short vocal
tract, so there may be more formsnts to be modeled

~ 
B! SENTENCE .blontsts . . within the 5-kIln passband of the voc oder. To separate, 

-— —

~ 

4[ _
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ sw4mmIng ,. ” 

the effects of fund amental frequency fro m those at vocal -
tract length , one would have to repeat the experiment ,
using materia ls that held one constant while varying the
other . For example, tract length could be held con-

COMS$NCD 
atant while fundamental was varied, by having single

_______ 
speakers produce each sentence several times , at
widely differi ng pitches. Tract length could be var ied,

50/s.c F~asd R with fundamental held constant by having several
4 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ speakers, with widely diffe rent t ract lengths , all pro-

~ 2.0 dl “ (  duce a sentence at the same fundamental.5
~~~~~~~~ I I ~ ~1500 C000 2500 UI. CONCLUSIONS

tWAN OVERALL SIT RATE (Sps) Our results confirm that VFR transmission can yield
FlU - 2. The effect of speaker, sente nce , and voooder param- substantial savings In bit rate, with only minor loss ofeter on spee~h quality. Moan dagradatlon rating. ar. pLotted quality. The rate of bite saved, per unit quality Loss,(a) against mean bit rate. for each of the two ap.akerst (b)
‘ ,~‘ each of the two senten cea~ and to) averaged across speak- is highest for savings achieved by VFR transmission ,
.rc and sentences. The solid lines connec t the points nepre- and lowest for those achieved by reducing the numbe r of
..nt lng the average s for the four systems with fixed frame rate poles used In spectral modeling— at least for the param-

w (60 frame, p.r see) with the point, representing the average eter values studied here . Second ly , the re are major
for the four .ystems with variable frame rate (23 f rames/sec ) interact ions between perceived speech quality and theSimilarLy, the dashed lines Join the mean. for the four sys tems fundamental frequency of the talker, for some systems.usIng 0.5 dB quantlaauon with those usIng 2 .0 dB. The dotted
line. Join the means for all the 11-pole systems with those for During the course of this research, it has become
alL the 8-po le system ., clear that the method used to decide whether or not the

curr ent data frame should be transmitted Is of para-
mount importance in maintaining good speech quali ty ,

pairs of systems Showed that two pairs of systems The Log-likelihood ratio method we used was very aim-
yielded sigaificant variance rat ios. The system pairs pIe to implement, and it performed well in rapidlyare A and E, and B and F, both of which dIffer only In changing sentences , but did not seem to work well In
the number of poles used. The quality jud gments for slow ly chang ing sentences. We have recently developedthe speech passed through the 8-pole systems (E and F) a new VFR scheme (Viswanathan at at. 1971), in whichhad a much broader variability—in fact the distribution log—area ratios are used directly in deciding which
was bimodal, and Fig. 2 shows why. Here, in Figs, frames to transmit, and which explicitly take s into ac-2(a) and 2(b), the judgments are broken down by speaker count the Linear interpolation performed at the receiverand by sentence. Judgments for all 8-pole systems are to approximate the coefficients In the frames whose
pooled, and appear at the left end of the dotted lines , transmission is suppressed. Thus it Is sensitive to
Tho se for 11-pole systems appear at the right end of spectral errors that arise anywhere between two trans-
the dotted lines. Dashed lines show the mean effect Of mltted frames, rather than considering only the end
quantlutlon and t he so lId lines show the mean effect of points. This work has demonstrated good quality trans-
variable frame rate miss ion w ith averag e frame rates as low as 26 per sec

Figure 2(a) shows that the re is a strong interaction (and as Low as 18 per s.c on the slowly changing sen-
between the speaker and the effect of number at poles. tines.). Inform al listen ing tests showed that the speech

transmitted at 26 frames per sec by the new method wasThe male speaker’s speech was severely degraded by
the 8-pole systems , whereas the female spealcer’s of better quality than that transmitted at 37 frames per
speech was little affe~ied. In fact, for the female ~~ by the likelihood ratio method.

spe aker , reducing the number at poles yielded a rate of
quality decline per bit saved no greater than that ob-
tained by adopting VFR transmission. This finding alA condensed version of thi. paper wa. pres.nted at the 92ndcorroborates a result of our earlier study (Huggths and meeting of the AcousUcal Society of Amer ica, San Diego,Nickerson, 1975), In which we found a stro ng interaction CalIfornia, Nov 15—19, 1976. The r search was supported
between the vocoder and the talker ’s voice in determln- by lb. Information Proc...Ing Techniqu.. branch of the Ad-
ing speech quality . The relative speech quality at ~~~ vs.ooed Research PrcJ.ct. Agency.

.1. Acou.t. Soc. An,.. Vol. 12, No. 2. Au iut 1977
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APPENDIX 11

PHONENE— SPECIFIC

I: INTELLIGIBILITY TEST

I.
I. These lists were developed by K. N. Stevens (l962a, b), arid have

never been published before in their entirety. We thank
- Professor Stevens for permission to include them here.

K. N. Stevens, M. H. L. Becker and K. D. Kryter , “An Evaluation
- of Speech Compression Systems,w BBN Report No. 914, March 1962a.

K. N. Stevens, “Simplified Nonsense—Syllable Tests for Analytic
Evaluation of Speech Transmission Systems,” 3. Acoust. Soc.

[7 Amer., 34, p. 729, May 1962b.
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& FRAMEWORK FOR THE OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF VOCODER SPEECH QUALITY

John Makhoul
H .  Viawanat han

* 
Wil l i am Russell

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc .
- Cambridge , Mass . 02138

1
While there exist methods in the evaluation of speech intelligibility in the

- l i t e ra tu re  for object ively evaluating the presence of noise. In the la t ter , the noise
- - _ i n t e l li g ib i l i t y  of speech in the presence of spectrum is assumed stationary and can be

stationary noise , little has been done measured directly. The resulting objective
regarding the objective evaluation of either intelligibility scores are obtained by
the intelligibility or the quality of vocoded comparing the average signal spectrum to the

- speech . We present a framework within which noise spectrum (1 ,2). The same procedure
- we have begun a step—by—step program to cannot be applied in the case of vocoded
• develop objective measures for vocoded speech speech because the “no ise” that corrupts the

quality that are consistent with results from signal is not well defined , and in any case
- subjective tests. not easily measured . Even if the latter were

t I possible , such noise cannot be considered
1. Introduction stationary and it is also correlated with the

signal. Therefore, one mus t. somehow compare
The ultimate criterion for determining the vocoded signal s (n) to the original

- the quality of the speech that is produced by signal s(n).
an y compression , encoding or transm ission

I - system is the way it sounds to the human One of the main problems in comparing
listener. Although there are well established s’(n) to s(n) is that of time synchronization ,
procedures to test the intelligibility of so that corresponding segments of the two
speech , little work has been done in signals can be compared . However , assuming

- developing procedures to test speech quality, that somehow one is able to align the two
and in particular vocoder speech quality. The signals, the problem of comparing s (n) to
few procedures that are available are s(n) remains .

I - subjective and require extensive testing with
human listeners , which is expens ive in terms In man y commun ica tion systems , the

& - of both time and money . average mean squared difference error between
two signa ls is taken as a measure of distance

It would be desirable to develop or deviation between the two signals. It is
objective procedures for speech quality simple to show that such an error measure

1 . evaluation that correlate well with the scores cannot be a measure of the difference in
obtained from subjective listening tests. qullity between the two signals. This is done
These objective measures would ensure by offering a counterexample. Let s(n) be the
uniformity in evaluation as well as enable the input to an all—pass filter 1 and let s~ (n) be

I evaluation to be done by computer. Also , the its output. The filter can be designed such
L - measures can be used in the design of better that the wave shape of ,‘(n) is quite

quality vocoders . While there exist methods different from s(n), and such that the mean
in the literature for objectively evaluating squared difference between s (n) and s(n) is
the intelligibility of speech in the presence large . However , we know from perceptual
of stationary noise (1,2), little has been experiments that , in all likelihood , the
done regarding the objective evaluation of difference between s (n) and s(n) is
either the intelligibility or the quality of insignificant as judged by a human listener
vocoded speech . The problem is that if one (at least for vocoder purposes). In fact , it

I regar ds ~he distortion in the vocoded speech is well known that , except toe pitch , phase
• signal as noise superimposed on the signal , information is quite irrelevant to the

than this noise is not only nonstationary but perception of speech (3). It is difficult to
is correlated with the signal. This makes the Imagine an error criterion on the waveform

I problem of objective evaluation of vocoded which would be insensitive to phase.
I - speech quality a difficult one. However ,

given the immense long—term benefits in terms The answer is clearly to go to the
of time and expense , any headway into the spectrum. In - fact , vocoders have

f - solution of the problem is desirable, traditionally transmitted parameters related

[ to the magnitude of the spectrum. Channel
-. This paper presents a framework within vocoders have used one type of phase

which we have begun a step—by—step program to realization for synthesis , and LPC vocoders
- develop objective measures of v000ded speech have used another (minimum phase). The

I quality that are consistent with results from problem , then , seems to reduce to a comparison
subjective tests. between the short—time spectra Of s’(n) and

s(n). But the spectrum is only one aspect of
2. NecessarY Conditions the signal that is important to perception and

I - is distorted by the vocoder. The other

I Let s(n) be the original speech signal important aspect is the source information .
- and s ’(n) a vocoded version of the same

signal . Our aim is to develop measures that After some thought it became clear to us
- compare the quality of s (n) relative ~~ s(n). that objective measures for the evaluation of

I Note that the formulation of this problem is vocoded speech quality must obey two maxims :
I - different from that of the objectIve (1) They must be a function of the vocoding

L 
- - -
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process , and in particular the vocoder of the type of excitation used. This is
t ransm ission parameters , discussed below for each of the three types of

(2) They must somehow relate to perception . LPC vocoders .
The first maxim basically says that the - 

- 

-

objective evaluation of vocoded speech quality Residual Excited Vocodar. In this type
cannot be done abstractly, treating s’(n) as of vocoder (U], the residual signal is used to
some arbitrary distortion of s(n), but rather excite a filter that is the exact. inverse of
it must relate directly to the v000ding the filter used to generate the residual
process. The second maxim merely states the signal from the speech signal. Assuming no
obvious necessity to have the objective quantization errors in either the residual
measures be perceptually meaningful . These signal or the filter parameters , the
two maxims not only form a sound b s~s on synthesized signal s’(n) will be almost
which to build these measures , but also offer identical to the original signal s(n).
the hope of a diagnostic tool for the Therefore , here , the analysis itself does not
evaluation and refinement of vocoder design . degrade the speech quality.
Based on the two - maxims , therefore , we
proceeded to develop the general framework for Voice Excited Vocoder. In this type of
objective quality evaluatioq . v000der (5,6], a down sampled baseband

comprises the source information . At the
3. Determ iners ~~ Quality receiver the baseband is nonlinearly processed

to obtain an excitation function with a flat
In a vocoder system , there are four major spectrum . Even under no parameter

identifiable components that can contribute to quantization , the synthesized signal s’(n)
the degradation of vocoded speech quality: will be different from s(n). Therefore , the
analysis , encoding, transm ission , and speech model employed is already responsible
synthesis. We shall discuss the types of for a certain change in the speech quality
errors introduced by the different components , when compared to the original. One method of
i i an effort to identify the major determiners estimating this change in quality would be to
of speech quality in the vocoding process . compare the filter excitation signal for this
This would then give us a handle with which to vocoder to the residual signal used in the
design our objective measures. residual excited vocoder. Such comparison is

probably not straightforward , but it is made
Transmission easier by the fact that the two signals are

more or less time—synchronized (in terms of
Channel transmission errors are an where pitch periods are , etc.).

important ractor in the choice of a vocoder
system , in that different vocoders are Pitch Excited Vocoder. In this case , the
affected differently by different types of excitation is either a sequence of pitch
channel errors . However , given that error pulses or white noise . Here , s’(n) resembles
correcting codes can reduce sharply the s(n) in its gross features , but certainly not
effect ive erro r rate , one must still explain j~~ the detailed signal structure . Also ,
the degradation in quality due to the vocoder unlike the voice excited case , s (n) is
itself. Therefore , in attempting to develop generally not synchronized with s(n), beca use - 

-
objective quality measures , we shall assume the voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) excitation is not-
that channel transmission errors are synchronized with the residual signal , which
negligible , makes it difficult to get an objective

estimate of the change in quality due to the
Analysis pitch excited model. This is unfortunate

considering that the V/UV decision is perhaps
The importance of the analysis component the single most important one that affects the

is apparent when we consider that it embodies quality of s (n). There are currently no
the particular speech model employed . The established procedures for the automatic
parameters extracted in this component evaluation of V/UV decisions . The existing
determine the upper bound on the quality of procedures are manual , in that intervention by
the synthesized speech, a human is necessary to establish whether a

voiced or an unvoiced decision would be
The general vocoder speech model is that appropriate for each frame in the analysis

of a source exciting a system that represents (and whether the extracted pitch value is
the short—time spectrum . We shall restrict accurate). In certain critical situations ,
our discussion here to LPC vocoders , with the such decisions are made by trial and error as
knowledge that it can be extended easily to to which sounds better. There are other cases
other types of vocoders (e.g. channel where a mixed vojced—frication source is more
vocoders). The LPC model is that of a source appropriate. Thus far , these cases have not
with a relatively flat spectral envelope , been dealt with successfully in vocoders .
exciting an all—pole filter. There are three
main types of LPC vocoders , depending on the Because of the dearth of good testing
type of source excitation : residual excited , procedures to evaluate the effects of the
vo ice exc ited , and pitch •zcit.ed . However , excitation on speech quality, we have decided
all three types of vocoders perform to table this problem in our initial search
essentially the sam. type of analysis to for objective measures of Quality.
obtain the filter parameters . Although there
may be speech quality differences depending, Svnthe~j~for exam p le , on whether the covariance ,
autocorrelation or lattice method of linear A ltho uRh a large part of the synthesis
prediction is used , these differences tend not process Is dictated by the type of model used
be of a major nature . The upper bound on the and si~n~ 1 ~nalyais performed , there remain a
vocoded speech quality Is basically a function number o:’ design choices in the synthesizer
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I.
t hat. can noticeably affect the synthesized parameter values used at the synthesizer (test
speech quality. The major choices relate to system).
~he updating and interpolation of filter
parame ters , as well as the choice of the Inherent in the above analysis is that

* filter implementation structure . For example , speech synthesized using the input parameters
we have found that if the analysis is to the encoder is of very good quality . This
performed time—synchronously, it is best to is not difficult to achieve . For example , in
interpolate and update filter parameters an LPC vocoder , if the signal bandwidth is

I - time—synchronously as well (7]. 5 kHz, then a ill—pole analysis every 10 ms
would give unquantized parameters , which when

Although there are important issues used in the synthesis , would result in speech
relating to filter implementation structure whose quality is very good compared to the
(for example , placing the gain at the output original speech . This does not necessarily
of a normalized filter (8] causes “clicks” to mean that the encoder has to quantize the 14
occur during large changes in gain), it is filter parameters and transmit them every 10
always possible to choose the implementation ms. The restriction is merely on the
structure in such a way that the structure analysis. The encoder may then choose a
itself contributes negligibly to the smaller (and perhaps variable) order for
degradation of the quality, transmission , and at a lower (and perhaps

variable) rate (7].
Enco dina

We now sta te the three observa tions
We include in this component (assumptions) that form the basis for our work

(1) the choice of the number of parameters to in developing objective quality evaluation
transmit , meas ures:

(2) how to quant ize them , and (1) .peech synthesized from unquantized
(3) when to transmit them . parameters , extracted every 10 ma , is of
The parameters include the source parameters very good quality compared to the original

• (the residual signal in a residual excited speech .
vocoder , or pitch and gain in a pitch excited (2) Except for pitch and gain , the fidelity of
vocoder), and the synthesizer parameters , the short—time spectrum is the principal
which can take different forms, with the most- determiner of quality.
popular being the log area ratios in an LPC (3) The spectrum is uniquely defined by the
vocoder ( 9 ] ,  or the output energies of the filter parameters .
channel filters in a channel vocoder. The
choice of the number of parameters , along with The first observation gives us an anchor
their quantization , determine to a large point defined in terms of the system
extent the static signal quality at specific parameters and against which to compare
time instances , while the transmission and quantized realizations of the same utterance.
update rate determine the dynamic signal The second and third observations relate the
fidelity, filter parameters to speech quality through

the concept of spectral fidelity. This, then ,
Conclusion gives us a framework within which to develop

the desired objective measures of speech
- 

- For narrow—band vocoder systems (less quality.
than 5000 bps), the encoder , as we have
defined it , is the major determiner of speech 5. ~~ In it ial Exoer imen t
quality. This is due to the heavy
quantization that is necessary to produce low Given a speech utterance processed by an
bit rates. Design issues in the analysi’ ‘and LPC vocoder , an objective measure summarizes
synthesis are important , but for low rate the error or deviation between the reference
systems , the encoder plays the major role. and the test sets of parameters in terms of a

[ single number which we shall call an objective
U . Genera l Framework evaluation score . The objective score would

be expected to reflect the perceived quality
I t foll ows from the previous secti~’i (relative to the reference) of the speech

that , if the bulk of the synthesized sreech utterance it , indeed , the objective measures
quality is determined by the encoder , then one were sensitive to all quality — determining
should be able to obtain an approxim a te factors . It is unreasonable , and perhaps too
object ive measu re of th e quali ty difference simplistic , to expect that one objective
between the original and vocoded speech by measure could always correctly predict

[ somehow comparing the parameter values at. the perceived speech quality. The chance of such
input and output or the encoder. One could a prediction may be enhanced by combi r~ing a
also include the interpolation in the number of objective measures in some raahion
synthesis component , and compare the parameter to obtain an overall objective score . Each
values at the synthesizer with the parameters measure may be sensitive to some aap ’~ts of
at the input to t he encoder (which are quality. U ltimately , we plan to perform a
produced by the analysis). In any case, the multidimensional analysis (11] on the
problem is thus reduced from comparing the objective scores obtained from a number of
quality of two speech signals to comparing two measures with the hope of relating t hem to
sets of parameters that are related to each different quality dimensions yet to be
other in a well specified manner . This , in discovered . For the present study, howeve r ,
turn , implies that. such comparisons or quality we chose to develop a number of objective
measuring procedures are to be built “inside ” measures and inve sti ga te each of t hem
the vocoder instead of outside it . separately so as to  become famil iar  with their
Com parisons are made between the unquanti zed properties .
parameters (reference system ) and the
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For each data frame , an error between the framework calls  for inse r t ing  these objective
re fe rence  and the test parameters is computed measures inside the vocoder to compare the
using an appropriate “distance ” measure , sets of filter parameters after analysis and
Idea l ly ,  such frame errors should be computed before synthesis , in order to observe the
only at selected points in t ime w i t h i n  the e f fec ts  of encoding and In terpola t ion  on the - .
speech utterance that are “perceptually resulting spectra . Spectral variations , in
significant..” For the purposes of the present turn , are related to speech q u a l i t y .  A
study, we simply computed the frame error at a step—b y— step program has been initiated to
fixed rate , say, every 10 ma. We thus had two discover the time—independent as well as
problems. (1) To develop suitable distance time—dependent quality determining facto:’s in
measures to compute frame errors. (2) To the short—time spectrum .
combine all the frame errors within a speech
utterance into one number , which provides the Acknowledgment
objective score.
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TOWARDS PERCEPT’JALLY CONSISTENT MEASURES OF SPECTRAL DISTANC!

R. Vi awana t han
John Hakhoul

I • Wil liam Russell

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc .
Cambridge , P4e~ s. 02138

This paper cons iders d istance measures One of his results is par ticularly relevan t to
for determining the deviation between two this paper. Briefly, when two formants are insmoothed short—time speech spectra . Since close proximity, human perception exhibits ansuch distance meas ures are em ployed in speech asymmetrical pattern in that moving one of theI . processing applications that either involve or two formants closer to the other by a givenrelate to human perceptual judgment , the amount produces a larger perceived quality
effectiveness of these measures will be difference than moving that. formant away from
enhanced if they provide results consistent the other by the same amount. On the other - 

-with human speech perception . As a first hand , the same formant. shifts produce a —step, we suggest Flanagan s results on symmetrical pattern when the two formants are
-. 

— dif ference limens for formant fre quenc ies as well separated . We use this result as one
one basis for checking the perceptual basis for checking the perceptual consistency
consistency of a measure . A general necessary of spectral distance measures.

• condition for perceptual consistency is
derived for a class of spectral distance Smoothed spectra can be obtained by using 4,
measures. A class of perceptually consistent a number of methods such as f i l ter  bank ,
measures obtained through experimental cepstrum , and linear prediction (LP). For

‘ investigations is then described , and results simplicity, we rocus in this paper on LP
obtained using one such measure under spectra , although most of the discussions
Flanagan ’s test conditions are presented , presented below apply to other types of

I - spectra as well. The LP spectrum is given by
1. Introduction (11)

2 R VGiven two smoothed short—time speech G 
— 

a p (1)
spectra , a fundamental problem in speech °~ P 

~ •~
jwk12

~ I processing is to determine the distance or the k
amount of deviation between the two spectra .
In speech recogn iti on , the two spectra may where 0 is the linear predictor gain , 

~e ~~correspond to two dirferent speech sounds , or the speech signal energy, V. is the normalized
perhaps two different versions of the same prediction error , 3(w) is the spectru. of the
sound (1—3 ]. In speaker verification or inverse rilter and aa, 1~ k�p, are t he

I - identification , the two spectra may correspond predictor coefficients.
j to speech produced by either two different

speakers or by the same speaker on two 2. SaLectsgj ~istan ce Measur~~different occasions (11 ,5) .  In variable frame
ra te speech com pression , two adjacent analysis Let d(X ,Y) denote the distance or
frames may have produced the two spectra deviation between the spectra X(w) and Y(w).
(6 ,7]. In the problem of objective evaluation From a mathematical viewpoint , one may beI f - of vocoded speech quality, which the authors tempted to insist that the distance measure
have recently formulated (8], the two spectra satisfy the three axioms of a metric:

£ - may correspond to the quantized and the
unquantized sets of filter parameters . Still (a) Positive definiteness : d(X ,Y)�O,
another application of spectral distance d(x ,Y).O 1ff X!Y;
measures is in the spectrc l sensitivity (b) Symmetry: d(X ,Y).d(Y,X);
anal ysis needed for optimal parameter Cc) Triangle inequality:
quantization (9). d(X ,Y).~d (X ,Z).d(Z,Y).

These examples clearly bring out the We require , however , only the property (a) to
importance of spectral distance measures in be true . There are many examples in real life
speech processing. The extent to which a where distance symmetry does not hold. There
di stance measure is valid greatly determines is no’ evidence to support the validity of a
the efficiency of the underlying task in which symmetrical distance in the context of human
it is employed . Inasmuch as one strives to speech perception . For a similar reason , we
achi eve a machine performance that. is close to do not insist that. the property Cc) be
what a human can do under the same situation necessarily true . We postulate that if a
(e.g., first two applications above), or distance measure is perceptually consistent ,
inasmuch as the vocoded speech is to be it will prove to perform better in
perceived by human listeners , it is applications involving, or relating to, human

I - appropriate to require of these distance perception .
measures to be at least consistent with the
known results of human perception . The work m~ j.~aU~~reported in this paper represents a first step .

- I towards obtaining perceptually consistent Before we define * measure of distance
meas ures of spectral distance , between two LP spectra P1 (w) and P1(ei), it may

be desirable to normalize these spectra in
Abou t two deca des ~~o Flana gan reported some fashion . For inst ance , th ey may be

perceptual results for determining difference normalized to hav e th. same srithmatic mean
t imens for formant frenuencies of vowels (10). (AN) or total energy. A lternately, the y ma y

H as
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be normalized to have the same geometric mean deviation . (Frequencies of the other three
(GM), i.e., the log spectra w i l l  have the same fixed formants and the noni’~al value of the
average , second formant frequency are given in the

figure . Fixed bandwidths of all the formants —

Error Q j ~j~,j~~ are as in (10].) Fig . 1(a) corresponds to the
error definition (5) while Pig. 1(b)

An error function between the normalized corresponds to the error definition ( 3 ) .  Both
spectra can be defined either in the (linear) plots were obtained using GM normalization ,
spectral domain as k:1 and no weighting in (6). (We have plotted

log d for plot. (b) so that ordinates of both
eCu) — P Cu) — P (w) , (2 )  plots are in decibels . )  The almost symmetrical1 2 plots in Fig . 1 do not conform with pr3perties

or , in the log spectral domain as given by Flanagan (see Fig. I l ( c )  in (10]).

e(w) — log P1(w) — log P2(w) (3) Notice that the two distance measures
that produced the plots in Fig . 1 depend only

Other reasonable error definitions include on the ratio of the spectra P1 an d P2 (in view
r of (3 )  and (5)). Below we prove that with Gil

eCu) — jP1 (w ) — P2(w)J/P1(w) (4) normalization , any distance measure which is a
function of only the ratio of the spectra is
necessarily perceptual ly inconsis tent .  First ,eCu) — P1(w)/P2(w) 

. (5) we give our working definition of perceptual
consis tency,  based on Flanagan ’s results ( 10] .

~~~~~~~~ ~in~inc.n ~~~ntac~ Working Defin~~j~~ ~~ PerceDtual Consigj~flQ,~ :
A large class of spectral distance Let X and Y be two vowel spectra , such tha t Y H

measures can be defined as the weighted Lk is identical to X except that one of the
norm : for’mant frequencies F is shifted by a variable

i amount ~F. A given spectral distance measure
fw(P (w),P (w),w)Ie(w) I

kdw ~ d (X ,Y) between X and Y is said to be
—~~ 1 2 

,~~~ perceptual ly  consistent if
Uk~

Pl,P2S W
~ 

— __________________________

I W(P (w) ,P (w).w)dw (a) when F is close to another formant F’,
1 2 d (X ,T) exhibits asymmetry such that it

is greater when F is moved ~F towar ds
F ’, than when F is moved AF away from

where the weight ing funct ion W in genera l F ’;
depends on P1(w), P,(w) and frequency w , and (b) such asymmetry decreases as F and F’
takes only positive values. If the error is are further apart . - - —

defined as in (U) or (5), the distance meas ure
in (6) is not symme$,ric . Also , if the Now , consider a class V1 of spectral
weighting function depends explicitly ~~ p1 distance measures defined by (6) where the
an d P1 , the resulting distance measure is in error e(w) is computed after GM normalization
general not symmetric. In all other cases , a of the spectra . For this class of distance
symmetric distance measure results. In the measures , a necessary condition for perceptual
absence of any wei gh t ing ,  d..j is the harmonic consistency is provided below in the form of a
mean , d0 is the GM , d1 is the AM , and d2 is theorem .
the root mean square value of the absolute
error funct ion . Between the min imum Th*arem : A necessary condit ion for any
d...~~M 1n I e ( u ) J  and the maximum d _ t l a x J e ( w ) J ,  spectral distance measure d ( P 1 , P,)  - in the
d~ is a monotonically increasing function of class D~ to be perceptually consistent (as
k. defined above) is that it not be a function of

only the ratio of the two spectra P1 and P2
The weighting function W in (6) is used

to d i f f e r e n t i a l l y  weight i nd ividua l  errors and £~ngt: Assume that a distance measure in V1is determined based on some concept of speech violates the necessary condition . We show
perception . Notice that  any constant  that this  distance measure is not perceptually
mul t ip l i ca t ive  factor in the weight ing  consis tent .  Let P2 be obtained from P1 by
function does not affect the distance measure , shifting only one of its formant frequencies
Some specific weighting functions are while keeping all other parameters intact.
discussed in Section U. Let the denominator S(w) in (1) be factored

in to  R ( w )  and S ’( w ) ,  where R ( w )  is the
Examp les: References  [2 ,6 ,7]  use d~ with  the con t r ibu t ion  to the spectrum from the formant
error defined as in (5). (With a Gaussian under consideration and S’(w) represents the
assumption , this measure becomes a l ikel ihood contr ibut ions  from all other poles of the
rat io ( 2 ] . )  Reference (9 ]  employs d1 wi th  the linear predictor. Thus, P1(w) =
error given by (3) .  Cepstral distance 1/ (R 1(w ) . S ’1 ( w ) )  and Pt ( w )  a 1/ (R 2 (u ) . S~ ( w ) ) ,
measures used in (1 , 11) have been shown to be where R2(w) is the perturbed version of R1(w).
highly correlated to d2 with  the error as in This gives the result. that the ratio of P1 and(3) [12]. Pa depends only on the formant under

— 
considerat ion . Spec i f i ca l ly ,  the ratio does

3. ~ Nicessarv QQ~~~~jQfl ~~~ not depend on whether or not this formant is
Con~~~~~~~i in close proximity to another formant. This

clearly establishes thrit the measure is not
Fig. 1 shows two plots of spectral perceptually consistent according to our,

~ieviation or distance versus frequency shift ~orking definition .nf the second formant  causing tha t  spectral
as

_ _ _ _ _ _  ~~~ - - -~~•- ~~~~ 
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~~With other types of apeo}.ral fol lowing weight ing funct ions  based on
normalizat ion ,the ratio of gain terms (C in perceived loudness .
(1)) of the two spectra depends in general on -the overall shape of the spectrum. For !! Qetzt~ %~~i~niu We1Ih~j~ginstance , with AM normalization , this ratio is
between the normalized prediction errors (Vp Based on the work of’ Stevens (111], we
in (1)) corresponding to the two spectra , define the perceived loudness Iunction L(w) of
which depend on the total spectral shapes (3], a spectrum P(w) as (P(w)A(w))” , where A(w)
Establi shing a general necessary condition ror is shown plotted in Fig . 2. Notice the sharp
perceptual consistency in these cases is change of A(w ) at low frequencies , which may
difficult. However , with AN normalization , be used I.e our advantage to overcome the
our experimental results show that when the problem men tioned above . The weightin

• necessary condition stated above is violated , function may then be defined in term. of A(w
perceptual consistency is not obtained . or L(b1). We have investigated the following

weighting functions: WaA (w); W L ~(w)- 
- - We do not wish to state that peroeptually (perceived loudness of Pj(w)); WaL 5(w);

inconsistent measures are not usefu’. In Wa IL 2(w)—L .(w)I. Only the weighting function
fact , in the applications mentioned in - the W .A(w ) produced the right asymmetry for the
introduction , many such measures have been case when the first formant frequency was
succesfully used . We suggest , however , that shifted about I ts  nominal value of 300 Hz.
use of perceptually consistent measu~en in
these applications may lead to an improved In the next section , we give examples of
performance of the underlying tasks . perceptually consistent distance measures

which use the weighting function A(w) .
4. Weiahtina FunotiQ~~ -

I . 5. A LAin ~~ Perceptually Consistent
We have investigated a number of Diatann Meapures

reasonable frequency weighting functions (13). -

A brief discussion of some of these weighting Our experimental investigations have led
functions is given below, to a class or spectral distance measures which

produce the right types of aSymmetry
SmectrsJ, Intenslix ~eiahtiqg attributable to formant interaction under all

test conditions considere d by Flanagan. This
Since formant peaks of a spectrum are class ii defined by (6) with OK normalization ,

perceptually important , it is reasonable to the spectral error - defined in the (linear)
emphasize spectral errors that occur close to spectral domain as in (2), and the weighting
formant peaks. One way of achieving this function A (w) shown in Fig. 2.
error weighting is to use P1(w), P,(w), or son.
generalized mean of the two as weighting Figs . 3—5 show plots of spectral distance
functions. versus formant frequency shift under three

different test conditions for the above
~~~~~~~~ ~erivatj~~ We1~htins measure with ku in (6). These plots compare

rather nicely to the corresponding ones that
An alternate method of emphasizing Flanagan has given . Notice that while our

spectral errors that - occur close to formant spectral distance plots in general have a
peaks is to employ a suitable function of monotonically increasing tendency , Flanagan ’s
first and second derivatives of P1 (w) or P2 (w) plots reach a constant 100% for large formant
for weighting the errors . frequency shifts due to the fact that subjects

in his tests were asked to merely say if they
krticulatiQfl—Index LA~~ ~~ j4 W~i1htin1 perceived the two speech sounds corresponding

to unperturbed and perturbed sets of rormants
Al is a physical measure that. i5 highly as being different rather than to quant i fy  the

correlated with subjective speech amount of quality difference they perceived
intelligibility results. Since it is not between the two sounds . -

unrealis tic to consider speech intelligibility
and quality as related phenomena , we have The effectiveness of the weighting A (w)
derived , by ada pting some of the results used is particularly apparent in the low frequency
in Al computation , a weighting function which region . Fig . 6 shows plots of spectral
decreases exponen tially with frequency : distance with and without this weighting,
W .exp(-aw), where e is a particular constant other bonditions being the same , for the case
( 1 3] .  when the first formant I. shifted about 300

Hz. The u~weighted measure gives a slight
All the spectral distance measure , that Isyametry but in the wrong sense , Fig. 6(a),

we investigated , even with the use of the while the weighted measure produces the right
above weighting functions , had one common asymmetry as shown by Fig, 6(b).
problem in that for the case when the first
toruant frequency was shifted about the A disadvantage of the distance measures
nominal valus of 300 Hz, a given amount of presented in this section is that they are
left shift always produced a larger spectral dependent on the energy of the spectra .
deviation than a right shift of the enme (Notice that distance measures which are
amount , which is just the opposite of what functions of only the ratio of spectra do not
Flanagan reported (see Fig . 3(a) in (10)). suffer from this disadvantage. ) With energy
(We found , however , that some of thesi dep.fld,nt measures , comparison of spectral
measures and weighting functions produced the distances obtained , for inStance , for
right types of asymmetry in other test different analysts situation s can be
conditions considered by Flanagan. ) To attempt. meaningfully done only after suitably scaltn~to overcome this problem , we investigated the the distance values. A reasonable condition

I
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OBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY EVALUATION OF

KARROWBAIID LPC VOCODERS

8. Viawanathan, N. Russell and .3. Kakhoul

I Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc .
Cambridge , Mass. 02138

I 
general framework for objective speech quality

ABSTRACT evaluation , based on the following reasonable
assumptions:

Several methods are present ed for the
objective speech quality evaluation of narro wband 1) Speech synthesized from unquantized vocoder

I 
L.PC voooder., based on a framework that we proposed para meters extract ed every 10 as , is of very good
at the 19Th ICASSP conference. In each method , the quality compared to the original speech.
error in shor t—ter. spectral behavior between 2) Except for pitch and gain , the fidelity ofvoooded speech and the original is computed once the short—time speech spectrum is the principal
every 10 as. These errors are appropriately determiner of quality.

I 
weighted and averaged over an utterance to produce ‘ 3) The spectrum is uniquely defined by the
a singl, objective score. Several short—term error linear prediction filter parameters.measures , and t ime—weighting and averaging
techniques are investigated . We evaluate the me first assumption gives us an anchor point ,objective methods by correlati ng the resulti ng defined in terms of the unquantized vocoder

I 
objective scores with formal subjective speech parameters , against which to compare quantized
quality judgments. High correlations obtained realizations of the same utterance. The second and
indicate the usefulness of these methods . third assumptions relate the filter parameters to

speech quality . In the above formulation , we have
- implicitly made an important assumption that th.

I vocoder under evaluation extracts pitch values and
1. INTRODUCTION voiced/unvoiced decisions without any error.

Although the formulation may be extended to coverQuality assessment of vocoded speech is often voice—excited and residual—excited LPC vocoders asperformed to determine the user acoeptar .ce of ,a well as- -vocoders other than LPC (e.g., channel

L 
vocoder, or to compar, the performance of competing vocoders) (1], here we consider its application
vocoder types, or to evaluate the different choices exclusively to pitch—excited (narrowband) LPC
of a given vocoder’s design parameters. Procedures vocoders.
used for speech quality measurement are either
subjective or objective , depending upon whether or In the above framework the problem of

~~ not they make use of subjective 3udg~ento from objective quality •valuation is reduced to the
human listeners. Subjective procedures require following two Steps : 1) For each 10 ma frame ,
extensive testing with human listeners, which is compute an objective error as the distance or
expensive in terms of both time and money . On the deviation between the spectrum corresponding to the
other hand , objective measures would enable unqua ntized L.PC parameters and the spectrum

E evaluation to be done by computer as well as ensure corresponding to the quantized and interp olated LPCuniformity in speech quality evaluation. Also, parameters (interpolation is required if the- objective measures can be incorporated into the vocoder ’ s tran smission fra me rate is lower than 100
design of better qual ity vocoders. Of course , the fr am es/sec.) ; and 2) combine all the frame errors

I 
validity of any objective procedu re must first be thus computed within a speech utterance into one
established by comparing its results against number , which becomes the objective speech quality
subjective judgments. score. Methods for carrying out the two tasks are- presented in Sections 3—5.While there exist a few subjective procedures ,

I relatively little work has been done to develop 3. FRAME SPECTRAL ERROR MEASURES
ob~sctive procedures. The purp ose of this paper is
to report on several objective measures for speech The power spectrum of linear predicti on
quality assessment of narrowbsnd linear predictive all—pole filter is given by
(LPC) vocoders. We have developed these measures 2 ~ -(~)kI 

2

I 
based on a general framework for objectIve speech p(u) G / s w — R ~V /i l+ — 

~
ake I (1)

quality evaluation that we presented at the 1976 p k—i
ICASSP conference. A specitiq objective procedure where C is the filter gain , R~ is the speech signal
presented also at that conference (3] falls within energy , V is the normalized preediotion error,th i. general framework. S(~ ) is ~he spectr um of the inverse filter , a~, are

C 
the predictor coefficients , and p is the ordel’ of2. A FIAMEWORE FOR OBJECTIVE SPEECH QUALITY the linear predictor . To compute objective frame

EVALUATION error , vs require a measure of distance between the
reference spectrum P (u) (unquantized parameters )

Any objective measure for the evaluation of ano the vocoded s~eech spectrum P,(w) (quantized

I 
voeoded speech quality must be a funoticn of the and interpolated parameters). AithoOgh there are a
vocoder transmission parameters and must somehow nunber of distance measures available (2), we
relate to perception . Using this and a r.umb.r of consider in this paper three distance mea sures
other detailed arguments , we formulated in (1) 5 denoted below as dl , d2 and 43.
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For dl and 42 , the distance between the These are depicted in lAg. 1. The piecewise—linear
spectra P

~ 
and 

~2 is computed in three step. an function shown is lea, drastic than the linear
follows : function in that it ds.sphasizea frame errors in
a) Normalize the two spectra by making them have the low energy region, but has only a slight

the same (unity ) geometric mean (i.e., th. areas influence on all other frame errors.
under the log spectra are made equal);

b) Determine the err or at each frequency either Dvnamth Fidelity W.lehtin,
as the magnitude of the difference in linear
spectral amplitude. of the two normalized spectra Another conside ration relevant to speech
(dl ) or as the magnitude of the difference in their qual ity is the rate at whioh speech characteristic s
log spectral amplitudes (d2); and change in ti.. This rat, vale, in time ino) Compute a suitabl. nor m of this error accordance with the sequence of speech sounds being
function, uttered. Since it is reasonable to assum, that a

rate of LPC parameter extraction of 100 frames/sec
Notice that the geometric mean of the power ( fpa) should be adeq uate to track all perceptually
spectrum in ( 1)  1. V,R~. The two measures dl and important speech event ., we chose the anchor system
42 are given below (2 ,1.11 as having 100 tps LPC data (Section 2) .  However ,

—l —‘ in the case of slowly varying speech materialsI A(w)~ S, (i~)—s~ (w) Idw (e.g., .131, see Section 6), the actual rate of
0 (2) change of speech characteristics is substantial lydl lower than that in normal speech. This •eans that.

~,
. ., 5—1f ,~~ para meter extraction at rat .. much less than 100

1 fps can adequ ately represent the slowly varying
speech. - This poses two problems with resp ect to

r ~ 1 the choice of our anchor system. First , the
42— 1 I ~ ~~ S 4~ — io ~ ~ ~ ;2~~J~. (3) objective speech quality measure computed based on - 

- -

L ~ ‘ $ 1 2 W~ U j the above anchor would generally yield lower error
- when the transmission frame rate of the vooodsr

where A(w) is a smoothed version (CI of the under evaluation is closer to 100 fps. This is
weighting function or iginally introduced by because when the vocoder ’s frame rate is closer to
S.S. Stevens for measuring the perceived loudness the anchor system’s frame rate , frame error
(2]. The distance measure dl is perceptually computation involves few.r parameter errors due to
consistent in the sense that it producee results interpolation , which are being substituted by
consistent with published subjective perceptual quantization errors , and these are generally
results on formant frequency difference lim.ns smaller than interpolation errors. Therefore , for
(2 ,C] , while 42 is not perceptually consistent . slowly varying speech the objective measure would

overesti mat , the v000ded speech quality. Secondly ,
The third distance measure 43 measures th. subjective speech quality tests have clearly shown

absolute deviation in the log area ratios CLAR a) that a 100 fps LPC vocoder produces inferior speech
g,,, which are uniquely related to the predictor qua lity (characterized as having a wobble’
odeffioient s afr , and which possess flat or uniform quality ) when processing slowly varying speech ,
spectral sensitivit y as well as other desirable compared to a 50 fps vocod.r (61. To overcome
propsrt lea (5): the *e proble ms , we redefine the anchor system based

i 
p 

- ‘  on a functional perceptual model (PM) of speechd3 ; E ‘t lk~~~2k’ ‘ (C) that two of the authors have recently formulated
k—i ( 6] .  In this model , it is postulated that (1) — -

where the two sets of LiRe corresp ond to the two Speech can be represented in terms of LPC (or
linear predictors. Since we deal with LPC vocoders othir) parameters extracted at a minimal set of
that employ LARs as trans mission parameters , they per ceptually significant frame. , not necessarily
are readily available for evaluati ng 43 •inaide~ equally spaced , and (2) Between any two such
the vocoder . Of the above three measures , clearly frames, the parameters vary linearly. An auto matic
43 is least expensive to compute. Scheme has been developed to deter mine or Nmarkw

the location of the perceptually significant frames
C. TIME-WEIGHTING OF FRAME ERRORS (63. The PM—based anchor system is theref ore

ehsl aot.riz.d by the LPC parameters (actually,
The task of combining the frame errors ~~

-. -~ LAR.) of the frames marked by this scheme and the
into a single speech quality score involves ~ linearly interpolated parameter values for the
weighting the frame errors with a suita -’- --~. w srked frames. We have presented this
t ime-weighting function v(i) to reflect t -~~ modification in this section , since it may be
relative importance of the individual frames L vAlued as en implicit time—weighting method . In
perceived speech qua lity, and them averaging the addition , vs have investigated an explicit
weighted frame errors 1(1)11(i). kIev , we describe t ine-weighting l.a which tr... errors for the marked
two tine-weighting methods that we have frmeee are weighted with unity, while other fra me
investigated . efl ora are Weighted with a fraction depending on

the d~rstiem ef the trsnamission interval to which
Knerzv Wsiihtine they beleng. In the interest of keeping the

pre eststtas of results in Section 6 brief, we
In this method , we .mks the ressneeble assume umity weight leg fer all marked ar id umaarked •

assumption that frame errors in lea energy regioms frames.
of an utterance have a ller influemee em qi*llty
judg ments than those in high amargy rsgi~~~. Per 5. TIME-AWERAGI CF ~~I0alT~~ FRAIS ERRORS
example , large changes in the spectrem ~~ met be
detected by the listener it the total ,~ssv in the The f inal step in form ulati ng an objective
spectrum is low. We considered the vsi~~~ieg as a speech quality ns~~s is t~ specify bow the
function of the frame speech sAgest ~~~~~~~~~~~ per weighted frame .rrv. s V( i*( I) are oem~lned late
sample , computed over an inter val et SI me emi see numbe r. One obvious s.tbol I. to use the
expre ssed in decibels. We have investigated lia r weighted r—th seen of all the (may , I.) ire.. erro rs
(WI) and piecewise-linear (v 2)  weighting fems$isms. ever the whole uttersa.s:
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correlation (or simply correlation); and (2) rank
order correlation . For the second type , two sets
of ranks are first assigned to vocoders under study 4I ~ W(i) IE(i)3~ / £ W(fl 1 (5) using separately objective and subjective data , and

I - L ~~1 ~~~ J then regular correlation is computed between the
The simplest average of this type is the arithmetic two sets of ranks. Therefore , rank order

• mean with r el ; this average is denoted by El, yy~ correlation is useful in examining how well an
other averages E3 and EC that we have used are objective measure would order vocoders in terms of
described below, perceived (subjective) speech quality. On the

F 
other hand, unlike the rank order correlation,

- Subjective quality judg ments of an utterance regular correlation is sensitive to the actual
-* are greatly influenced by the pr esence of even one extents of vocoder quality difference,.

or two places of larg, errors such as those that
are perceived as pops or glitches. An overall Below, we first briefly discuss the subjective

I - average such as El may not portray such influences , speech quality rating that was collected in a
especially if most of the remaini ng frame errors recent study 17], and then present highlights of

-- are small. The above r—th mean with a large r the results obtained by correlating objective
would emphasize large frame errors. An alternate quality data against this subjeotive data.

- method of achieving this selectivity to large
errors is to oonsid~r the arithmetic mean over only Sub lective ~IL& last
a specified number of the largest frame errors. We

• define a measure £2 which ii the average over the Stimuli for the subjective rating study (7)
top 10% of the frame errors. A two—term composite were made by passing 7 sentences through each of 119
average measure £3 is obtained as the sum of El and fixed—rate LPC vocoders. The transmission bit

I - £2. A different composite average is motivated by rates for those vocoders ranged from 1267 bps to
- the consideration that the number or large frame 8700 bps. The different vocoder systems were

errors which influence perceived quality of ~~ obtained by varyi ng, in a factorial manner , the LPC
utterance may vary from one vocoded version to order (13, Il , 9 and 8 poles) the tAR quantization

E 
- another. This suggests that £2 may be replaced by step size (0.5, I and 2 dB~ and the transmission
- a selective average that is carried out over a fr~~ rate (100, 67 , 50 and 33 fps). The 119th

variable percentage of top frame errors , or vocoder had 13 poles , 0.25 dB step size, and 100
alternately £2 may be multiplied with a variable fr ia frame rate. A 110 kbps PCM speech (I l —bit
weight and then added to El. We denote this samples at 10 kIla ) , which was the input to the

E 
- weighted composite average by £11: vocodera , was also included to sot as an undegraded

anchor . Nine subjects rated speech quality
£11 El +YE2 (6) degradation on a scale of 0—100. The rating scores

- - averaged over the nine subjects gave the subjective
In our experimental investigations, we obtained data for our correlation study. To keep the

E 
significant improvements in correlation scores when overall task man ageable (in view of the large - -

we chose the following exponential weight Y: variety of objective measures we were consider ing) ,
we chose a subset of 22 vocoders (all the 12 —

- ~~ ~~~~~~~~ (7) 13—pole systems, and 5 each of 11—pole and 8—pole
where ki and k2 are constants, and ~~~ is the systems) and 5 sentences given in Table 1.
“skewness’ of the frame error dist r ibutiofl over the
whole utterance , defined by Correlation Results

We ran extensive correlation experiments for
03 ~ Z (E(l)— El]3 /o~ , (8) several purposes: 1) to use the correlation scores

i_i as a means of choosing the parameters of the
with 0 being the standard deviation . Use of k2z—l time—weighting and time-averaging schemes discussed
was pound to improve the performance of the above; 2) to study the effect of incorporating into
objective measures as determined by correlation an objective evaluation measure any one or group of
against subjective judgments. the different time—weighting and tine-aver aging

schemes; and , 3) to pick that subset of these
schemes which , for a given frame error measure ,

- 

6. CORRELATION AGAINST SUBJECTIVE JUDGt-~NTS maximizes the correlation scores on the average .
With three frame error measures dl—d3 (Section In short, correlation against subjective data

3), two energy weighting functions Wi and ~~ served as the primary vehicle for judgi ng the
(Section 11) , the perceptual—model—based dynamic effectiveness of an objective quality measure.
fidelity weighting scheme (Section 11), and three Results obtained from these correlation studies ar e
time-avera ge measures £1 , £3, and £11 (Section 5) , numerous and complex due to the interactions
and consideri ng different values for the constants betweon the different time-weighti ng and aver aging
that figure in some of the above items , we get a elements as well as the profound effect of speech

[ large variety of possible objective speech quality material and speakers. Below , we provide important
seasures. To evaluate the effectiveness of a given highlights of these results. Since the vocoder

- obj ective quality measure , we correlate the input speech used in this study had a 5 kHs
objective scores that the measure produces for an bandwidth, we employed a 1C—th order anchor systen
utterance processed through a range of tiC vocoder 1~ computi ng the objective quality scores.

E systems against the corresponding subjective a) Correlation scores obtained for sale speech
quality jud gments. Notice that the objective (JBI , JBS and DE6) were generally higher than those
scores for the variou s voocded versions of an for female speech (ARC and £26) . (See further
utterance are all based on the same anchor , and below. )
hence the scores can be directly compared to infer b) The energy weighting function Wi or W2 and the

E quality difference s between different vocoders in PM—based implicit time—weighting method produced in
processi ng that utterance , general higher correlations , although the two

methods did not always reinforce each other . —

We compute two types of correlation be t ween c) It and large the aver aging method ElI is
the objecti v. and subj ective data : (1 )  regular superior to El and £3.

L 
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d) For the frame error measures dl—d3, we found 3. 3. Neu ter and iLK. Wiggins, “Quality Comparisonthe appropriate t ime—weighting and averaging Measure for Linear Pr edictive Systems ,’ Proo.methods so as to secure on th. avera ge max imum 1976 ICASSP , pp. 107—109, April 1976 .correlation scores for the 5 utterances we C. BIN Quarterly Progress Report on Coemand andconsidered. The resulting object ive quality Control Related Computer Technology, Bill Reportmeasures 111—113 are described in Table 2, and their No. 3325, June 1976.
correlation scores are given in Table 3. For both 5. 1. Yiswsnathan and J. Nakboul, ‘Quantization
112 and 113, PM—based weighting and no (or unity) Properties of Tran smission Para meters in Linearenergy weighting were ohosen , while for Ml linear Predictive Systems , ” IEEE Trans. ASSP , pp.
energy weighting Ni and no PM-based weighting were 309—321 , June 1975.
preferred.. This may partly be due to the fact that 6. I. Vtswsnathan, J. Ilakhoul and R. Niche , ‘The
the automatic P14 scheme already uses (linear) Applicatio n of a Functional Perceptual. Model ofenergy weighting (6). Speech to Variable—Rate LPC Systems,” Proc. 1977
e) The correlation scores given in Table 3 range ICASSP, pp. 219—222, May 1977.from 0.685 to O.9C7, and are all highly 7. A. W .F.  Huggins , B. Visuanathan and J. Makboul,significant . Note that for 22 ‘measurements’ “Quality Ratings of tiC Vocoder,: Effects ofcorresponding to 22 vocodera a significance level Number of Poles, Quantisatton and Frame Rate ,’of better than 0.001 is achieved with a correlation Proc. 1977 ICASSP , pp. 1113—1116, May 1977.score of only 0.652.
t) The measure 112 based on the rms log spectral

error and the measure 113 based on the LAB error
were found to behave quite similarly. Since all
three quality •easures produced good correlation
results, we recoemend th. use of 113 as it is the
least expensive of the three acuputationally. ~

Attemots ~~ T.nrova Obioctive Quality
Neasuremant ~~ Female Sneech

As mentioned above, and as shown in Table 3, 0 10 20 30 Msx 45
all the rep orted objective measures yielded Energy/sample (dl)
generally lower correlation scores for female Fig. 1 Energy weighting function..speech than for male speech. Also , in choosing the
components of the objective measures M1—M 3 given in
Table 2 we did not make use of th. correlation
scores computed for AM and R36 , since the scores ID FO Sentencevaried relatively spuriously and did not indicate
any clear choice . One reason for these problems is ill 119 Why were you away a year , Roy ?
that the 22 v000ders considered in our correlation AR4 165 Wh ich tea— party did Baker go to?
study drew in general more clustered subjective JS5 124 The littl e blankets lay around on th. floor .
rati ngs for ARC and 136 than for J B1 , JBS and 0(6.
A second reason ( somewhat related to the first ) is DK6 97 The trouble with swieming

156 193 is that you can drown .that subjective rati ng scores for the utterances _______________________________________________
from female speakers were relatively constant over -

the range of the LPC order considered (8—1 3 poles); Table 1. The five stimulus sentences , with the
in contrast , the rati ng scores for male speakers speake r ’s average fundam ental frequency in Es.
exhibited a wide range of variati on. Also , the
subjective rati ng data for female speech had
several examples wher e a vocoder with a lower order _______ _________
drew a better rating than another with a higher Quality Frame Energy PM-b*sed Time
order , with the quant ization step size and frame Measure Error Weighting Weighting Average
rate being the same for the two vocoders . These
considerations suggest that the order of the anchor Ml 

— 
dl Linear ,~~ No 

— 
£4

system may be varied as a functi on of the aver age 
~~ ~~ Yes £3fundamental of the speak er over the whole 

_______ 
_________

utteran ce . By choosing the anchor system’s order $3 ~~ None Yes £3
as 12 poles for ARC and 10 poles for 1136, we
obtained definite increases in the correlation
scores , although the scores still remained Table 2. Descr iption of 3 objective speech
substantially lower (especially for £26) than those quality measures.
obtained for male speech.
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